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introduction

the date was sunday december 27 1857 and the

weather was fine as the saints assembled in the salt
lake tabernacle for the usual sabbath meetings in the
morning session brigham young and wilford woodruff

spoke both referring to the twentyfivetwenty hundredfive united
1

states troops then in winter quarters near fort bridger

the army had come to put down the socalledso mormoncalled
rebellion

for months previous to this quiet sunday

hundreds of mormons had been in the mountains and on the

plains of eastern utah and western wyoming engaged in

efforts to keep the army from entering their valleys As

a result grass and wagons had been burned cattle
stolen and vital supply trains disabled dependent upon

these supplies the army was substantially slowed in its
march and was finally stalled by deepening snows some one

hundred miles east of salt lake where it was spending a

cold and hungry winter near fort bridger

the mormons had successfully frustrated the

ardysarmysarmye plans to enter their settlements but only

temporarily all knew that with the coming of spring and

warmer weather they would have to face the infuriated
1
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army in his sermon that crisp december morning brigham

young spoke of the burden the dangers of the situation
placed upon him among other things he said god holds
me responsible for the salvation and safletysafety of this
people you hold me responsible every one of you as

2
standing between you and god to guide you safely

As the afternoon session opened warren stone
snow and heber C kimball sat on the stand snow the
presiding bishop of sanpete and juab counties and the
commander of the sanpete military district of the nauvoo

legion had recently returned from wyoming where he had

played an impressive role in the mormon effort to harass

the army snow took his place behind the tabernacles
pulpit and reminded the assembly of the precarious

situation the coming of the army had put them in he

alluded to brighamsBrig earlierhams reference to his standing

between god and the saints and then suggested that
church members had the similar reponsibilityresponsibility of standing

between their leaders and the threatening troops

it is forsor us to stand betwixt our leaders and

danger he said and I1 feel to be one of that number

looking back on his experience with church leaders during

his past twentyfourtwenty yearsfour as a mormon he reminisced

while they have for many years watched over me with

the spirit and power of the calling that is upon them I1

have endeavored to stand betwixt them and those who would

destroy them in this I1 want to increase he

for
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emphatically declared as he urged others to join with

him in protecting their leaders
he bore testimony of the prophets he had

committed himself to defend and began to conclude with a

prayer that god would preserve their lives then

echoing sentiments he had heard from his leaders he

stated as for our enemies I1 have but one prayer for
them that they may be thwarted in all their designs and

go to hell as fast as the almighty sees fit to let themthenther
3

go of

warren snow was representative of an elite set of

nineteenth century mormons who took the duty of standing

between very seriously together they constituted a

select task force of gutsy frontier mormon types who

possessed the abilities and inclination to repeatedly

place themselves as buffers between the mormon kingdom

and the forces that threatened it while literally
thousands of mormons could claim some involvement in

defending warren snow and such men as daniel H wells

lot smith robert T burton porter rockwell hosea

stout ephraim hankehanks bill hickman and william H

kimball often took leading roles in mormon defensive

efforts and seemed to specialize as protectors playing

extremely important roles that set them apart from the

rank and file they became leading officers in the
nauvoo legion and served as sheriffs and marshals as well

as in other protective capacitiescapaci tiess

he

he

busfecaeraerb
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perhaps no mormon defender with the possible

exception of porter rockwell was involved over a longer

period of time or had more actual experience in

protecting than did warren snow joining the church as a

boy after an extraordinarily charismatic group conversion

in a rough and rocky frontier township in northern
vermont in 1832 and 1833 he combined his strong

commitment to the mormon church with the rugged frontier
personality he had developed in vermont to become one of

zions leading men in between

in 1837 at just eighteen years of age he

protected joseph smith from persecutors in kirtland
later he guarded brigham young and other church leaders
both in nauvoo and on the plains of iowa as they made

their way west but his defending expanded to include

the general membership of the mormon church and it was as

he protected this larger group that he made his greatest

contributions
he protected saints in illinois from houseburninghouse

mobs

burning

and as an officer in the nauvoo legion he played a

leading role in holding back hostile forces during the

battle of nauvoo in utah he became the commander of the

sanpete military district of the nauvoo legion and in

this position he was one of the top five or six figures

in the defensive actions the mormons waged against
johnstons army during the utah war finally as

brigadier general in the navuoo legion he played the
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single most important role of any mormon in utahs black

hawk indian war which was undoubtedly mormonismsMormoni

longest

emossmos

and most deadly defensive struggle by the time

he ended his protecting in 1867 at age forty nine he

had been in the business of defending for over thirty
years

the mormon message had great meaning for warren

snow the latterdaylatter saintday tenets that the last days

had arrived and that god was establishing his kingdom

through a living prophet and gathering his saints prior
to the imminent advent of jesus christ and the beginning

of the millennium for him were electrifying doctrines
and he believed themthenchem with all his heart he felt that he

lived in the best of all times and that he with the rest
of humanity was standing on the very brink of eternity
but he also believed that satan was doing all he could

to thwart gods work and he viewed the persecutions and

troubles mormonism encountered on the american frontier
to be expressions of the dastardly designs of the devil

quite early in his life warren developed a

profound sense of mission he feltseltseit that it was his god

given role to defend prophets saintedsaintssaintep and the kingdom

itself from the continual onslaught of attacks he saw the

church receive and he therefore developed an almost

fanatical desire to put himself between the church and

all those that threatened it his large size and his
rugged and bombastic personality ideally suited him for

feitelt

a
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such work and he found that his protecting gave him

opportunities to be near and develop friendships with his
leaders protecting and pleasing themthen were dominant

themes throughout his life and he used his defensive

abilities to open the doors to such leadership positions
as presiding bishop of sanpete and juab counties bishop

and mayor of manti territorial legislator military

district commander and brigadier general
warren snow functioned best on the frontier away

from established institutions and the regiment and

administrative order that tended to prevail at
headquarters perhaps brigham young sensed this for he

left warren free to spend his utah years in manti it was

this geographical separation from church headquarters

that made warren unique and set him apart from other

defenders daniel H wells porter rockwell robert T

burton and even lot smith during his protecting years

lived in or near salt lake city and therefore their
defending differed from warrens it was his living away

from the center of mormon activity that propelled him

into the critical role he played during the black hawk

war

the same rough frontier qualities that made him

an effective man in between made him a harsh and

oppressive leader and his headonhead wayon of dealing with

things caused him serious trouble and at one point

contributed to his loosing his leadership positions as
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well as the good favorsavor of brigham young and the manti

saintesaints but hlahiahishib willingness to provide the defensive

services that the sanpete frontier demanded enabled him

to recapture brighamsBrig friendshiphams as well as the respect

of his mantihantimancimanclmantl associates it is clear that there were

some selfservingself sidebenefitssideserving thatbenefits came from his
protective roles

warren snow was an exceptional member of a

peculiar mormon type perhaps he was even the most

distinct example of the man in betweenbet motifweens in

nineteenth century mormonismMormo toniemniam know and understand his
role and his motivations is therefore significant to the
study of mormon history because the portrait of early
normondommormondomNormon candom not be complete without a knowledge of the
standing between function that is perhaps beetbestbeat

exemplified in the life of warren stone snow



CHAPTER I1

ST JOHNSBURY KIRTLANDKIRT ANDLANDr MORLEY settlement

stz1ghnsburysfeahqbbaex
warren stone snow was born in chesterfield

cheshire county new hampshire on june 15 1818 the

third son of gardner and sarah sawyer hastingsHaa snowtingetings
chesterfield township was made up of small farming and

milling communities located near the junction of the

ratsbanecatsbaneCats andbane connecticut rivers on new hampshires
western border both warrens father and mother were

chesterfield natives As descendants of some of the
townships earliest settlers j they had roots at least
four generations deep in chesterfields fertile soil and

as members of large extended family clans they were

surrounded by plenty of kin but as warren was born

gardner and sarah who always went by her nickname sallysaily
I11

were preparing to leave new hampshire

nearly two decades before warrenewarrensWarwau birthzenobrenosnenos large

numbers of his therpefatherstherossacherssacherecheroefa relatives had moved some 125

miles up the connecticut river into the newly settled
frontier areas of northeastern vermont gardner snow

the son of jonathan and abigail farr snow had either
been left as a nine year old boy with relatives in new

8

sarah
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hampshire when his family moved to st johnsbury

caledonia county vermont in 1804 or he went with them

and later returned to chesterfieldCheater infield his teens in

either case he learned the carpentry and coopering

trades from hiehishim snow relativesrelat whoivea owned several large
lumber mills and dominated chesterfieldsChester lumberrelatedlumberfields
industries

related
in 1814 he married sally hastingsHasti angapngep

childhood acquaintance and at warrenwarrenswarrenawarrene birth fourfouzsour years

later he was determined to take sally and their three

little boys to st johnsbury to settle with his parents

and other relatives thus it was that in the fall of

1818 when warren was just a few months old his family
2

left the place of his birth
gardner settled his family in a small village in

the northeast portion of the st johnsbury township that
was affectionately named chesterfield by his snow and

farr relatives in memory of the town they had leftleflestiestlesies int new

hampshire in spite of moving from his ancestral home

gardner raised his family living close to his parents and

brothers and sisters and their familifamilies as well as the

families of some of his uncles and cousins and other
3

kinfolkkinsfolkkin thefolk clan migration of the snows and faucefauze from

chesterfield to st johnsbury is illustrative of the
strong family ties which bound the group togethertoge andtherp

gardner and sally passed on to young warren a firm belief
in the value of the extended family throughout his life

foura

esp
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warren was never very far from significant numbers of his
kin

when gardner and sally reached st johnsbury

they found it a wild sparsely settled frontier township

located about forty miles south of the canadian border

and a few miles west of the connecticut river it was

situated in the passumpsic river valley near where the
passumpsic is joined by the moose and sleeper rivers A

number of mills had been constructed on the ziversriversriverso and

settlers had cleared some land on the small hills and

valleys that made up the townshipstown landscapeshipos but the

vast majority of the area was overgrown with thick stands

of firs hemlock naplesmaples elms and basebaasbass

the country was rough rocky and so cold that it
was described as being nine months winter and three

4
months of damn poor eddinsieddinsleddinsleddensisl As warren progressed

through childhood boyhood and young manhood in

northeastern vermontVervecvoc themontv countryscount morerys rugged elements

embedded themselves deep in his personality and the

frontier life he experienced there constituted one of the

most profound influences in his development

like the country itself warren was rough jagged

and unpolished and like the men that tamed it he was

vigorous strong virile and at times even violent
hauling rocks and clearing acre after acre of hardwood

forest to enlarge his fathers farmformsarm made his large

shoulders strong his arms hard and hia big hands
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calloused and powerful for him there was little time

for education while he obviously spent a few winters on

the roughhewnrough loghewn benches of the st johnsbury school

house for the most part his learning was at the handle

of an axe shovel or plow or at the end of a whip as he

urged huge teams of vermont work horses to pull out
5

stubborn stumps

the tough unending work required to master the
passumpsic wilderness produced in warren a harddrivinghard

and

driving

forceful nature his participation in the countrycountrys
conquest gave him a strong and firm confidence that
through brute force almost anything could be

accomplished these qualities later made him a

propulsive and productive leader but shallow as he was

in social experienceexperiencepexperiencexperienced he often gave those he led the same

hardfistedhard treatmentfisted he had given st johnburysJohn maplesburys
elms and hemlocks like the stubborn hardwood treesatreestreesp he

choppedchopp pushed and pulled those he led until he got the
6

results he desired on vermontevermontsVer northernmontos frontier he

became an excellent marksman and hunter and dealing with

the areas indiansindiana he developed a strong resolve to put

them down rather than be overrun by them

his frontier experience in st johnsbury
i

however had a softer side too it taught him to have a

deep appreciation for nature and the passumsics deep

green and wellwoodedwell hillswooded and tempestuous and forceful
weather patterns gave him a love and a respect for his

a

ep

edp
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creator for him there waeWQGwas a mystical union between god

and nature and when he was alone the landscape itself
turned hibhiehis mind to serious and perplexing thoughts about

7
the meaning of his life he liked to run st
Johnsburyjohnsburys dark rich soil through his fingers and to
watch his familys crops mature the townships
development taught him to delight in progression he

loved a nice fencesence an orderly barnyard and house

the carpentry and coopering skills he learned in his

fathers shop taught him to appreciate good wood and good
8

tools raised with the developers of the morgan horse
warren also loved handsome stock and like most

vermontersVer hemonters experienced a special thrill in owning or

riding a good horse

but there were other profound influences that
warren encountered in st johnsbury influences that
permanently shaped and changed him leaving indellibleindel
imprints

lible
upon his character that were still visible a

lifetime later in this backwoods area of northern
vermont warren was surrounded by rough frontiersmen who

had fought in a number of american wars As he cleared

trees built fences hauled rocks and planted crops he

undboutbedly worked sidebysideside withby menside who sweating

from exertion diverted their mindamindsminde by telling the boys

of their experiences in the revolutionary war and the war

of 18121612 some may have even been with ethan alienallenailen and

himp

te
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his green mountain boys as they fought the new yorkers

to protect the vermontersovermonteraVervez rightsmonteremontera to the land

after a hard dayedayadays work aaas men gathered to smoke

drink and epinapinspin yarneyarnayarns in the cool evening shadows on st
johnsburysjohneJohna grassyburyeburya plain warren and other boyeboyaboys likely
listenedliate withned awe to even older men tell stories of the

french and indian war on euchauchsuchbuch eveningseve onninga the plain
warrren almost certainlycertain hearday1y st JohnsburyjohnsburyejohnsburyosjohnbJohns siretfirstburye
settler jonathan arnold proudly tell how he had drafted
the act that officially severed rhode irlandaislandaislan&s ties with

great britain it waewaawas the first colony to declare iteitaits
independenceindependen arnold boasted and hiehiahishla vermont waewaswaawab the

9
second

arnold then a thoothleas decrepit old soldier
may have pulled his pipe from hlahiahishie mouth and gazed

wistfullywietwiat overrullyfully the headeheads of five or six boyaboysboye seated on

the grass around him perhaps he spoke of oppressors

rights and courage and told exciting stories of men who

were brave enough to stand up against all odds and defend

their rights and their families no doubt young warren

listened with wonder to such talk dreaming perhaps of

pitched battles in which he defended his peoples lives
and rights

living in vermont warren was surrounded by some

of americasamericans most independent people and as an american

he was steeped in the relatively new and growing

tradition of the american revolution it was a tradition

Vermon terbotersO

os

cep
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but the most profound influence exerted on warren

in st johnsbury came as the result of the preaching of

two young mormon missionaries in 1832 and 1833 A few

weeks before warrenewarrenswarren0s fourteenth birthday quite a stir
was made among the snows and the ferrsferre of the

chesterfield district of st johnsbury regarding the

miraculous healing of one of their kin it seems that
olive farr the wife of gardner snows double cousin and

childhood friend winslow farr had been confined to her

bed for almost seven years with an ailment her doctors

called liver complaint

14

where defenders were respected and even idolized and

many were personally on hand to boastfully relate their
adventures to boys such as warren both the snows and

the hastings had fought on the american side of the

revolution and as he worked with his father and sat at
his mothers table he certainly heard tales of the roles
his own family had played in american struggles for

10
rights he undoubtedly emerged from st johnsbury

desirous and willing to carry on the tradition to stand

and fightightsight as others had done and later in lifeliflisils he never

passed up an opportunity to fight for his rights or to

defend those that he loved from those he viewed as

oppressors

theibe

the family had gone to great

expense to obtain medical help but the physicians

f e

invasionthe
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finally told them that olive had leeeleaslessieee than a year to
11

live
worn out from caring for his wife and scared by

the prognosis winslow heard that two elders of the newly

organized church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

were in the area preaching that the original church of

jesus christ had been restored and that they had power to

heal the sick willing to try anything winslow a firm

bible believer sent his sons to get the elders the
12

missionaries orson pratt and lyman E johnson both

future apostles of the church had split up finding

only elder pratt the farr boys led the elder to their
home members of the family and a few curious neighbors

were waiting to see what the missionary would do pratt
wasted no time in formalities he simply approached

olives bed took her by the hand and asked her if she

believed in the lord jesus christ too weak to speak

she nodded her head in the affirmative pratt then

placed his hands on her head and promised her that she

would soon be healed within twentyfourtwenty hoursfour she had
13

completely recovered

this dramatic healing was the beginning of a

chain of conversions among winslowiwinslowsWin relativesslows that
eventually included young warren snow understandably

among the first to be baptized were winslow and olive

farr along with at least one of their children as well

as william and zerubbabelZerub snowbabel who also witnessed the
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miracle these two brothers cousins of both winslow

farr and gardner snow had been boarding with the farrefardefarce
in charleston some twenty miles north 0 st johnsbury

moved by the experience they quickly returned to st
johnsbury spreading word of the miracle to their family

and friends they persuaded their father levi snow who

lived only a short distance from warrens home to allow

the missionaries to preach in his barn presumably most
14

of the snow clan gathered to hear the elders preach

the missionaries told the group that god had

again opened the heavens by revealing himself to a young

prophet by the name of joseph smith the pure religion
preached by jebusjesus in ancient timeatimes they maidmald aaas well aa

the church he organized and the priesthood power he gave

his disciples had been restored to the earth through the

prophet preparatory to the second comingoming of the messiah

they furtherurther explained that the lord had shown joseph

smith where an ancient record was buried which he had

translated through the power of god and published as the

bogkbook of mormon the coming forth of the book was a

signal that the milleniummillennium was near at hand and the world

must quickly prepare god himself and numerous heavenly

messengers had appeared to joseph and directed him in

building the kingdom of god on earth so that the

righteous would be prepared to receive their king

As a group the snow clan was deeply religiousreligioust

and while they prided themselves on their keen knowledge

mi iealealeu of

aaiido

f
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of the bible most had not joined any of st Johnsburyjohnsburys
organized churches they practiced the familybasedfamily

bible
based

christianity so typical of america in that day

upon hearing the mormons preach the family group was

immediately split in their feelings some were totally
against the doctrines while others instantly embraced

15
them

erastus snow forfoz example who was gardners
cousin and yet the same age as warren remembered that
already at fourteen years of age he had sufficient
knowledge of the scriptures to know that the doctrines
corresponded with the gospel of the ancients 0 he later

testified that as he heard pratt preach in his fathers
barn relating the revelations that had come to joseph

smichsmithsmithp he had a revelation of sorts himself the holy

ghost descended upon me he said bealingbeamingarningbe witness that

it was true and that the missionaries as well as joseph
16

smith were messengers of godgode of

unlike erastueerastus however most of the clan
including warren and his nuclear family were impressed

with olive farrefarros healing but were not sure of the new

doctrines and therefore they maintainedintained a position of

interested skepticism soon the missionaries after a

few more preaching sessions moved on in search of more

fruitful fields of labor

the following year pratt and johnson returned to

st johnsbury and on june 15 1833 warrenbwarrensWar fifteenthrenoerenosrenje

for

ma inta ined

os



thiethiathisthle waewaawas enough to

convince another batch of snowesnowasnows to join the church and a

day or two later warrenewarrenawarrenswardenswardene father along with four other
members of hiahishlahibhie extended family and a healthy emily

17
harvey were baptized

prattepratta miraclesmira wentcleeclea on and a month later
warrenewarrens mother wencwententenc into the water and while the

missionaries then went their way the chain of family

conversionsconvere continuedionalona in october warrena older

brother jameejameajames waewaawas baptized and on november 20 fifteen
is18

yearoldyear warrenold joined the mormon church the process

of hlahiahishibhie conversionconver hadeionaionelon been a biowalowslowblow one and the fact that
the snowesnows were baptized over a period of time iais
evidence that the decisiondecidecl waewaawaseionaionelon a personalpezeperapene onegneponeponalonai for many

of hlahiahishib relativesrelat includingiveeivea hlahiahishib oldest brother and hlahiahis
grandparentsgrand didparenta not join but hlahiahishie choice to become a

mormon totally changed hlahiahishie life and completely altered
hlahiahishie future he waewaawas committed for life and later

oreonoraonorson pratt blessed her aaas he had olive farr and

eheaheshe waewaawaswab immediately healed

18

birthday another impresseiveimpreaaeiveimpress healingeiveelve took place this
time right in warrenewarrenawartenaWar neighborhoodrenoerenos emily harvey a

neighbor juetjuatjust hlahiahishib age had been alcksickeick for about twelve

weeks her exact illness iais unknown but one of the
symptoms waawaswan that ahesheehe vomited much blood the entire
neighborhood wabwaawas convinced that aheshe could notriot live many

dayadaysdaye

w

20p

ehe
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displayed a0 dedication to the church that was excelled by

very few

at age fifteen filled with zeal and youthful
energy warren set off with other family members on a

series of intensive local proselyting missions and

experienced for himself some of the same charismatic
occurrences that had characterized the missionary work of
orson pratt and lyman E johnson his brother james

remembered that as the snows preached diseases were

rebuked that the work of god grew and multiplied and

many souls were added to the church from time to
19

time warren and the others were swept uptipvip in a wave

of charisma and excitement that bolstered and reinforced

their commitment to the new religion
soon they had converted quite a number in the

township and in 1834 a branch of the church was

organized at st johnsbury with warrens father as its
president preaching meetings were held in levi snows

barn and converted snows worked hard to interest their
families and neighbors in mormonism and they were

successful in keeping the excitement level concerning the
new movement high

the mormon barn as levielevieslevis barn came to be

called stood in a large meadow near a brook which was

dammed to provide a suitable place for baptisms the

repeated performances of the ordinance always seemed to

generate a friendly but somewhat festive crowd so many

64manynany
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townspeople came to watch the occasional baptisms that
children were often forced to climb trees in order to be

able to see at one such gathering a boy slipped and

fell off his perch on a tree limb that spanned the brook 9

and the crowd laughed and hooted that he had received an
20

involuntary baptism M

in 1835 the newly organized quorum of the twelve

apostles visited st johnsburyJohn andeburyabury held a threedaythree
conference

day

this created such excitement that over a

thousand people attended more than half the population

of the township well over halfacenturyhalf laterlateza acentury st
johnsbury historian quoted what could be a description of

the conference

in after years the memory of the mormon invasion was
vividly recalled by some who were youngsters at the
time A man in his eightythirdeighty yearthird told about the
sunday meetings at the barn there was a big crowd
that gathered at the snow barn the mormon elders
sat along the high beams they let the women folks
in lower down like and gave them seats in the hay
the other men and we boys were packed in helter
skelter all around as beetbestbeat we could it was sunday
but a regular holiday for everybody21everybody

this statement seems to capture the active spirit
of mormon conversion in st johnsbury warren like the

rest of his converted relatives felt that he was part of

a dynamic and exciting movement he was convinced that
god had spoken to a modernmodermodez prophet and had begun his

latterdaylatter workday and that there was a place in the plan

for him this gave new meaning to his life and put his
existence in context providing what to him was an

electrifying destiny while the details of his early

n

21
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church experience in vermont are largely unknown it ieis
certain that his family conversion as well as his
participation in the snows subsequent missionizingmiss andionizing

branchbuildingbranch experiencesbuilding had a great impact on him

his close connection with those who experienced

and witnessed the healings of olive farr emily harvey

and others as well as the similar occurrences he

witnessed himself while spreadindg the gospel no doubt

provided the basis for his deep conviction of the

truthfulness of the church ever after he was totally
committed to mormonism even to the extent that he oftenosten

endangered his life while defending the church as well

as its leaders and members from danger

it was his conviction of the truth of the church

or his testimony as he called it that provided the

foundation upon which he developed a willingness to risk
his life as a mormon defender years later recognizing

this fact himself warren urged other mormons to join him

in providing a physical buffer between the church and its
enemies he declared that members had to realize that
their leaders were prophets and that the church waswaa

the work of god only then he told them could they
22

meet coming tryals as defenders with fortitude
for warren snow the deep feelings that shiredstired his soul

in st johnsbury would last for life providing him with

the necessary motivation and fortitude to stand between

the church and danger

of ten
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but hiehis kinship ties also had great impact on his
dedication to the church the st johnsbury branchbranchy

presided over by gardner snow and centered at the levi
snow barn was dominated by the snow family and while

over half the clan did not become cormonsmormonsMor thosemons that did

maintained close ties throughout their lives their
family conversion experience and group acceptance of the

latterdaylatter gospelday caused mormonism to somehow become

deeply woven into the family fabric that held them

together mormonism simply became the basis of the value
system of the converted snows

this fact combined with their profoundly

charismatic st johnsbury background helped them turn

out to be an extraordinarily devoted set of cormonsmormonsMor Asmons

a family the snows emerged from vermont to play

important leadership roles in the church that were
23

surpassed by few families their influence in the

nineteenth century was such that U S congressman

charles B landis in a speech made in 1900 remarked

that they were the most consistent mormons in the whole
24

bunch while obviously overstatedoverstate landis comment

was illustrative of the contribution the family made to

the church and among the snows contributions warrens
was not the least

kirtlandKArt

As

land

early as 1831 kirtland ohio was a gathering

place for cormonsmormonsMor andmons from the beginning the snows

dp
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desired to move there to be with their prophet and other

latterdaylatter saintsday while some of the snows left st
johnsbury for kirtland as early as 1834 warrens

immediate family perhaps tied to st johnsbury by

gardners responsibilities as branch president did not

get away until the summer of 1836 at that time the

remaining snow converts and quite a number of other st
johnsbury mormons sold their farms loaded their
possessions into large canvas covered wagons and

25
started for ohio

once in kirtland the charismatic kinds of events

warren had experienced in vermont seemed to continue

for him seeing joseph smith for the first time was a

deep spiritual experience and he later described the

joy he felt in having the privilege of looking upon a

man that had saw angels asigcsig also the son of god my

26
soul he reminisced was filled with rapture

about this time he had another experience he

never forgot As he received his endowments in the

kirtland temple he said chatthatthiet he heard the voice of god
27

as plainly as he had ever heard any voice both of

these experiences were strong evidence for him that the

prophet was what he claimed to be and with that
conviction went his total commitment to follow support

and protect joseph smith

the prophet was at the center of all that was

important to young warren and like other cormonsmormonsMor hemons

sic
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undoubtedly sought every opportunity to be close to and

associate with the man he considered to be gods
mouthpiece family tradition holds that he became a

bodyguard for joseph smith in kirtland and while

substantial evidence for this assertion is lacking a few

of warrens own statements indicate that he was indeed

standing between the prophet and danger even before he

was twenty

warren was in kirtland during a time

characterized by acute persecution against the church as

well as internal dissectiondissentiondis sosention serious that even some of

the twelve apostles apostatized the situation became so

intense that joseph having good reason to fear for his

life surrounded himself with strong and committed young
28

men whom he felt he could trust to protect him

large for his day standing just over six feet
tall warren moved in with the smiths for a time in 1837

29
in a protecting capacity I1 was brought in close

connection to the many troubles that he had to pass

through by false brethren and wicked men he later wrote

as he poignantly recalled the persecution he saw joseph

smith endure I1 traced the bloodtroddenblood roadtrodden of that
great man that has fallen he continuedcontinue adding that
nothwithatandingnothwithstandingwithstandingnoth my being young he had all confidence

in me and others and thus he was preserved for months
30

and years from those who sought his life

as 1
9 0
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while the details of the defensive roles he

played for joseph smith are unknown it is certain that
the experience was very important to him forsor he referred
to it time and time again in his sermons and writings

it put him in a position where he could closely

associate with the prophet and the two became quite
close and their relationship was meaningful to him

throughout his life raised as he was in an american

tradition where defenders were looked upon with honor

warren was proud of his protective role and oftenosten

mentioned it in an almost boastful manner as if to say

he was important because he had defended the prophet

As much as he made reference to his defending we

can be sure that it became part of the superstructure
upon which warren built his concept of selfworth and by

which he defined his place in the church he liked his
niche as a defender and as time went on he looked for
opportunities to enlarge it in one way or another

defensive duties played a dominant role in the next

thirty years of his life
preserving josephs life in kirtlandKirti wasand the

beginning of a significant career as a man in between

his role as a protector always carried a special focus on

defending prophets and apostlesapost butleeplesp it more often

extended to protecting the church and its membership fromsrom

physical threats from this small beginning in kirtlandKirti
warren

andend

snow rose to become one of the most important

25

for
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members of a corps of fierclyfierily committed men who literally
held their lives in their hands as they put themselves

31
between the church and mortal danger

ffqejly settlement
in 1838 joseph smiths problems were such that

he and most of kirtlands faithful mormons left ohio for
the churchs other center of gathering in missouri
warren however became seriously ill about this time and

spent the next two years in ohioohioyohion separated from his
family who followed joseph the churchsChur problemschobchos only

became worse and early in 1839 joseph smith was jailed
and the saints were expelled from missouri apostle and

future church president brigham young led the mormons to
western illinois where they were later joined by the

32
prophet who had been allowed to escape

while most of the saints settled with joseph at a

place he named nauvoo on the banks of the mississippi

river in hancock county warrens parents and married

brothers and sisters settled with their families about

twentyfivetwenty milesfive to the south in a small mormon

community called morley settlement the town was named

after its founder isaac morley and was also calledcaiiedcabied

yelromeYel morleyrome spelled backwards and morley town

it was located on the hancock side of the border between
33

hancock and adams counties
by the time warren joined his family in morley

settlement in 1840 his father had been called as the

morley92ttlement
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settlements bishop and his brother james as clerk to

isaac morley president 0 the four hundred member

branch upon arriving in the community warren met and

courted mary ann vorhees and in 1841 at twentythreetwenty

years
three

of age he married her and built a log house to be
34

their home

the following year warren became an officer in

the nauvoo legion a branch of the illinois state
militia while theoretically subject to the governor

the legion was under the direct control of the mayor of

nauvoo who by the time warren joined happened to be

joseph smith for all intents and purposes the military
organization was totally under the control of church

leaders the prophet felt the organization was necessary

to protect the saints from persecutions such as those
35

they had encountered in ohio and missouri

As captain of a company of morley settlement
legionnaires warrensWar experiencezenosrenoszenoa was not extraordinary

but for him it was significant for it provided him with
i

the chance to play a minor role in the defense of joseph

smith and the city of nauvoo at the time antimormonsanti
threatened

mormons

to destroy the city and kill the prophet as a

result of josephsjoaeJose orderingphoephos the dismantling of an anti-
church press in nauvoo on june 10 1844

the day following the pressapressspreses destruction the
churchechurchsChur antagonistschoechos already incensed by what they

considered to be americanunamericanun acts perpetrated by a mad48mad

of
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joseph smith had predicted his own death on

numerous occasions to various individuals one of whom

waewas warren snow late in his life warren recounted

that sometime before josephs martyrdom he and the

prophet were walking alone together in the woods outside
nauvoo joseph suddenly stopped shortshorty and looking at

the younger man he said warren you areariaartaarte going west

and in case I1 should be slain what will you do the
query caused a wave of emotion to surge through warren

managedmanagee jonjos elye12

doado1

28

prophet sent runners in all directions to raise a mob

to go against joseph smithsmithy who in their view had

flagrantly abused the right of free press warren and

dozens of other nauvoo legion leaders of similar rank led

their men to nauvoo to assist in fortifying the city
spending a tense week preparing to fightightsight asae an attack

36
from the mob forces was expected at any moment

but sensing that an open conflagration was

inevitable joseph smithsmithysmithp in order to save his people

agreedagreedtoto be tried for his actions thereforethereforepTherefor on june

24 he delivered himself uptip to state officials in

carthage even though he feared he would loose his life as

a result that same day he disbanded the nauvoo legion

forceeforces and warren and his men returned to morley

settlement three days latezlater on june 27 an armed mob

stormed the carthage jail and joseph and his brother
37

hyrum were murdered

mangled as saw ji

f
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and he could not prevent his tears to flow like a

river
in response to the question he exclaimed with

determination I1 will avenge your blood to the latest
generation he then asked joseph if he meant what he

said regarding his being slain and the prophet simply

answered yes son I1 do warren then described that
joseph embraced him and said this is an everlasting
covenant between you and I1 those words warren

recalled was written upon my heart as with an iron
never to be obliterated warren walked away from the

experience convinced that the prophet would be killed and

feeling that he had received a personal commission to
38

avenge his friends blood

in spite of the prophetic overtones of this
conversation when word of josephs death reached himhir
warren like others at morley settlement refused to

believe it deciding to find out for himself warren
39

saddled his horse and rode off to nauvoo when he

arrived his worst fears were realized but he also
experienced one of the most memorable and poignant

highlights of his life when the prophets wife emma

invited him into her home come with me to see my

husband she said for you are one of the family I

went in with the family to look upon those I1 loved

1

he

reminisced and was the only one outside of the family

to go in at that time it is too true he reported to
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isaac morley when he got back to the settlement at
midnight for I1 have both seen and handled the

40
corpse

this experience had a profound and lasting effect
on warren snow he would write and preach about it
throughout his life and always as part of his solemn

testimony of the authenticity of joseph smiths prophetic

calling let me here say he declared to some saints
in england in 1864 as one who knew him in life and was

with him in death that I1 stand as a living witness that
I1 do know him to be a prophet of the the most high

41
god

in 1863 he wrote to brigham young he was

convinced that the united states was trying to destroy

the leaders of the church and he urged brigham not to
go into their hands because he said

I1 never want to see you and others that I1 love
mangled as I1 saw the bodies of joseph and hyrum I1
had rather fly to arms and grasp the sword and face
the foes of the servants of god and let my bosom meet
the deadly weapons before those that I1 love and
estene above all earthly joy but let the
saints rally around protect the servants
of god from the hands of wicked men and despots42olespots42despots

he

42

had seen what his enemies could do and the

need for defenders was impressed upon him in a way he

could never forget joseph was gone but warrens

experiences in defending his prophet in life and

witnessing his mangled body in death seemed to persuade

him that one of lifes callings for him would always be

to stand between prophets and saints and danger and

sego

0
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he did not hovehave to wait long before the next opportunity

to defend them presented itself
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joeeJosephos

wacWarzenosrenoszenoe
I11

life that could not easily be filled
he listened with perplexed and concerned interest

to the saints distressed discussions about the various

claims being advanced by a number of wouldbewould leadersbe

seeking josephsjoeeJose positionphoephos who will take josephejosephsjoeeJose

place

phoephos

seemed to be the question on every mind the
question was answered as far as warren was concernedoncernedo a

32

timeptilep

CHAPTER II11

THE BURNING OF MORLEY settlement

theibg manciemantiemantlemanlie of joseeh

like other cormonsmormonsMor warrenmons waewaswaa stunned to realize
that the man he had revered as the lordelords prophet was

dead in the period of confusion that followed the
martyrdom cormonsmormonsMor likemons a flocklockslocksiock deprived of its
shepherd looked for leadership during this timetine a

very vivid memory of one of jocephosjosephsjosephosjosephe sermons loomed

large in warrens mind he remembered that joseph had

stated that the saints walked by light while he lived
but that the day would come when they would have to walk

by faith for warren the days and weeks that followed

the prophets death fulfilled these words to the fullest
extent joseph was a light snuffed out and the
resulting darkness created a serious void in warrenswarrenoswaddena

f
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full six weeks after the prophets death as warren sat on

a roughhewnrough loghewn bench while attending a large openairopen

meeting
air

held august 8 1844

thousands of mormons were gathered for the
express purpose of settling the succession issue and they

first heard sidney rigdon a former counselor to joseph

smithsnithsmithp claim that he should be the guardian of the

church rigdon eloquently occupied an hourandahalfhour haishalfhals
but

andend

warren

a

was unimpressed

after a break for lunch brigham young the
president of the quorum of the twelve apostles then

spoke and as he did warren described that he received a

manifestation that for him at least settled the
question once and for all As brigham spokesspoke warren saw

the mantle of joseph rest upon him warren was one of

quite a number of mormons who reported that they

witnessed a supernatural occurrence often referred to as

the transfiguration of brigham young

according to their accounts brigham spoke with

the voice of joseph and to some he even looked like the

murdered leader I1 heard the voice of joseph warren

said and had I1 not known that joseph was dead I1 should

say that it was joseph speaking and this convinced me
2

that brigham young was the right channel for truth
still filled with vivid memories of the bloodied

bodies of joseph and hyrum and convinced that brigham waa

the prophets successor warren was determined to do what

80

thatjoseph
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he could to see that brigham did not meet the same fate
his devotion to joseph and his willingness to defend was

transferred to brigham and grew until they became some of
3

his most striking characteristics but his experience

with the tranformationtransformationtrantrans oformationformationmationmatlonformation brigham young was obviously not

the only factor in his shift of allegiance from joseph

smith to the new leader
brigham young as josephs successor was at the

center of all that was meaningful in warrens life and

to have a place near that center was among warrens
greatest aspirations serving as a bodyguard to joseph

smith had pulled him to some degree into the prophets
circle giving him a sense of importance and selfworthself
that

worth

helped him to define his role in life
for him there was a certain pride and fulfillment

that went with protecting the prophet he felt he was

playing a significant part anin the unfolding of godegodsgodos

kingdom and he enjoyed the respect he received from his
family and friends when he was thus involved these were

things he both wanted and needed and he viewed his
experience his large size and his desire to protect as

talents that could give him a chance to break into
brighamsBrig circlehamjehamos thus helping him to maintain the course

he had commenced he therefore sought every opportunity

to defend

or
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stondioastandStond guardgosioagog

though never drawn into brighamabrighawsBrig closesthamahawsharehanehawe

circles warren served his new leader where he was

placed for eighteen months he stood guard in nauvoo

while the saints worked to finish the nauvoo temple

during this time the nauvoo legion was officially
suspended along with the nauvoo city charter by state
officials but warren still functioned as captain in the

organization as church leaders continued its operation

despite the ruling

whether warren stood guard as a member of the
nauvoo legion the nauvoo police or any one of a number

of organizations in the business of protecting is not
4

clear what his specific activities were for the most

part is equally unclear he did however leave a scant

record of one incident that he obviously felt was

important
warren stood guard at the home of brigham young

at a time when the leaders life was threatened by a

disgruntled church member two cormonsmormonsMor williammons and

stephen hodge had murdered a mennonite minister and his

soninlawson inin maylaw 18451645 while attempting to rob them the

murders took place in montrose iowalowalowar situated just
across the mississippi river from nauvoo hoping to be

protected by brigham young the two brothers returned to

the city but their hopes were dashed as they were

standinggugrd

attemptingempting
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delivered up by church leaders to the authorities in iowa
5

and subsequently hung

irvine hodge an older brother of the two

murderers had threatened that if hiehis brothers were hung

brigham young would be the next to die warren was

guarding president youngs home at the time hodge

attempted to carry out his threat according to wardenswarrenswardeneWar

account

zenosrenOszenoe

hodge was approaching the house to commit the

deed when he was met by someone that gave him a death

blow and he diedediededdied close by brigham youngs door

warren stood guard at brighamsBrig doorhanoshamoshanoe the remainder of the
6

night

according to other accounts the incident

occurred at tenthirtyten onthirty the night of june 23 1845 in

a cornfield near the young house two policemen john

scott and alienallenailen stout were positioned on the youngeyoungs

front porch where they were conversing with sister young

when they heard two or three blows seemingly struck with

a club followed by a succession of shrieks john

scott ran in the direction of the noise and met hodge

he then helped the dying man toward the light of the

house As they came near younghoyoungsyoungoo door hodge fell
exclaiming I1 aman a butchered man A crowd of men

quickly gathered and a light was sent for while scott ran

for a doctor but before he could return hodge gave a
7

few strugglestrugglesstrugglea and expired

8
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it A interesting to note that no account with

the exception of warrenewarrenswarrene own mentions that he was

involved in the affair contemporary accountscounteac seem to

indicate that only policemen scott and stout were

guarding the young house that night however it is
possible that stout and scott both nauvoo legion

officers as well as leaders of the nauvoo police had men

under their commandommandcommand stationed elsewhere on the young

premises warren still a captain in the legion served

directly under colonel john scott at this time and could

well have been positioned somewhere on the young property

and upon hearing the noise may have been numbered among

the crowd of men that soon gathered around they dying man

and thereafter stood guard the balance of the night at
6

the door of president young M

while our knowledge of warrens involvement in

standing guard at brighams home or in nauvoo in general

for that matter is sketchy at beetbestbeat the very fact that
he recorded what little he did is indicative that for him

it was an important episode in his life and that its
memory was a source of pride and satisfaction to him in

later years he was thrilled for the chance to be

involved for he was convinced that the man he was

protecting was gods prophet and he wanted to defend him

knowing that it was an opportunity to penetrate brighams

circle

is
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atlitl barning of

and hehiehtahla had found

them though perhaps on a smaller scale than he would

the burn morley settlementsettiementjgttlementSetti
how

angingans ement

warren divided his time between nauvoo and

morley settlement during his eighteen months of standing

guard is not known the family residence however

remained in morley settlement and warren spent some time

there with his wife and their first child a son who was

born january 16 1845 and affectionately named joseph

smith snow by his father the little family resided in

morley settlemensettlementsettlement until midseptembermid 1845september when anti
mormons burned the community forcing the several hundred

mormons there to flee to nauvoo

possibly on guard in nauvoo warren may not have

been at home at the time the trouble began but since it
effected his property and the lives of his wife and child
and other family members and resulted in the entire
destruction of the community he called home it is
certain that the settlements incineration was a severe

personal tragedy that effected him greatly indeed the

event and its aftermath had greater impact in forging and

molding his already welldevelopedwell standingdeveloped between

mentality than did any other event he would experience in

his entire life
to him the incident was a stark reminder that

saints as well as prophets were in need of protection

to this point in his life he had sought opportunities to
protect the lives of the prophets

Sett lement
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havehove desired but with the burnings he found that he was

able to render a much greater service in defending

ordinary church members than he was ever able to render

protecting church leaders this realization was a

significant turning point in his life and from this time

forwardorward his efforts were directed more toward protecting

the larger group

he was already endowed with a generous helping of

hatred for those he felt to be the persecutors of gods
kingdom and the burnings intensified his bad feelings
towards them the burning was the keystone in the

persecution complex or tradition that dominated his life
and formed the basis for his defending it furthered his
already welldevelopedwell viewdeveloped that these persecutors were

agents of satan that must be stopped and his experience

in putting an end to the burnings made it plain to him

that the only way they could be stopped was by forcesorce

the affair worked to convince him that it was his role in

life to help provide that force

the burning of morley settlement was the crucible

in which warren was tempered he emerged redhotred andhot

bombastic his tolerance for hibhis persecutors thoroughly

purged he also emerged poignantly aware of the

protection needs of ordinary church members and fiercely
committed to do something to meet those needs A study

of the burning and the mormon reaction to it is therefore

f efforteorts

force
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significant in understanding the development of warren

snow

the coals of conflict that resulted in the
burning of warrens home town had been smoldering for
some time inflammatory feelings between mormons and

nonmormonsnon existedmormons generally in illinois during the
period and the problems at morley settlement were

9
undoubtedly expressions of the overall situation
friction occurred wherever the two groups met and morley

settlement located on the extreme southern fringeringezinge of the
mormon settlements and just twoandahalftwo milesand froma

the

half
hostile nonmormonnon townmormon of limallma was natural kindling

waiting for fire it is not surprisingsurprizingsur thatprizing it was there

that the coals first burst into real flames
mormons and nonmormonsnon inmormons the area held deep

mutual feelings of contempt for each other oliver B

huntington one of wardenawarrena neighbors represented the
mormon viewpoint when he wrote that lima was a town of

a set of desperadoes adding that his life was in

danger from personal eunityemnity as well as for being a
10

mormon when he did business there non mormone on

the other hand held similar feelings for their neighbors

at morley settlement describing them as a very poor

class of cormonsmormonsMormons and claiming that they were annoyed

beyond endurance by their little larcenies and
1121

rogueriesrogueries
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the situation came to a head in 1845 as limas
nonmormonsnon complainedmormons of an increase in the number of

robberies allegedly committed by morley settlement
cormonsmormonsMor themons mormons denied all accusations claiming

they were falsehoods and part of a calculated program of

legal harassment designed to force them to move to
nauvoo A large number of arrest warrants were sworn out

against the mormons and some actually did move to
12

nauvoo

warren himself was involved in the increase in

tension between the two groups for on june 4 1845

isaac morley and two men from morley settlement visited
brigham young informing him that warren and another
mormon were in jail in the nonmormonnon townmormon of quincy

accused of selling and passing counterfeit money 0

brigham was asked by morley if it was best to get the
two men out of prison on bail joseph heywood a

prominent mormon bishop in nauvoo affirmed that warren

and his companion were guilty
what information heywood had to establishextablishexta theblish two

13
mens guilt or how the case turned out is unknown

while the lack of evidence makes it impossible for the
modern historian to judge warrens innocence or guilt in

the matter heywoodsHey statementwoods is a powerful indictment

that can not be ignored

that warren may have been guilty of selling and

passing counterfeit money may not be out of character

b
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with some his activities later in life As will be shown

later his honesty was at times questioned by his closest
associates and at one point his integrity was examined

before a church court while never convicted of any

blatant crimes against his fellow saints minutes of the
hearing give some evidence that on at least one occasion

he applied a different standard of honesty to those he
14

felt to be persecutors than he did to cormonsmormonsMor

warren

mons

may well have been guilty of the

counterfeit money charge but it is equally possible

that he was simply an innocent victim of a nonmormonnon

program

mormon

of legal harassment in any case heywoods

statement as well as those of other cormonsmormonsMor seemmons to

admit that the nonmormonsnon weremormons not without
15

provocation and soon antimormonanti newspapersmormon were

calling upon the people to rise and exterminate the
cormonsmormonsMormons such publicity helped to heat up the already

boiling conflict and it was on the verge of boiling over
16

by the first week in september 1845

on september 9 the residents of lima and green

plains a nonmormonnon settlementmormon some five miles north of

morley settlement held a meeting to devise a plan to

expel the mormons from their neighborhood the meeting

was held at the home of levi williams a green plains

resident who had played a prominent role in orchestrating

the murders of the smith brothers the year before one

of their own number was appointed to shoot a few harmless
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rounds at williamss house while the meeting was in

progress having thus staged a mormon attack they

broke up the meeting and rode through the country 9

spreading the word that the mormons had commenced a civil
war

the morley settlement cormonsmormonsMor whomons got credit for
the feigned attack were immediately warned by williamssWillia
men

maosneasneva

to head for nauvoo and threatened with death if they

refused to do so in spite of these threats the mormons

were determined to stay warren and his associates had

heard such threats before the following day a group of

robbersnobbers bent on impressing the community0scommunitys leaders with

the seriousness of their threats entered the mormon

town after shooting at and dispersing a few mormons

stationed as guards the group burned the homes of the

two counselors in the settlements bishopric onedl of the

houses belonged to warrens sister martha jane and her

husband john edminston

the next morning the burners returnedreturn first
firing at some children and then setting fire to two

shopashops owned by isaac morley at about this time they saw

a man they mistakenly identified as warrenbwarrenswardenswerWar brotherdenoerenosdenpe

jameejames who was the clerk in the local church

organization ascerafterasler some shooting they thought they

had killed him but again they were mistaken they put

the torch to jamesjjamesjameso home and destroyed the homes of two
1727

other local leaders and returned to lima

afcerter

edp
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that sanesameeane day solomon hancock who had taken

morleysMor placeieyaleyaleye as branch president apprized brigham

young of the depredations stating that the mob was about

two hundred in number and that they shoot at every

brother they see hancock sent his son to nauvoo to

inform brigham of the situation and to ask for

instructions president young did a good jig dance for
about five minutes upon learning of the burnings and

then sent word for the mormons at morley to come away

and let the mob eburnburn all the bedbugs they were amindahind
18

to
with the mormons so instructed the burners

boldly continued their work on september 13 the fourth
day of the burnings the home of warrens parents was

looted and burned that same day the community was

described as a seene ic of desolation 09 the mob

continued burning for an entire week until the whole of

morley town was in ashes they then moved on to other
mormon homes in the nearby regions of green plains and

19
bear creek

during this week of burning the home of warren

and mary ann snow was burned its smoke mingling with

that of many others to cloud the illinoisillinoisillinoi sky A

granddaughter later wrote that warren was not at home

when the mob approached the house and ordered mary ann to

leave she refused to vacate the house and the mob gave

her a short time to get out threatening to burn the

sig
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demonstrated were not new to him he had protected

joeephjoaephjoseph from euchauchsuch persecutors in kirtland and hlahiahishie

fatheratherostherpefa house in missouri had been burned to the ground

hlahiahishib infant brother dying aaas a resuitreaultresult of the mob violence
22

the family experienced there the haunehaunahauns mill
massacre governor boggaboggs extermination orderorderpordezordera and the
martyrdom of the smith brothers were all components of

hlahiahishie group experience all of thesetheae were interpreted and

defined in hlahiahishie mind against the backdrop of the mormon

persecution tradition they became building blocks that

O0
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house with both her and her infant eonaonson in it if she did

not known among her descendants for her stubborn

nature mary ann vowed that the burners would not have

the pleasurepleapiea ofaureeure burning her house she tackedlockedstackedlacked kindling

juatjustjuel outside the door and apparently burned the house
20

herself
like roatmoatmostrobtnostnoet cormonsmormonsMor warrenmons waewaawas incensed by the

21
inhumane acteacta of the burnersbur aaAsnera a latterdaylatter saintday

he shared an already welldevelopedwell persecutiondeveloped

tradition a tradition understandably rich in llaitaits self
pity and excessive in iteitaits violent anger immersedImmeirme inzeedraeddeed

thiethiathisthle tradition warren gave little thought to the

possibility of fault among the saintasaintssainte but held the one

aided view that the persecutions were simply the

harassments of satan against the totally innocent members

of godegodagods kingdom

such acteactaacts of vigilantismvigilant
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when neatly stacked in his mind created a monument

memorializing what he felt to be dark deeds wrought by

the fiendish followers of satansalan and morley settlements
incineration provided the monument with a fitting
capetoncapstonecapston turningtu hisrninganing persecution tradition into a near

mania

but the burnings were more than tradition for
warren and they obviously touched his life more

profoundly than they did most cormonsmormonsMor formons this timeime
more than ever before he was the victim of the

23
persecutors it was h xa house and hlahiahishib belongings that
were burned it was his life and the lives of his

closest relatives and friends that were threatened it
was his town that was left in ashes warrens anger and

hatred reached high pitch
he saw the burners as wicked and hateful men

inspired by satan to wreak havoc on the church and

throughout his later life many of his sermons and

writings would seethe with the venom he felt for themhem

the word enemies was the word he was most wont to use

in describing them to him they were enemies in the

deepest sense of the word and he believed they couldouldouid
only be stopped by force it was his nature and

inclination to do just that how could he just sit by

and watch them destroy his property and endanger the

lives of his people

t

t
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caneocameo howeverhowevcsr when brighamsBrig

instructions
hams

would change and warrensWar pentrenosdenoedenpe up

frustrations could be released at the end of a full
week of burning the house burners still continued

unchecked and over fifty mormon homes had been destroyed

jacob B backenstos the nonmormonnon sheriffmormon of hancock

county appealed to brigham young for men to form a posse

47

he was undoubtedly frustrated by his leaders
instructions to do nothing to oppose the house burners

but his allegiance to brigham young was such that
brighamsBrig wordhams was law and despite his vengeful feelings
he would submit to it warren was a hot firebrand but

he was a yeewanyeawanyesmanyeemanyeeyeayes firstmanwannan he could always be counted on to
24

follow instructions for the time being he had to be

content to use his energy to move women and children and

salvaged property from the burned out areas to nauvoo

church leaders were aware of the chagrin such men

as warren experienced while quietly standing by as the

burners continued their work john taylor wrote that he

feltofeltfeitselt sorrowful when he considered such men especially
when he realized that they had it in their power to

destroy their persecutors but did not because of their
leaders counsel that they were able to follow

instructions under such circumstances filled taylor with

admiration they are good and faithful men he wrote
25

or they would not have done it

sheriff backenstossbackeqstossbackenstoes posse

the time camecane

so
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for him for as he stated of a similar situation later in

lifeilfeilse he rejoiced that the day had at last come when the

prophet of god said elhatthatethat the saintesaintejsaintssainted had been robbed and
27

driven enough

ejezoseve posse they

proceeded through the darkness to carthage to liberate
the sheriffssherif wifeypefos and children who were allegedly in the

hands of the mob they were fired upon as they entered

the town but the hostile force soon fled and backenstos
28

found his family frightened but safe
during the night the sheriffsherif learned that about

three hundred burners headquartered at levi williamss
house at green plains were still burning and plundering

mormon property in the morning backenstos headed his
posse towards the burnersbur conclavenerbonerso warren was well

48

to join him in stopping the depredations brigham

declined however thinking it beetbestbeat for the sheriff to

raise a nonmormonnon possemormon backenstoebackenstosBacken traversedstoestoz the
county in search of men and unable to persuade a single
nonmormonnon tomormon join him he returned to nauvoo

it was then evident to brigham young that the

saints had no option but to defend themselves brigham

called for one hundred mormons to volunteer to join the

sheriffs posse warren undoubtedly jumped at the chance

to be one of the defenders and was soon numbered among
26

Backenstobackenstoss

just after dark on september 16 warren rode out

of nauvoo as part of sheriff Backenstobackenstoss

f
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acquainted with the road south from carthage he waawaswae

familiar with each bend and rise in the road in the
past it had always been the road home but this time as

he passed its well known landmarks he was filled with

the melancholy realization that illinois would never be

home for him again

he had understood and internalized the vision
joseph smith had for illinois it was to have been home

for godegodsgodos people but as he rode south from carthage

that warm september morning warren knew that josephs
vision had been shattered and that each stride of his
horse was bringing him closer to those who had shattered

it and his melancholy was transformed to anger

after a fifteen mile ride warren and other posse

members saw some large plumes of smoke towering in the

distance some six miles off after riding another three
miles they discovered a fresh smoke about halfamilehalf
to

a

their
mile

left A huge corn field lay between them and

the mormon home that had just been torchedporchedtor theched sheriff
called for his men to halt after which he ordered them

to split into two groups of about fifty men each both

groups were made up in part of men like warren who up

until a week before had lived in the now burned out

regions and who in addition to desiring to stop further
burnings had personal scores to settle

backenstos quickly instructed one group to go

around the cornfield to the right and the other to the
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left intending on coming at the burners from both sides
he told the men in both groups to put94put their horses at
a fast runrun4zunruna warrens pulse rate undoubtedly increased
as the sheriff ordered them to command the marauders to

standstands adding that should the burners attempt to flee
they were to shoot them down

As the two groups of mormon riders came around

perateseperateseparatese sides of the cornfield they saw a group of

twelve burners sitting on a woodpile eating stolen
melons as they watched the home of a brother wilkins

burn to the ground the surprised burners whose faces
were painted red and black immediately mounted their
horses and fled the mormons chased them for about two

miles at a dead run shooting at them as they went

warren undoubtedly did his beat to empty a nonmormonnon

saddle

mormon

at last one of the twelve burners was shot and

killed his body toppling from his running horse causing

the mormons to cheer the chase continued a short
distance whereupon the burners leapt from their horses

and clambered over a fence surrounding a cornfield most

of them disappearing into the corn As the last of them

went over the fence a volley of shots rang out leaving

one more burner dead and wounding a few others who

followed their comrades into the cornstalks as bestbeat they

could
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the sheriff ordered his men to stop undoubtedly

realizing that the burners headquarters was only halfhaifa a

mile away on the other side of the field into which the

ten burners had disappeared perhaps fearing a more

serious confrontation he and his men backtracked
29

picking up lost pistols and guns as they went they

soon came to where the first burner had fallen non

cormonsmormonsMor whomons later retrieved the body alleged that it
30

had been hacked and bayoneted in many places while

the validity of the claim is questionable it is none the

less certain that the feelings necessary for the

commissicommissioin of such atrocities were present after
gathering what weapons they couldcouldp backenstos and his
posse retreated to wait and see what effecteffecessecteffect the days

activities would have on the burners

the following day september 18 some burning

continued the sheriff wrote a letter to levi williams

and his men warning them that if they did not surrender ji

they must expect consequences similar to those

experienced by their two dead comrades simultaneously a

large detachment of the nauvoo legion moved into the area

to aid the posse warren and his fellow mormons meant

business two days later backenstos moved his men

towards the burners main encampment prepared to attack
but before reaching it he ascertained that the burners

had left the state by crossing the mississippi river into

t
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missouri that day the sheriff proclaimed that peace and
31

quiet had been restored to hancock county

As warren returned to nauvoo with the sheriffs
poeseposse he and the others were greeted by a cheering and

enthusiastic populace he was proud to have taken part

in putting a stop to the burnings and the acclaim and

thanks he received from his fellow mormons reinforced him

in his efforts it felt good to stand between but

perhpas the saints reception that day was somewhat

stilted as most understood that the victory was only

temporary and that they would soon be going west

warrenawarrens experience riding with the posse convinced him

however that force was the only way to stop persecutors

the victory left him with an important resolve and he

would be ready to meet his enemies with force again in

the future
the fifteen months that followed the death of

joseph smith were significant months in the development

of warrens mentality as a defender his devotion to

joseph and his desire to defend him were completely

shifted to brigham young he therefore sought

opportunities to defend the new leader as he had joseph

and to some extent he obtained them undoubtedly

disappointed that these opportunities were not greater

he emerged from the crucible created by morley

settlements burning believing that his talents were of

greater use in protecting ordinary church members than
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they were in personally protecting brigham this shift
in the direction of his protecting characterized his

later life though he defended church leaders whenever he

could

his standing between mentality was permanently

effected by other factors arising from his morley

settlement experience the destruction of his home town

greatly intensified his hatred for his persecutors and

it was his hatred for them and repugnaterepugnacerepugn forace their deeds

that motivated him to continue putting himself between

them and his fellow saints whenever and wherever he

could his experience convinced him that force was

necessary in dealing with persecutorpersecutors and while he was

always willing to follow the pacifist commands of his

leaders he was nonethelessnone preparedthe andless anxious to

fight when their instructions changedchangedochangelochanahan warrensgedegedo

experiences during this fifteen month period affected his
standing between activities for years to come and

helped prepare him for nauvoosNau finalvoos conflict

so



CHAPTER 111IIIili

NAUVOO TO MANTI

advance

like other victims of the mob violence in hancock

county warren and mary ann undoubtedly moved in with

friends or relatives in nauvoo in the latteriatter part of

september 1845 if they werewer typicale of other victims

they escaped with little property a most retreived

little more than they could carry from their burning

homes to warren and mary ann who had very little to

begin with the destruction of their property was a

severe financial blowlowbiow and they were forced to join the
large and ever increasing number of impoverished latter
day saints in the city

no matter what their living arrangements were it
is certain that by late september warren and mary ann

knew their stay in nauvoo would be short as church

leaders officially revealed their plans for a mass exodus

of mormons to some point in the west the following

spring throughout the closing months of 1845 warren

who was always enterprising and hardworking did his best
to secure what means he could to prepare for the coming

journey simultaneously he continued his work as a

54

guard sfof the first

as

b
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defender by standing guard while others worked to

complete the nauvoo temple to the point that the
1

endowment could be performed

warren did not clearly delineate what his
guarding activities were nor did he name the

organization under whose auspices he performed them it
is certain however that he was part of a select group

of men who under the direction of hosea stout and john
2

scott specialized in protecting some of these mormon

guards patrolled the city night and day watching for
strangers some guarded the temple and some manned

picket posts outside the city to keep mauradersmau outraders
some watched over the hiding places of the few pieces of

cannonry that made up the mormon artillery while still
others were sent out as spies to watch the movements of

hostile forces As one of these guards warren was

involved in some if not all of theasethese ventures

according to hosea stout the guards foremost

duty was to protect church leaders attiteit a time when brigham

and the others were anxious to attend to the affairs of

the church and not be brought under the persecuting hands

of their enemies so that they could finish the temple

endow the saints and direct the move westweat but stout
pointed out that the saints generally needed protection

from both robbersmobbers who repeatedly threatened to attack

the city and the moblitiaMob litia a term he used to describe

the illinois state militia which he viewed to be a
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were however when coupled with continual legal threats
enough to induce church leaders to initiate their plans

early on february 2 it was decided that church leaders
and all those saints prepared to evacuate the city should

do so as soon as they could and on february 4 the first
mormon wagons were ferried across the river on skiffs and

4
flatboatsflatboats
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legalized mob nentsent by governor ford to vex the
Mormormonemons

added to these threats were those posed by
3

apostates and cheivestheives living among the saints As one

of these guards warren again found himself in a major

defensive role it was a role that would not end with

the beginning of the exodus for he followed his leaders

into the wilderness in a similar capacity

the evacuation of mormonmormonsmormone from illinois was

originally scheduled for april 1846 when the mississippi

river would be free from floating ice and the grass on

the iowa plains would be sufficient to support the

hundreds of teams necessary to execute the mass

migration A premature departure however was prompted

by a new surge of warrantladenwarrant governmentladen officials who

canvassed the city in hopes of capturing brigham young

and other leaders simultaneously rumors reached nauvoo

that federal troops were planning to hedge the mormons

in thus making the upcoming exodus impossible

while the rumors turned out to be unfoundedunfoundunsoundedunsound

gvexoe
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in executing the initial stages of the exodus

mormon leaders drew heavily on the organized groups of

guards which were comprizedcomprisedcom ofprized men like warren who had

demonstrated that they could be depended upon in

emergencies hosea stout john scott and the police

under their command were assigned to procure boats and

superintend the crossing of the river they gathered

&severalseveral flatboatsflat someboats old lighters and a number of

skiffs until they had quite a leecfleetleet hundreds of
mormons with loaded wagons lined up at the rivers edge

where the police worked around the clock crossing
5

saintesaints
that warren was among the police involved in

ferrying mormons across the river is evidenced by this
stanza written by a nephew of brigham young who crossed

the river with his family as a nine year old boy

the next I1 remember was the iceflowingice tideflowing
of the great mississippi its flood a mile wide
the shout of the boatmen the splash of their oars
As they pushed the huge scow from the riversriveros east
shore
they were giants in stature and fearless and bold
they shrank not in dangerdanged nor shriveled in cold
there was tall thomas grover and brave warren snow
and three other heroes whose names I1 dont know
with skill and endurance they stemmed the wild tide
and landed their freight on the iowa sidedside6

warren crossed the river himself on february 13

and joinedcoined church leaders and other mormons camped on

sugar creek some nine miles west of nauvoo he

apparently left his wife and child in the city for the

time being for he had an important assignment to fulfill

f
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he wrote that he left nauvoo in charge of the first
7

advance as captain under col john scott
what warren referred to was the fact that hosea

stout and john scott and some of the mormon guards had

drawn the assignment to make sure that no mob apostate

or government force endangered their leaders lives or in
any way hindered their departure from the city stout
was in charge of approximately one hundred men who were

known as the guard while scottcott was over a similarly

sized group known as the artillery both groups were

organized to provide a military escort of sorts to insure

that the twelve and the skretfirst advance of the mormon
8

exodus made good their escape

john scott and warren snow the officers of the

artillery had in their charge the four cannons owned by

the church and were responsible for transporting wagon

loads of powder and over twentyfourtwenty hundredfour pounds of

cannon balls and shot the first advance was armed to

the teethteethe

that warren and other members of the artillery
were with the twelve and the first advance in a

protecting roledoiedole rather than merely as transporters of

church propertypropert is evidenced by a statement made by

james palmer who served under warren and john scott he

wrote that he had been called to go out and protect the

twelve while they were camped in eastern iowa and

further on if needed until thay caicocaic3 felt safe

f
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concerning the cannons he elatedstated that they had four

cannon and amonitionadmonition eaiccsc3esic for them and intended to
use them if they had been oppressed again by mob

violence in addition to having responsibility for the
cannons palmer made it clear that members of the

artillery joined the men under stouts command in serving

as a guard to protect church leaders as well as other
9

pioneers

that warren and the other men involved in

guarding took their jobs seriously was attested to by

hosea stout he wrote that during the earliest stage of

the exodus while most of the twelve and others were

still encamped on sugar creek word reached them that
some militiamen were in the city with writewrits for some of

the twelve the mormon guards agreed that if members of

the militia came across the river after their leaders
they would put them to death rather than be harrasserharrassedHarr asassed

they had been before fortunately such a conflict
10

never came

after camping a few days on sugar creek warren

wrote that he and the other pioneers waded through mud

and snow and rain intermitantly stopping for a few days

to rest and obtain food for themselves and their animals

having left much earlier than originally planned the

first advance was not properly prepared forsor their journey

and provisions were scarce many of the group including

the men in the artillery were therefore forced to take

preparedfor

intermitantly

preparedfor
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on what short term jobs they could in and around the
11

settlements they passed as they went

these problems coupled with the large size and

the initial disorganized nature of the group made for
slow going and after nearly a month the main body of

the first advance was only fifty miles from nauvoo but

they had been virtually free from the harassments of

their enemies and church leaders therefore instructed
john scott to lighten his load by caching twentyfourtwenty

hundred

four
pounds of ball & shot and to release some of

his men A number of the artillerysArtill meneryeerysedye went back to
help their families leave nauvoo but warren and about

12
fifty others stayed on with the colonelco

while

lionel

the threat of attack appeared to be gone

by the end of march the scarcity of provisions began to
pose an even greater threat to the first advance

considering the lack of supplies and aware that thousands

of other mormons would soon be joining them in the

exodus church leaders determined to send as many men as

possible from the pioneer vanguard to settlements to get

work accordingly in the second week of april scott
and his men who had almost thirty head of horses

fourteen oxen and a large number of now empty baggage

wagonwagonswagone were sent to missouri to get jobs of work &

feedeed
the men of the artillery had not been there long

when col scott sent warren to brigham young with an

arti llerasllerysll
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warren could not have been in the temporary

settlement for more than two weeks when captain james

alienallenailen of the united states army visited mt pisgah on

june 26 his business was to raise a battalion of mormon

soldiers to help fight in the united states newly

declared war with mexico captain alienallenailen passed out a

circular which explained a government call for mormons to

61

important dispatch warren reported that a mob had

driven scottascottsscotte group away from their settlements and

threatened to perpetrate a general outbreakout againstbreak
13

the cormonsmormonsMor fortunatelymons 9 the robbersmobbersmob threatsbers were

never realized and the artillery moved on to other

settlements to find work to warren however the affair
was just one more indignity heaped upon him by his
persecutors he was happy to be on his way out of the
countrycoun andtryo he hoped he had seen the last of them

the artillery worked throughout aprilaprils may and

even into the first part of june warren wrote that they

took contracts to build houses repair mills and fence

farms and took in exchange cows flour corn meal and

oxen 99 the first week in june they were instructed by

church leaders to join other pioneers at mt pisgah a

temporary settlement the saintesaints were constructing to aid

in the exodus when warren and his fellows turned their
teamateams toward mt pisgah their wagons were loaded with

14
thousands of pounds of greatly need supplies

theie mormonsrbn
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volunteer to fight and urged suitable men to meet him as

boonsooneoon as possible at council bluffs the principal mormon

encampment located some 138 miles to the west

warren like most mormons at mt pisgah at first
probably viewed captain alienallenailen and the governments

request for men with suspicion and contempt after all
he may have reasoned the government was partially
responsible for the very fact that he was at mt pisgah

in the first place he had no tolerance for a government

that in his view allowed the murdering of prophets and

supported the persecutors of gods people he was

leaving the country and like other latterdaylatter saintsday he

undoubtedly hoped that he was leaving for good let the
government and the country be damnedldamned As farfazsaz as he was

concerned they could fight their own war

despite these feelings brigham young himself was

soon in the settlement raising volunteers warrens
position therefore suddenly changed and he quickly

signed up to join the battalion following his
enlistment however president young perhaps sensing

that warrenewarrensWar abilitiesrenoerenosrenje were needed elsewhere released
him and sent him back towards nauvoo where he again

15
shielded saints from their persecutors

ihsjfefelssfeuxss
warren found his family encamped with other

saints near farmington iowa some twenty miles west of

far

the battlebattie of nauvoo
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nauvoo after a short visit he received word that the

saints still in nauvoo now numbering less than a

thousand were being threatened by mobs feeling a

responsibility to protect themthempshemp he left his family and

headed for the city
the nauvoo he encountered near the first of

september was not the same city he had so hurriedly left
1626

in february he may have sensed an eerie solitude as

he rode into town at his departure it had been full of

the clamor created by the hustle and bustle of thousands

of mormons preparing to leave but as he returned it
seemed to be shrouded in silence many of the homes

stood vacant some with their doors hauntingly ajar
untended gardens were overrun with weeds and the little
used streets were likewise succumbing to vegetation

could this really be the nauvoo he had known

the city that had once been home for thousands of
mormons now housed only a few hundred latterdaylatter saintsday

as well as an even smaller number of apostates and new

citizens a a name applied to newly arrived settlers who

came to nauvoo seeking bargains as desperate mormons let
their property go for little or nothing most of the

saints still in the city were either so destitute of

means or so ill that an attempt to go west would have
17

been almost certain suicide
but to remain was equally dangerous members of

the mob were aware that the poorest and in their minds

6
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the worsteworstsworst segment of the mormon population was still in

the city and they therefore renewed their raids and

attacks hoping to encourage the stragglers to leave by

the time warren arrived a number of serious
confrontations had occurred and the mobs final solution
was already planned

leaders of the mob had sent runners to nine

different counties in an effort to raise a large
enough force to physically remove the mormons from the
city those willing to help in the enterprise were

promised a good time and a share of mormon plunder As

warren entered nauvoo hundreds of antimormonsanti weremormons
is18

already gathering in carthage
warren was fully aware of the volatile nature of

the situation in the mormon city in fact the danger

the saints faced was the very reason he was there he

had come to protect cormonsmormonsMor andmons he rode resolutely to

the temporary military headquarters that had been

established by a handful of determined nauvoo legion

leaders there he met lieutenant colonel william cutler
the highest ranking mormon in town as well as major

benjamin clifford the nonmormonnon officermormon in charge of

the meager force of fifteen state militiamen the governor

had sent to protect the city from the gathering mobs

cutler clearly in charge of nauvoos defense

efforts quickly sized up warrens experience and

leadership ability and appointed him to serve as one of
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hlahiahishie two aides warren was suddenly one of cutlers
right hand men serving aaas an advisor strategist and

ranking officer in the force of defenders the colonel was

hurriedly attempting to organize

As his other aide cutler appointed a newly
19

baptized mormon by the name of daniel H wells this
large and ruddy natural born leader was destined to rise
to the highest echelon of the mormon hierarchy and

warrenewarrenawarrenswaurene close association with him on cutlercutlersbutlersCut staffleralersiera was

the beginning of a deep friendship that lasted throughout

the remainder of their lives and no doubt opened the door

to many opportunities for warren

warren had not been in nauvoo long when a force
of near one thousand robbersmobbers under the leadership of

colonel thomas brockman positioned themselves in the

fields just east of the city brockmans men were well

armed and had six cannons and several hundred cannon

balls on september 68 brockman sent a message to the
mormon leaders demanding that the saints surrender
immediately and evacuate the city or face severe

consequences cutler and his men ignored the ultimatum

and continued building a number of bulwarks on the main

road into town which they had commenced a few days

before by now the mormons had raised a forcesorce of 250

men made up mostly of mormons but aided by a good number
20

of new citizens

forceonce

a
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anticipating he invasion the defending force
had secretly buried large barrels filled with gunpowder

and scrap metal to act as mines along the main road into
the city these they planned to activate from a

distance using lengths of string and percussion locks

but brockman was soon informed of their plans the
mormons also improvised cannons using disguardeddis piecesguarded

of steamboat stacks
finally warren and the others settled down behind

their barricades and waited for the mob force to attack
on september 12 brockmannbrockmansbrockmanBrock oneionelonetonenansmansnana thousand man army moved

into the city prepared to asail the bulwarksbulwa uponrks
seeing the mob marching toward their slipshod

fortifications about one hundred of cutlercutlers men

deserted their posts and fledfledosledsiedsiedo leaving only 150 greatly
21

outnumbered protectors to ward off the mob

considering the size of the attacking force the

fortitude that warren and the other remaining protectors

displayed is impressive

typical of those who stayed warren was prepared

to fight with courage he possessed a tenacious resolve

motivated by the deep hatred past mob offenses had

inspired as well as a fear of the certain depredations

that desertion or defeat would bring upon the citescitys
indigent and ailing mormon population added to this he

clearly felt that god had called him to put himself in

danger for the good of the saints

the

a

a
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demonstrates that he was indeed willing to die for his
church and for his people

brockman positioned his artillery two blocks east
of the mormon barricades and set his infantry just one

block away the spirited confrontation that ensued is
known as the battle of nauvoo one nonmormonnon whomormon

watched it from the templesTem towerplets claimed that history
24

never afforded a parallel

ownpowna
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he was eurecuresureeung that god wouldewould fight the saintesaints3saints
battles 00 but he waawas also sure that god would not do so

while men like himself stood still he felt that he

was a necessary instrument in the hands of the almightyalmightyp
22

useful only when showing his faith by works while

he was undoubtedly gripped with fear when he considered

the size of brockmannbrockmansBrock forcemans in comparison to his own

his sense of duty and commitment to his church calmed

him A few years later he articulated this dedication by

claiming that while he did not care how others felt
about his religion he was willing to livelivie or die by

23
it

the battle was by far the moastmoatmoist serious

confrontation warren had experienced to this point in his

life no detailed account of his personal experience has

been found but it is certain that he was right in the
25

thick of the battle for about three hours the two

groups exchanged cannon and musket fire brockmansBrock

artillery
manos

pumped upwards of 180 cannon balls into the

3
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bulwarksbulwa homesrks barns and shops around whichwhiclchicl the mormons

were positioned pieces of shattered brickbricks cannon balls
and musket shot were flying everywhere after their
homemade cannonecannons proved to be ineffective the defenders

concentrated on their sharpshooting while severely

outnumberoutnumbered the intensity with which warren and his
comrades fought seemed to be sufficient to hold

brockmannbrockmansBrock armymans at bay

at last brockman unable to crush the mormon

positions as he had planned ordered his men to outflank
themthen by skirting the bulwarks to the south for a moment

it appeared that brockman had outmanuevered the

defenders but suddenly daniel if wells appeared on

horseback and with blatant disregard for the musket

balls that swirled about him he led a company of mormons

in a courageous charge within minutes brockmansbrockman bugler

sounded the signal forfoxsorfoz retreat amid cheers from the
mormon force

As their enemies retreated the mormons scurried
to ascertain the extent of their casualties three of

the defenders were dead and a number of others were
26

wounded but when warren reflected on the barrage of

cannon and musket fire they had endured the victory was

nothing less than a miracle and he related it as such to
27

his family and associateassociates later in life
while the mormon force had temporarily repulsed

the invadeinvaders warren and other defendersdeedef knewfanders that the

hinshint
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brockmannbrockmansbrockman& force was to take possession of

the city the next day at 3 PM promising to treat the
29

mormons with humanity
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mob would attack again the next day brockman resumed

his offensive but this time depended mostly upon his
artillery to keep up a steady bombardment of the area

28
around the mormon barricade

by the fourteenthfourteen word reached both forces that
a committee of peaceful minded antimormonsanti wouldmormons arrive
in the city the next day the committee hoped to act as

mediators in ending the fighting through negotiation

the news of their coming caused the firing between the
two groups to slacken and virtually stop the committee

arrived on the fifteenth and the following day the mormon

leaders sensing the futility of their situation signed

what was known as the nauvoo treaty of surrender they

agreed to leave the state as soon as they ccouldecould3crould cross

the river

not trusting the mob the mormon leaders
determined to do all they could to have every mormon

ferried across the river by the time brockman marched his
men into the city warren and other defenders now left
their posts and secured flatboatepflatboatsflatboatfiatflatelat workingboats around the

clock literally blistering their hands as they rowed

sick and poverty stricken saints across the river As

brockmannbrockmansBrock forcemans entered nauvoo on the seventeenth they
30

discovered that almost every mormon had fled

Brocknansmansnane
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once the alcksickeick and destitute mormons were out of

immediate danger from their enemies warrenewarrensWarrewaczo mindnfs turned
again to hiahiehishlahiu family who were almost as destitute he

left the poor saints on the banks of the mississippi and

rode on to find his family but he never forgot that he

had been part of a group that had stood firm in the day

of trial and had held their lives in their hands for the
saftey of gods people during the final days of mormon

31
nauvoo

thgaftTh giftGAftgist to defencrdefencedefend

after the battle of nauvoo the snows traveled
westward through iowa eventually joining the bulk of the
mormon exodus which by then had gone into winter

quarters on the banks of the missouri river on mosquito

creek a small tributary not far from the river warren

found his parents and brothers james and george encamped

with their families and he and mary ann happily joined
32

their relatives
throughout the next several years hundreds of

mormons left their temporary settlements in iowa and

nebraska and headed for the great basin planning to

build settlements so far away from their persecutors that
they would be bothered no more warren had a great

desire to join the saints in the mountains he

remembered how joseph smith prophetically told him that
he would come west and it was his desire to fulfill that

f irm

thy

gode
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prophecy but for the time being he and mary ann were

forced by their poverty to remain on mosquito creek

five long years passed before they could scrape

together the necessary means to make the journey to the
newnow home the saintesaints were establishing in the valleys
around the great salt lake by the time they left iowa

33
near the first of july 1852 warren and his wife had

three small boys and mary ann was seven months pregnant
34

with their forth child having won the respect of his
leaders warren was chosen to captain one of the ten
wagon trains of mormons to cross the plains that year

his brother james led another train and the two groups

frequently traveled togethertoge arrivingtherp in salt lake city
35

in midaidnid october

it appears that warren and mary ann stayed in

salt lake city about a year by this time warren had

come to be viewed as a member of an elite set of militant
mormon frontiersmen who were used by church leaders in

dangerous and challenging situations they were men in

between who as a group were emerging to play important

defending roles in the saints new settlements in utah

they were becoming the leading officers of the nauvoo

legion and served as sheriffs and marshals and in other
protective capacities

in the latter part of august 1853 a posse of

fifty men with a distinct nauvoo legion orientation were

organized under marshal joseph heywood for the purpose of

leadingofficers
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going into the mountains to capture jim bridgerBri andciger a few

of his associates mormon leaders alleged that bridger
and company had been aellingsellingbelling weapons to the ute indianaindians

for the purpose of committing depredations upon and

making war with the citizens of the utah territory
appropriate posse members of the militant set described
were handpickedhand bypicked daniel H wells who by this time was

a councilor in the first presidency and the nauvoo

legionsLegi highestonoeonOs ranking officer and sent after the
36

mountain man

while unable to apprehend bridger and the othereothers
the poeseposseposee nonethelessnone leeslessleeeiena constitutedthe a significant
collection of up and coming men in between among the
most notable were lot smith robert T burton ephraim

hanks william hickman james ferguson and william H

kimball these men were all important defenders and the

concentration of such men on the roster of marshal

heywoodsHey possewoods reveals that as early as 1853 they as a

group were viewed as egressiveagressiveagres mensive with distinct
military talents it is a significant fact that as early
as his first year in utah warren was numbered among

37
them

before the end of 1853 warren and his family

moved 120 miles south of salt lake to manti the sanpete

county community in which haehaahas parents and brothers as

well as a good number of hibhishies friends from morley

settlement had settled the people of manti knowing his
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to wield the sword in defense of fhlechishis brethren and 0 a a

friends

beabefore
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background immediately elected him as town marshal and

besorebefore the year was out he was elected to bebetbeh one of the
sixteen officers that led the 212man212 battalionman of the

38
nauvoo legion located in the area

on february 22 1854 isaac mozleyhorleymorley who was then

the presiding church authority in manti as well as a

patriarch gave warren a patriarchal blessing in the
blessing morley articulated what warren and others
already felt to be true the patriarch indicated that it
was warrenewarrenswarzeWarre giftws or calling from god to defend the
cause of the just morley reminded warren of his former

experiences as a protector calling them severe trials
and afflictions

he told warren that throughout these experiences

the lord had watched over and preserved him and that he

had been brought through them with an unseen hand

the patriarch prophetically assured him that
he would have the necessary power to defend fhlechishis
family and other saints against their foes and he

promised him that he would not be slain by the
39

wicked

warren had long felt that he had a special

calling to safeguard saints but for him his patriarchal
blessing was undoubtedly an unquestioned divine mandatemanda

once

tepter
and for all establishing the fact in his mind his

hib

hie
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course was now clear the blessing laid before him an

agenda which he felt he must work to fulfill knowing

that he had a gift to defend the cause no doubt

reinforced the direction his life was taking and the
promise that he would not be killed by his enemies must

have comforted him he was now prepared to enter

confrontations with an even greater confidence and sense

of mission As he worked to fulfill the blessing there
was a marked increase in the importance of the defensive

roles he played

bishor snow

warren quickly rose to prominence in sanpete

valleys leadership both in the church and in civil
government in june 1854 he was called to serve as a

councilor to welcome chapman who replaced isaac morley as

the president of the sanpete saints when the latter was

called to return to salt lake city the following year

brigham young obviously aware of warrens leadership

skills called him to serve as the bishop of manti which

was sanpetesSan largestpetes and most prominent community

simultaneously brigham appointed him to the more

significant position of presiding bishop of all of the

settlements in central utah in this important post

warren like peter maughan his counterpart in cache

valley was not far behind the apostles in influence
As an extension of warrens ecclesiastical positions in

the mormon theocracy brigham young saw to it that he was
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nominated to serve as sanpotessanpatesSan representativepoteepotespatespatee to the

territorial legislature and the saints unquestioningly

elected him as the countys highest ranking elected
40

officialofficials
warren presided over and preached at the ward

meetings held in manti and occassionally preached in the

other wards over which he had stewardship he was

brighamsBrig representativehaneshamOshanje in the local area it was his
responsibility to see that the bishops taught the
doctrines of the church and enforced the policies of the
mormon kingdompkingdomkingdokingdoms and when they did not he dropped them

41
and replaced them with others

he was the shepherd of the sanpete saintesaints
spiritual needs but he carried a tremendous burden of

care for their temporal needs too he directed all
pioneering efforts controlling the settling of new

areas he also regulated irrigation fencing planting
and harvesting as well as other agricultural

42
improvements

in addition he directed the tithing collection and

distribution for the entire area and was responsible to
43

see that all impoverished saints were fed several

times a year he organized and led tithing trains from

manti to salt lake carrying sanpetessanpeteosSan surpluspeteepetes tithing to

church headquarters these trains consisted of scores of
wagons laden with thousands of pounds of wheat oats
barley and other grains he also supervised the driving

mp



oticOficsticchurchofichurchhurch and state in utah were virtually one in the
same warren played the major role in civil as well as

relliousrelgious matters in sanpete county brigham young

himself was simultaneously church president territorial

76

of hundreds of church owned tithing stock to salt lake
44

city
the nauvoo legion during this period was

organized along ecclesiastical lines and when warren

became presiding bishop he also became the highest
45

ranking legion officer in the area he had the

responsibility of directing mormon policy toward the

indiansindiana in his locale and became the chief liaison
between brigham young who was not only governor but also
the superintendentsuperintendantsuper ofintendant indian affairs in the territory
and the powerful ute tribes that claimed the sanpete area

as their central homeland

he learned the ute language and acted as the

indian agent in sanpete countycoun directingtys the federally
funded indian farm near manti he became a personal

friend of arapeenaraleenAra thenpeen the most powerful ute chieftain
and exercised such influence with the ute tribes that
brigham young was very much gratified warren viewed

his work with the indiansindiana to be an important work of

defense at times the influence he exerted with them

fluctuated and when it waned he organized guards for the
46

preservation of mormon lives
As a presiding bishop during a period when
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governor and commander in chief of the nauvoo legion he

was the captain of both church and state and to a

large degree warren had become his counterpart on the

local level
suddenly warren had become a very powerful

mormon while his skills as a leader were important in

his advancement so also were his past activities in
standing between brigham and other leaders were

undoubtedly impressed by the commitment warren had

displayed as he repeatedly risked his life to protect
them as well as other cormonsmormonsMor thismons commitment

demonstrated to brigham that in warren he had a man he

could depend on 9 and the church leader had a talent for
recognizing such men and using them to carry out his
policies

while warren was situated some distance from

church headquarters he had at last broken into brighams

circle and had a place close to the president and the

other general authorities in his positions of presiding
bishop and territorial legislator he was often brought

into close connection with his leaders when in sanpete

on church business leaders made it a habit to stay with

the snows it greatly gratified warren to know that he

was rubbing shoulders and building friendships with those

he felt to be the most important men in the world he

knew he had a firm grasp on the secondhighestsecond runghighest of

the mormon hierarchialhierarchhierarchical ladder and he hoped to be up andial
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coming furthermore he felt that his abilities in

defending were an important toehold as he climbed up the
ladder
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CHAPTER IV

THE UTAH WAR

liiawiia commander

the year 1857 brought warren one of his greatest
opportunities to act as buffer between saints and danger

before the year was out he again defended church members

from an invading force this time a federal army the
year began peacefully enough but church leaders seemed

to sense that the growing concern in washington regarding
mormon attitudes and actions was more serious than ever

before preparing for trouble they reorganized the
nauvoo legion in aprilaprils dividing the entire territory
into twelve military stricosdistrictsstricts and daniel H wells

commissioned warren as commander of the sanpete military

district at thirtyeightthirty yearseight of age warren became one
I11

of the legions most important officers
that same monchmonthsmonth not overly concerned with the

problems in washington brigham young called together a

group of the territorys leading men and started on an

eight hundred mile trip to visit the northern most mormon

settlement located on the salmon river in northern

idaho the main purpose of the trip as brigham later
79
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reported was to get away with handpickedhand leaderspicked so
2

that they could be schooled and instructed
about 115 of zions top men were invited to join

the church president on the excursion which led through

dangerous indian country it is interesting to note that
as brigham organized the company he selected warren to

act as sergeant64sergeant of the guardguards making him responsible
3

for the groups protection this fact seems to indicate
that brigham recognized warrens role as a fighting man

and considered him an able defender

the expedition returned home near the end of may

at the fourth of july celebration in manti that summer

warren preached a sermon which reportedly filled every

citizen with desires to sustain the constitution
4

all good and wholesome laws and religious liberty in

accordance with the teachings of joseph smith warren

believed the constitution of the united states to be of

divine origin but he simultaneously held great contempt

for the government and the country itself undoubtedly

the result of his former persecution experiences

warrenawarrenswaddenaWar feelingsrenomrenos were typical of those held by

brigham young and the mormons in general this attitude
along with the actions it inspired was enough to

convince newly elected president james buchanan that the
mormons were in rebellion and hehoehiehib secretly ordered a

large force of federal troops to head for utah to quell

the supposed insurrection buchanan removed young as

company

64
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governor and instructed the army to escort his
replacement alfred cumminggumming to utah and see that cumming

obtained power buchanan however did not trouble to

inform brigham young of the change or of the coming of

the army and warren was with the mormon leader and some

2500 other church members in big cottonwood canyon on

july 24 celebrating the tenth anniversary of the saints
arrival in salt lake valley when word of the approaching

5
army reached utah

brigham who had been suspecting some such

development did not skip a beat and the celebration
went on as though the army did not exist but while

outwardly passive at first brigham was ready for action
he viewed the sending of the soldiers to utah to be a

violation of the peoples constitutional rights to him

the act was one more ungodly persecution cast upon

himself and his people designed to once again drive them

from their homes

ten years earlier president young had told his
followers that if they were given ten years of peace to

establish themselves in the valleys of utah they would

not be driven out the ten year period had come to an

end precisely the day brigham learned of the coming of
6

the army in spite of the invading forcesorce he was

determined to keep his promise

warren returned home from the celebration and had

not been in manti a week when he received an important

the
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upon receiving the orders warren quickly

respondedresponedrespo byned writing to brigham young I1

eiaegy
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dispatch from general daniel H wells giving him orders
regarding the coming of the army the communique

affirmed that the citizens of utah had lived in strict
obedience to the laws of the united states and respected

the constitution but it went on to say that when

anarchy takes the place of orderly government and

mobocratic tyranny usurps the power of rulers the
people have the inalienable right to defend themselves

against all aggression the letter labeled the army as

an illegal and aggressive force and declared that the
mormons were determined to defend themselves against

it the letter instructed warren as commander of the
sanpete military district to see that his men were

7
prepared to fight

ei2 tat9 arms and

feel he

wrote to stand in defence and he assured the
president that he would do all in his power to urge

8
the sanpete saints to do the same the next weeks found

warren snow preaching wart the adobe walls of the manti

church house rang with his inflamed speeches condemning

the USA sending men to regulate the saints when they

themselves were as corrupt as hell he suggested that
all would be much better off were the saints to

regulate the government insteadineinslne heteado urged the local
brethren to ready their military equipments sjlc3 for

flyt2
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the time was come for zion to be redeemedredeenedomedoneds he also told
the saints to start preparing food and clothing for a

winter campaign and gave orders for the brethren to
hold themselves in readiness to go to battle at a

9
moments notice 80

in addition to these physical preparations
warren preached that spiritual preparation was necessary

as well he declared that the approaching difficulties
would try the faith of many saints he recommended the

brethren to get their endowments if they had not

already for they would need them eer long most of

all he exhorted them to examine their own testimony of

the church and their faith in its leaders
As far as he was concerned it was this testimony

that was the source of courage and greatness in standing

between it had been his primary motivation in the past

and would be again in the future he therefore explained

to the manti saints that they had to realize that our

leaders were prophets and that this was the work of god

for only then could they meet their coming tryals

sicsjc3 with fortitude he assured them that if they had

this conviction they had nothing to fear for god had

promised to fight their battleskbattlesobattlesiobatt leeolesolesio it was a time for
courage and he suggested that those that were fearful

10
had better leave

in spite of his wordewords warren feared the coming

army his fear was not for himself however or for

elc
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regular church menberemembers for that matter what he feared
waewaawas what the army might do to the leaders of the church

memories of the murdered bodies of joseph and hyrum

flashed in his mind he held the government responsible

for allowing his prophet to be killed and he was

convinced that they were not satisfied with josephs
death alone but were planning on using the army to bring

brigham and other leaders into bonds so that they could
11

murder them as they did joseph and hyrum 1

but warren was determined not to see brigham and

others mangled as he had seen joseph and hyrum rather
than see this he would rather fly to arms and grasp the
sword and face the foes of the servants of godtod and meet

the deadly weapons planned for his leaders himself he

felt keenly the responsibility articulated in his
patriarchal blessing to wield the sword in defense of

his brethren the answer to the present danger his
leaders faced as far as he was concerned was to let
the saints rally around and protect the servants of god

12
from the hands of wicked men and despots warren

therefore used all his powers of speech and example to
urge the sanpete saints to stand between their leaders
and the army and as the weeks went by he delivered
sermon after sermon calculated to cause the saints to

willingly rallyforallyborally around and protectf0protect church

authorities

thlat5t
as
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of the sermons warren delivered as he worked to
prepare the mindeminds of the sanpete saints to fight none

was more powerful than the one hetiehie delivered in the

afternoon session of the sunday meeting in the manti

church house on august 23 minutes of the sermon reveal
nuchmuchsuch about his feelings and beliefs concerning violence

his role as a protector and the responsibility he felt
to support his leaders and their policies with fervent
emotion he declared that he rejoiced that the day had at
last come when the prophet of god said cihatcthatethat the saints
had been robbed and driven enough he remembered the
days when he and others in angry frustration watched

the robbersmobbers burn homes in the morley settlement area it
nademade his blood boil just to think of it but now he

delighted in the opportunity to fight back

typical of the view that characterized his
feelings regarding his earlier persecutions he set forth
that the army was coming as a result of the devil being

mad at the saints cfor31for3 building temples and living

their religion with conviction he spoke on god

fighting the saints battles but warned the

congregation that god would not do so while they sat

still his experience had convinced him that saints had

the responsibility of showing faith by works in such

situations remembering the deserters at the time of the

battle of nauvoo he proclaimed that one faithful man

was better in battle than 1000 indifferent ones As far
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as he was concerned he would rather die now than

become an enemy to the kingdom of god by failing to show

his faith by defending his leaders
he counselledcounsellercoun theselled saints to follow their prophet

if brigham said burn your houses before your enemies

come he urged them take the firebrandfire andbrand do ititt

only when sustaining brigham and other leaders would god

fight our battles for warren sustaining gods
annointed was the key to their success at the climax of

his sermon warren asked the congregation to manifest by

raising their hands that they would suistainsustain their
leaders in the war effort with ailallali their means the
ward clerk noted in his minute book that all hands

13
enthusiastically went up As bishop and commander

warren was successful in motivating the saints to rally
around to defend their leaders

warren was ready for action but undoubtedly to

his chagrin he was not called out to join in the initial
stages of the spying night raidingraidaidal wagondingo burning and

cattle stealing the mormons employed to harass and hinder
1424

the approaching army throughout august and september

however he kept himself busy by preparing for war As

military district commander he took a careful inventory

of the arms and ammunition of his men he wrote to
general wells and informed him that the sanpete saints
were in a dangerous situation lacking as they were the

t

suistaineui
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necessary powder capecapacaps and lead to ueeuse what flewfiewslewsiew armaarmsarmacoarmaso

they had

he planned to alleviate the problem by raising
thousands of dollars through stock donation with which

he proposed purchasing supplies as well as additional
weapons he more fully organized his district and

constantly kept guards in the mountains east of manti

he led exploring parties into the mountains himselfhimsel
looking for signs of enemy scouts and acquainting himself

with the country knowing that understanding the terrain
was necessary for good defensive strategy he also made

frequent trips to chief arapeens camp enlisting the

chiefchieschlestaints aid in encouraging his warriors to support
15

the cormonsmormonsMor andmons if necessary to fight with them

on at least one occasion he traveled to salt
lake joiningcoining with other leaders in planning mormon

strategy on october 8 at about ten at night he left
brigham youngs office with nauvoo legion dispatches

addressed to various officers living south of salt lake
one of the dispatches was addressed to himself and

contained his orders to immediately raise a large number

of men from his district and return to salt lake prepared

for action throughout the night and the following day
16

he rode south delivering dispatches as he went

he arrived in manti just before dawn on the
morning of october 10 having spent two sleepless nights

riding he quickly gathered the manti members of the

chieftains

fp
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legion by sounding a big drum that was used for that
purpose there in the cool predawnpre morningdawn air he

informed the legionnairelegionnaires that sixty men with thirty days

rations each were to leave with him for salt lake at
once he told them that a similarly sized group was

gathering in nephi and that they would travel to the city
together he then read the names of the sixty men he had

chosen to join him and dismissed them to go home and

prepare to leave he went home himself to enjoy a hearty

meal to sleep a few hours and to say goodbyegood tobye his
family the group left town at 100 PM that same

17
day

the legionnaires traveled to nephi where they

were joined by about fifty other men the groupsgroup now

numbering over one hundred continued their journey

northward warren was undoubtedly excited to see so many

nen under arms especially when he considered that he was

their commander perhaps he hoped that he would soon be

leading themthen into the mountains towards their enemies

possibly feeling that the time had come for the

fulfilling of patriarch MorleymorleysmorleypsmorlessmozMor wordsleyeleys concerning his
again wielding the sword anin defence of his brethren

is18
friends and family

while some saints were undoubtedly praying for a

peaceful settlement warren may have been hoping for a

fight perhaps he thought the war would give him a

chance to assist in the avenging of the blood of joseph

a
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smithsmithy thus fulfilling his commission from his fallen
prophet as well as another promise in his patriarchal

19
blessing he undoubtedly shared his friend george A

smithasmithbsmith& sentiments that if he had the command of

thunder and lightning he would never let one of the
20

damned scoundrels get to salt lake city alive warren

did not have the command of thunder and lightning but

he knew how to fight and hoped that he would have the

chance to do eoso

As he traveled northward he undoubtedly thought

of the certain hardships that awaited him in the winter

campaign he had told the manti saints a few weeks

earlier that they should all have as much hardship as

they could attend to and bear himself included

thoughts of injury and death possibly flashed through his
mind but he may have forced them out with the words he

had given the saints a few weeks before death was a

trying ordeal to the stoutest mind he had told them

and it was so to jesus yet we have been promised by

bro brigham that if we would be faithful and follow him
21

we should be delivered
warren believed and trusted in those words and

they comforted him he thought no doubt of the similar
promise in his patriarchal blessing that he would not be

slain by the wicked it was his gift to defend the
22

cause warren was mentally prepared for the conflict
that lay before him
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annoying&he armarnaraxarmx

on october 13 warren and his small army from the
sanpete military district arrived in salt lake and joined

about four hundred other legionnaires encamped on union

square expecting to be mobilized immediately warren

was undoubtedly frustrated again by the fact that his
orders were ten days in coming at last he was

instructed to handpickhand fiftypick men with good mounts from

among the troops encamped on the square and on october

24 major snow and his newly organized cavalry command
23

headed for the mountains with ten days rations
near the end of their second day of travel they

passed through echo canyon where other mormons were

engaged in building bulwarksbulwa pilingrks rocks to hurl over

cliffs at their enemies and damming the river thus

enabling them to flood the canyonscanyonos narrows through which
24

the army must pass two more days youndfound them near fort
bridger on blacks fork of the green river where a

considerable amount of snow was already beginning to

accumulate at Bridgbridger warren was informed by general

wells that he and his men were to take on thethisthiethle duties of

the companies of lot smith robert T burton porter

rockwell and others whose horses and men were in need of
25

a rest after three full weeks of harassing the enemy

these groups had burned scores of supply laden

wagons as well as thousands of acres of grassland both

of which were essential to the quick forward movement of

13p
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large numbers of troops they destroyed bridges

confiscated hundreds of army cattle took prisoners kept

the soldiers from sleeping and generally annoyed them

their work combined with a change in army commanders and

a few other problems significantly hindered the armaosarmysarmyos
26

progress the mormonsMor plannoneomonsO was to keep the army in

the mountains long enough that the winter snowesnowsanowsanois would

make their entry into the great salt lake valley

impossible thus forcing them to go into winter quarters

after fighting snow cold and hunger all winter they

hoped the army would be much less likely to give them a

good fight in the spring

the mormon raiders under burton rockwell and

smith had succeeded in slowing down the soldiers but
warren was told the armys new commander colonel albert
sidney johnston was determined to bring his men into the

valley that season johnstonjohnaJohns hetono was informed had not

yet arrived to take command of his men but was soon to

join them with reinforcements meanwhile the army

under the command of colonel edmund alexander waited for

their new leader at a temporary encampment on hams fork
27

some thirty miles from fort bridgerBrid

warren

gerhgerIgeci

was told to take his men to the armys

camp and pick up where smith burton and rockwell had

left off his orders were undoubtedly much like those

these earlier raiders had received they were to annoy

the army in every possible way eiespeciallyspecially by driving
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off their animalsanimate and keeping them awake by night

surprisessurprizessurprizes warren was to send out scouts to watch the
movements of the soldiers and send dispatches to keep

general wells informed of all developments and like the

officers that had been active before his arrival he was

to insure that his men took no life in carrying out
28

their assignments at last he was going to see some

action while perhaps disappointed that he was ordered

to not actually fight the soldiers he was none the

leeslesslesa delighted to take an active part in repulsing the

invaders
on november 1 warren neared the armys camps

leaving the majority of his men to establish a base camp

on blacks fork he led a party of fifteen scouts toward

the soldiers still situated just a few miles away on

hams fork the first order of the day was to get a view

of the country and an acquaintance with the ardysarmysarryearnye
encampment preparatory to successful night raiding As

they reconnoitered the country they chanced upon four U

S officers mounted on horseback not far from an army

picket post about four miles out from the main body of

soldiers
upon seeing the MormonmormonsmormonspcormonsMormoz thespmonemons officers turned

their horses and headed back toward their camp spurring

them into a dead run warren shouted orders to his men

and pursued them hotly the soldiers apparently had

quite a lead on the Mormormonemons and even though a captains

leeap
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horse tripped and fell while crossing a creek at full
gallop usingsousingso its rider warren and his men were

unable to catch them

after crossing the creek the soldiers scurried
up a ridge after which they defiantly turned and fired
several times at warren whose horses speed had put him

some distance in front of his comrades fortunately the

balls from their muskets passed over him whistling
through the air but doing him no harm while the

balls came very close warren considered their bad

shooting to be providential and a testimony of the

truthfulness of the promise in his patriarchal blessing
29

that he would not be alainslain
warren and his men retreated to a position just

outside the range of their enemiesene gunsmiesO the officers
on the ridge boisterously swore and cursed brigham young

and the mormons in general and then rode back down the

ridge obviously trying to get the mormons to come after
them again by now warren and his scouts were aware that
the officers they had been chasing were attempting to

decoy them into an ambush As they sat watching the

demonstrations of the officersofficerso they discovered an entire
company of infantry secreted in ambush not far away

suddenly an even larger force appeared on the
top of the ridge the soldiers fired at the mormons by

platoon with many muskets and even brought out a small

cannon and fired some grape shot but as the mormons

offi cerso

cousing
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were out of range it was all to no purpose warren

and hlahiahishie men laughed and hooted at them and then rode
30

back the way they had come

later that evening major snow and his raiders
had a similar encounter they again approached a picket
post on a ridge and were fired at by another large force
the musket balls falling around them like hail the only

damage done however was that a hole was put in a
31

blanket tied to a mormon saddle after an eventful day

warren turned his men back towards their own camp he

had enjoyed the days activities and after he had

smelledsmelted gunpowder and heard the whistle of musketfiremusket hefire
appears to have decided to be a little more careful

the following day captain ephraim hanks and

about thirty other men joined wardenswarrenswardena command in

harassing the enemy for six full days they worked out

of snows camp on blacks fork annoying their enemies

at night by taking their cattle and mules and even some

prisoners during the day their scouting parties and

picket guards watched the movements of the army it was

hard work sometimes men were in the saddle twentyfourtwenty

hours

four

at a time when they did rest they slept in small

wickiupswicki threeups or four sleeping together to keep from

freezing the weather was stormy and the cold was

intenseelintense some had no coats and there was only one

blanket per man their supplies exhausted they feasted

el
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upon poor government oxen which could not travel any
32

further
the circumstances were less than desireabledesi butreable

warren was happy to be there by weeks end he and

hanks and their men had successfully driven away between

five and six hundred head of government cattle and sent
them on with others towards salt lake city their
efforts when added to the work of earlier raids left

33
the troops almost destitute of beef

during the time warrenewarrenswardensWar commandrenoerenOs was watching and

harassing the army the soldiers were moving at a very

slow pace daniel H wells was convinced that the army

was waiting for the arrival of colonel johnston but

when his coming did not step up the armyearmys movement

significantly wells mockingly wrote to brigham young

that col alexander waited for col johnetonjohnsonjohnston and col
johnson csickcsic3 waits we presume for col cummings and the

devil we presume is waiting for the whole of them

wells then jokingly suggested the necessity of major

snows command remaining upon the watchtower to see
34

that each has what he waits for

it is interesting to noteote that when colonel

johnston reached the army he was much dissatisfied
with colonel alexander for allowing the mormons to take

so many of their cattle and annoying them so much the
cocky commander boasted that if he had been there it
would not have been so hosea stout in the spirit of

sic
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wabwaawas in the act

jellel guetoguatogustogunto juetjuatjust ofat the moment

he waewaawas letting off on poor alexander maj W snow
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good nineteenth century mormon humor wrote that
unfortunately82unfortunately for Johnstoncjohnatonajohnstonlel

of relieving them of the laetlast beef

oxen the army hadhadl that were in any kind of decent

order about 400 in number stout undoubtedly smiled

aaas he reflected that the brave colonel now had the ill
fortune to eeeaeesee hiahishlahibhie boasted courage vaniahvanish for he like
colonel alexander had to quietly submit to the

35
harassments of the mormon raiders

on november 6 warren received word from hiehiahishla

pickets that a company of dragoonsdra weregoonegoona near by

apparently heading for hlahiahishie camp hefiellefle gave orderaorders for hlahiahishie
men to move back toward fort bridger and in a blinding
enowsnow storm they traveled about tenterntermtemm mimilesiealealeb but were then

forced by the weather to slopatopstopalopelop and build fires for warmth

again hlahiahishie pickets reported that the dragoonsdra weregoona on

their trail thiethiathisthimthle time on the gallop

a

because of the

storrstorm warrenawarrens force scattered and by hard running
36

stayed ahead of their mounted enemies

it became apparent that the dragoonedragoonsdra weregoonegoona making

an attempt to take fort bridger some time before the
cormonsmormonamormonsnorMornoc anticipatingmonamons buchauchsuch an action had burned moatmost of

the log buildingsbuilbullbuli atdingedinga bridger leaving juntjuatjust enough to

provide themselvesthema withelveaelves comfortable quartersqu theartezaartera
raiders were instructed that should the army try to take

the fort they were to burn what they could before the

82
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soldiers got to it thereby significantly reducing its
strategic value As it turned out the dragoons did not

reach the fort that night but in the excitement

virtually everything but fort bridgers sturdy rock walls
was burned about midnight in a raging snowstorm

warrens command warmed themselves near bridgersBrid burninggerOs

buildings and then moved on to general wellss
37

headquarters not too many milesmilies awatawayawal

strqjforcs
at welleswellsswellee camp possibly several hours before

dawn the following morning a handful of mormon officers
gathered by the generals fire and discussed the

situation and planned their course of action perhaps

after listening to warren and ephraim hanks report the

advance of the small mounted government detachment wells

revealed his plan he instructed them that major snow

captain hanks and colonel thomas callister were to take

sixty of their beatbestbeet men and go back again and secret
themselves in the brush and watch the army the general

convinced that the army was ready to move ahead made it
clear that if the troops chose to go into winter quarters

at bridger the survailingsurvail mormoning force would peacefully

allow them to do so

if however the soldiers demonstrated their
intentions of pushing on to salt lake by moving west of

the fort wells informed the officers that snow hanks

and callister were to pitch into them in every possible

strike force
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way 66 the conclusion was not to attack them until they

left fort bridger but the general made it clear that
they were to make the first attack aeas soon as the army

38
passed the fort

the idea wells described was not to make a

desperate stand against almost 3000 troops with the

small sixty man mormon force it was rather to ambush

and kill small detachments to hide on cliffs and behind

rocks and act as snipers and to harass them by making

night attacks these attacks the general explained

would not merely be the cattle stealing forages of

earlier raids but actual hit and run ball and powder

attacks designed to make the army as unfit for service
as might be when they got to the cormonsmormonsMor preparedmons

39
battle grounds at the narrows in echo canyon

warren was one of three commanders to lead a

special mormon strike force assigned to begin actual

hostilities should the army attempt to come west of the

fort the mormons were serious and ready to start
playing for keeps wells obviously respected and trusted
warrens abilities or he would not have placed him in

such a critical leadership position there can be no

doubt that in wellaswellss mind this was the beginning of the

most critical period of what he viewed to be the greatest
physical threat the church had ever faced he knew he

needed to place his beatbest men out front that he chose
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warren to assist in leading the strike force is a

significant fact
one assumes that wellaswellss respect for warren as a

defender stemmed back to the time of their close

association as the two aides to colonel cutler at the

time of the battle of nauvoo it is obvious that the

fact that he elevated warren to the position of military

district commander in the first place was not based on

whim but rather on observed ability in times of crisis
the battle of nauvoo was a significant time of crisis for
daniel H wells and what he saw of warren there was

obviously not to warrens shame

perhaps wells impressed with warrens ability
and willingness to stand between at nauvoo suggested

warren to brigham as a capable and dedicated leader when

young was looking for a strong presiding bishop to

administer the affairs of the church in sanpete county

the fact that wellwellsweliwelisweils himself was a man in

between and had exhibited such great leadership ability
during his dashing ride at the crucial moment of the

battle of nauvoo was not unimpressive to brigham young

and undoubtedly influenced the church leaders decision

to call wells to be his counsellor in the first
presidency and to appoint him as the nauvoo legions
highest ranking official building a mormon empire on a

rough and unsettled frontier brigham needed men with

such grit and often elevated them to positions of
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importance they inturn elevated others of their own

kind

perhaps daniel H wells was the key that had

opened the door to brigham youngs circleirclecircie that warren had

hoped for and now it was wells who at the utah wars

critical hour as in the whole campaign for that matter

placed warren in a major protective role that was topped

by very few men

on the same morning wells had held his campfire

councilcounci warren along with thomas callistercalCai andlister ephraim

hanks and their sixty scouts mounted their horses and

started back through the snow toward fort bridger

wellss entire camp started out the other waywayo retreating
to echo canyon the scouts left with orders to burn

stacks of hay and grain at fort supply another mormon

position nothot far from bridger the following day they

backtracked their trail and established a new camp in

some cedars on a butte a few miles west of fort bridger

after a day or two there they were reinforced by about

twentyfivetwenty morefive men including lot smith robert T

40
burton and lewis robinson now most of wellaswellss
leading raiders were with warren and the strike force

for the next three weeks warren and the eighty

fivedive mormon scouts scoured the country pretty
thoroughly keeping an eye onortorl the soldiers progress

because of the snow which was well over a foot deep in
most places wells directed them not to waste the

f ivelve
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strength of their horses in taking cattle they did

however attempt to drive off the armys horses and

mules but had little success in this as the animals were

heavily guarded they were successful though in

capturing a fewsew prisoners and they received deserters
41

from the army daily

the weather was dangerously severe and was

described as being cold dark and foggy literally
hundreds of the armys animals died of hunger and cold

the weather seemed to be the scouts greatest challenge

especially at night lot smith recalled one night in

particular some of the men froze faces ears and

feet and had to pack their ears which were discoloreddiscloreddisc

i3
lored

to blackness in snow in order to save them he

declared that he fearedeared the cold of that one night more

than all the us3eus3 troops he had seen during the entire
42

campaign

the army slowly wallowed ahead through the deep

snow the scouts were frustrated to note that it seemed

to take the soldiers 3 days to make one days march

the scouts only excitement came when they occasionally

had to drive small numbers of federal scouts away from

bridgers cold and forlorn walls but at last they were

outnumbered and the army took possession of the fort near
43

november 20

warren and his comrades now paid particularly
careful attention to the soldiers movementmovements knowing

few
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that this was the crucial point in the campaign the
army would either take up winter quarters and the mormons

would go home or they would attempt to push on through

to salt lake and the strike force would attack and war

would break out for a week the army hesitated as though

preparing to move on it was a striessfstressful time forfodsod warren

and the others who by now were beaten down by the
weather and their constant exertions they either wanted

the army to settle down forsor the winter so they could go

home or to move on so they could get their fighting over

with but the hesitation in the cold weather was

literally almost killing them

general wells in a dispatch to brigham young

summed up the feeling of the whole mormon force he

wrote that they were all a little chagrined at the lack

of deciciodecisiondecisio on behalf of the army but wells perhaps

more patient than most Mormormonemons stated that he would

rather lie in their path ten or twenty years thereby

blocking up their way than allow the army to enter the
mormon settlements with the train of hell which he felt

44
accompanied them

wells assured brigham young who was directing
mormon movements by daily dispatches that if the army

moved west of bridger he would take it as a sure

indication that the lord wants them used uptipuip and he

promised the president that he would do all he could

towards accomplishing so desireabledesireablcsdesi areablereabie result if it
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comes to a crisis he wrote he was sure his trusted men

would give good account of it
he then expressed the religious fervor that was

the basis for the fact that he and men like warren were

in the mountains in the first place
our trust is in the lord of hosts who is mighty to
save and who thus far has turned aside the balls of
the enemy and preserved and delivered his servants
in his name will we fight the battles of our country
and defend the rights of the saints of the most
high

the mormons were braced for a bloody and furious fight
but fortunately for both forcestforcesyforcesforcee after a week of

equivocating the army settled down for the winter at
45

fort bridger

about november 30y general wells called his men

in finally convinced that the army was indeed going into

winter quarters warren and the others traveled to

welleswellsswellas camp in echo canyon through a most powerful snow

storm the next morning warren gathered his original
command and headed for salt lake they traveled through

the day and all through the night and arrived in salt
46

lake at about 7 AM on december 2 As warren rode

into the city he was as tired and wornoutworn asout he had ever

been in his life
the campaign had been difficult for warren and

his command they were poorly equipped to begin with and

received but little in the way of supplies while in the

mountains daniel burbank the commissary of the

commandcommando noted that of the fortythreeforty menthree that made up

30
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warrens groupgroupsgroupp only three had coats burbank later
wrote a scathing report to wilford woodruff concerning

the supplies the command received while on active duty
we got five plugs of tabacco in all some coffee tea

sugar flour and a little beef he wrote then sourly

he added then what was it that we did not get no

blankets no over coatecoats no socks mittens or gloves

none of the many over shirts made by the different wards

no salt to salt our dying beef with then he ended his
report with the hope that in the suturefuture he would see

47
such times no more 64

warren undoubtedly shared the sentiments of his
fellow raider philo johnson who remembered the campaign

48
as being the hardest part of his lifelifilfeilselis warren was

glad it was over at least for the present but as he

returned with his men he was proud to know that he had

played a very significant role in defending his leaders
and his people from what he viewed to be an aggressive

and dangerous alien force

while he was a late comer to the campaign

missing as he did the first three weeks of active wagon

burning and cattle stealing warren made up for it during

the last five weeks by spending more time out front
harassing and watching the army than did any other mormon

officer he was fired at perhaps as much as any other
mormon and as one of the handpickedhand leaderspicked of the

strike force assigned to start actual hostilities he

ecoats3
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came dangerously close to waging real warfare against the

united states warren snow was one of the top four or

five active mormon officers in the conflict and the role
he played was on a par with those played by lot smithpsmithysmith
porter rockwell and robert T burton warren had become

one of zionazions leading men in between

it is against this backdrop that warren delivered

his standing between sermon in the salt lake

tabernacle just threeandahalfthree weeksand aftera returninghalf
from the campaign he stood at the tabernacles pulpit to
speak to several thousand mormons who had gathered for
sunday services his experience facing what he

49
considered to be the foes of the servants of god was

fresh on his mind not so fresh but still significant
were his memories of protecting the life of joseph smith

in kirtland and protecting brigham and the twelve as a

guard in nauvoo and later as captain in john scotts
artillery

looking out at the assembly and remembering that
the army would still have to be dealt with in the spring
warren resolutely said it is for us to stand betwixt

our leaders and danger and I1 feel to be one of that
number he told them that while his leaders had watched

over him with the spirit and power of the calling that
is upon them he had endeavored to stand betwixt them

and those who would destroy them in this I1 want to

increase he said that I1 may remain faithful
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he then testified that he knew that their leaders
were prophets and he prayed that god would preserve

their lives As an afterthought he referred to the
army saying As forsor our enemies I1 have but one prayer

for them that they may be thwarted in all their designs

and go to hell as fast as the almighty sees fit to let
50

them go

As warren stood in the tabernacle following the
winter campaign of the utah war he was at a high point

in his standing between career but his longest most

taxing and most significant contribution still lay

ahead

for
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CHAPTER V

A VERY ROUGH SEA TO RIDE ON

the

for him it was a

proud and happy day

throughout the winter of 185718581857 he1858 carried
out his ecclesiastical assignments in manti and spent a

considerable amount of time in salt lake city attending

to legislative and military duties he spent at least
four weeks in salt lake during february and march as the

commanding officer of a detachment of what was called

the standing army this precautionary force consisted

of ten battalions of mounted riflemen who were prepared

for immediate action should the army suddenly try to
2

advance into the valley

but the standing army was disbanded on march 18

when warren met in a council of war with brigham young

daniel H wells the twelve and about thirty other

leading officersficeraof of the nauvoo legion the council

concluded to abandon mormon military resistance toward

107
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when warren returned to manti after watching and

harassing the army the manti saints gathered in the ward

house and listened to their bishop give amuseingeflamuseingamus
1

eing

anecdotes and scenes of the war
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the army instead they planned an immediate mass

grationmigrationrai of salt lake valley saintssainte to the settlements
south of the valley they determined that should the
army harass them further they would burn all their
homes barns and fields and lay the country waste

thus insuring that their enemies did not obtain their
3

property

directly following the meeting warren returned
to manti and on assignment from president young he

organized a train of about thirty wagons which he led to

salt lake to assist in moving the saints and their
4

property south when the troops entered the city on

june 26 they found it quiet and deserted except for a

group of nauvoo legion men prepared to burn the city if
the army attempted to meddle with their property

prior to the armyearmysarnyeardys arrival in the valley a long

series of negotiations had produced a fragile peace

agreement between the mormons and the federal government

in accordance with its conditions the army marched right
through the city and established a camp camp floyd some

thirty miles to the southwest in cedar valley president

buchanan censured by the americanamerica public for sending the
army in the first place sent a peace commission to utah

and offered to pardon the Mormormonemons and near the first of
5

july the saints began to return to their homes

while an open fight between the mormons and the
troops seemed to have been avoided serious problems

n
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existed between the two groups until the soldiers were

recalled at the beginning of the civil war in 1861

warren like most first and secondstringsecond mormonstring leaders
had his share of problems with the troops especially
when his activities as bishop and nauvoo legion commander

were examined by the federal judges that came to utah in

the wake of johnstons army

the lewis affair
As bishiop warren worked hard because of his

commitment to the church and his undeviating devotion to
brigham young he considered the church president to be a

prophet of god as well as a close friend he seemed to
hang on brighams every word and as one manti settler
sized him up he would come as near cutting his throat

6
as any man if brigham young told him to president
youngayoungsyounge own success as a leader and colonizer was based

in part on his ability to recognize such devotion and

capitalize upon it and in the church leaderleaders s mind
7

warren was definitely an asset to the church

warren idolized brigham young and did his beetbestbeat to

emulate him but at times went to far in this and caused

himself serious problems he saw brigham as a stern and

commanding leader who ruled his people with a strong

hand warren carried the same feeling over into his own

leadership and therefore was viewed by a good number of

sanpete saints as being oppressive and sever as a

bishop often displaying a spirit of brow beating
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many of them later claimed that they obeyed him through

fearsearsead but like his leader he was simultaneously

charismatic likeable and at times even loving and hlahiahishiehib

fellow saints respected his undying committment to the
mormon church there was no doubt in their minds where

warren stood on that account and to most it was clear
a6

that he was trying to do good

warren unknowingly characterized the forceful
nature of his leadership in a sermon early in 1857 by

relating the following dream

I1 thought I1 was in a splendidly furnished room and in
company with joseph smith the prophet hyrum smith
brigham young heber C kimball J D grant daniel
H wells and E benson with some others I1 will not
name joseph asked me how we intend to get some
people through the endowments I1 told him I1 did

notanot3 know except I1 took them like a hot potatoepotator and
knock them through striking his hands togethertogether9

the dream was a good metaphor describing warrenewarrenswazWar actualzenosrenoszenoe

dealings as bishop he received instructions from

brigham young and then taking the saints in his hands

like hot potatoes he simply knocked them through

the same rugged and powerful characteristics that
made warren ideal for his defensive roles made it nearly

impossible for him to do otherwise and while brigham

undoubtedly got occasional complaints about bishop snow

warren was precisely brighamsBrig kindhams of leader and the

president was thoroughly pleased for the most part with

his actions
As it has been shown warren was deeply

influenced by the persecution he and other church members

fear

9
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the scars of this influence and were often characterized
by violent language immersed in a spirit of retribution
he had learned from joseph smith brigham young and the
mormon community in general warren often spoke of the

annesemeannessannessanneesne of levi williams and other robbersmobbers responsible

for josephs death and the saintssaints7 persecutions he was

serious in his desire to avenge their wrongs but he

considered that even their blood was not enough to atone
10

for what they had done

this spirit of retaliation at times carried over

into his dealings with the saints echoing words he had

heard his leaders use he often threatened them that the

time would come when a man who did anything worthy of

being cut off from the church would be cut off from

the earth As far as he was concerned it was better
to kill a man in faith than to let him damn himself by

evil conduct the saints had to cut out every bad

thing in order to be pure in the highpitchedhigh frenzypitched

of the mormon reformation warren had railed that their
is some of our sisters

warren would

say he cried that a dagger should be put through both
11

of their hearts
like other church leaders bishop snow used such

language to cow lackadaisical mormons into living their
religion he had heard his president use similar

0 a that will ask those cussed

gentiles to go home & sleep with them
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rhetoric especially during the reformation brigham

clearly taught that there are elnaeinasinseineainealne that men commit forfoz

which they cannot receive forgiveness in this worldworlds or

in that which iais to come without the shedding of their
12

own blood

these ideas were based on the law of hoseehosesmosesmosee in the
old testament wherein ancient israel was commanded that
if a man and woman commit adultery then they shall both

of them die in this manner moseehosesmoses was to put away evil
13

from israel brigham viewed by his people as a

modern mobeshosesmosesmosee taught that what has been must be again

As part of the restoration of all things that the lord
had commenced through joseph smith this law must be

practiced again in this nannermanner modern israel would

putloput away evil as the ancients had done therefore
brigham preached if a man were found guilty of adultery

14
he must have his blood shed

but brigham temperedtem hispored teaching by saying the

time will come and is now nigh at hand for such
15

doctrine to be practiced but is not yet here other
mormon leadersleader however were not so temperate in their
preaching apostle jedidiah HM grant for example

declared that as far as he was concerned the time had

come for the sword of the almighty to be unsheathed
16

not only in word but also in deed

to warren who trusted his leaders implicitly
such preaching was more than simple hyperbole exposed

for
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as he had been to violence and the mormon vengeance

mentality the doctrine fit neatly into his world view

and somehow in the geographic distance that separated him

from church headquarters brighamsBrig temperancehams was lost
thus it was that sometime during the winter of 185618571856

during

1857

the height of the reformation warren and a

handful of mantis most influential mormon leaders
committed what appears to have been a ritualistic act of

mosaic retribution
on a cold winter night warren the entire manti

bishopric and a few others secreted themselves in some

willows near a creek by which the road to salt lake city
passed thomas lewielewis a young member of the church from

ephraim a town located seven miles north of manti was

being taken by night to the penitentiary in salt lake to

serve a sentence for what appears to have been a sexual

crime

when lewis and his escort reached the creek

warren and the others stepped out of the willows and

pulling lewis from his horse they dragged him into the

brush and emasculated him in a brutal manner 99 the

prisoners escort seems to have been an accomplice hence

the night trip and soon the entire group fled leaving

their victim lying on the snowcoveredsnow groundcovered on what was

described as a bitter cold night lewis laid there in

a near senseless condition for fortyeightforty hourseight before
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being foundoundsoundaund by someone who took him in and saved his
17

life
late in the spring joseph young brighamsBrig

brother

hams

and a few other members of the churchesChur firstchoechOs

quorum of the seventy learned of the incident while

visiting the central utah area joseph was incensed and

entirely disaproneddisaproveddisa ofproved the action he mentioned it in
nephi as he returned to salt lake city he furiouslyurious

declared

ly

that he did not want that man as a leader that
would&would shed blood before he was duly commanded oh how

carefullycarefullcacecare men ought to be- in not seepingsteping to farsarsaz

he cautioned the nephi leadership for they might do
18

something that would give them sorrow forever
upon his arrival at church headquarters joseph

young and warrenewarrenswardeneWarwaz brotherrenos james who was then president

of the utah stake at provoprove talked with brigham young in

his office undoubtedly in connection with warrenbwarrensWar

recent

renoerenosrenje

action the subject of eunuchs came up in a

near rage joseph said that he would rather die than to

be made a eunuch brigham much more placid than his
brother at this point simultaneously referred to the

emasculation and paraphrased a statement made by jesus by

saying that the day would come when thousands would be

nadewademade eunuchs for them to be saved in the kingdom of god

obviously referring to lewielewis crime they then

discussed sexual sin brigham again emphasized his
feeling that the time for such severe punishment was

f

f

far- sicalc
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still in the future by saying that church leaders could

not alensclensclenaciena the platter because the people will not bear

it ms he expressed his fear that if such penalties were

carried out the wicked would go to the states & call
for troops but then making obvious reference to
warren he said I1 will tell you that when a man is
trying to do right & doces3 some thing that is not

exactly in order I1 feel to sustain him and perhaps

looking at joseph he authoritatively added & and we all
1929

should

within days of the above conversation brigham

who had in all probability heard of the incident
firsthand from warren before he heard it from hiehis
brother wrote a letter to warren and affirmed his
friendship then a few weeks later he again wrote

warren concerning the affair warren receiving
complaints from some of his ward members evidently

requested brigham young to write an epistle to the
sanpete saints to explain the action of the bishop and

his counselors brigham declined however suggesting

that doing so would be like pouring water on a hot

iron making only the more smoke just let the

matter drop he told warren andrand say no more about it
20

and it will soon die away amongst the people

llghtqing had struck
brighamsBrig counselhams seemed to be right and the

issue began to die away that is it did until judge

ite

do eesaees3

his

they theughtthou9htljqhtdjd9ngdthex thought
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john cradlebaugh learned of it after arriving in utah
on the heels of the army in 1858 thibthiathisthiethle federally
appointed dietrictdistrict judge launched an alloutall crusadeout to
hunt and prosecute mormon leaders accused of various

crimes while brigham young was his chief target he

sought any information that would incriminate any mormon

leader in any way and the lewis affair coupled with

warrens role in the mormon resistance to the coming of

johnstons army put warren near the top of the judges
21

wanted list
cradlebaugh began his crusade in the spring of

1859 and with the help of colonel johnston and against

the wishes of governor cumminggumminggunningcunning hehie secured the use of

the federal troops to help him apprehend and bring

accused mormon leaders to trial thus it was that on a

quiet sunday in april three deputy marshals called at
the snow home in manti informed that the bishop was at
a meeting they were invited in to wait and warren was

sent for one of the three howeverhowe declinedverp the

invitation and went back to ready about forty U S

dragoons who were secreted a short distance from the

house

warren arrived at his home and offered the

marshals some biskeywiskey but sensing that they acted a

little strange he excused himself to get a chair
grabbing his hat off the kitchen labletablelabietaltai heblebie slipped out

the back door and mounting his horse he quickly

tafter
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disappeared not too much later the dragoons surrounded

the house their commanding officer dismounted and

inquired of the marshals as to the bishops whereabouts

the lawmen dejectedly replied that the bishop had

hoppledhopE pled the soldiers then scurried off toward ephraim
22

to arrest some leaders there
warren and quite a number of other local leaders

were in hiding for about four days they sent to the

marshals and denied having broken any law 81 they

declared that they were willing to submit themselves to

the law when administered by just men but they were

determined not to submit to the tyranny and mobocracy
23

they felt cradlebaugh represented&represented

the night of the soldiers raid warren safe in

the confines of a mountain retreat batsateat by the light of a

campfire and wrote a long letter to brigham young

concerned about his file leader he informed the

president of the days events and urged him to be

careful to warren it was clear that it was really
brigham young the judge was after keep the boys around

you that will protect you from every hand that may be

raised against you he wrote go not into the hands of

your enemies he warned perhaps remembering the fate of

joseph smith and then in the trying circumstances in

which he found himself he again affirmed his commitment

to his leader we feel to sustain you to the laying
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down of our livelivesilves we are ready for anything that
24

may be given us to do

finally convinced that the soldiers had left the
valley warren returned to his home there he learned

that the troops had returned and searched manti for
himself and the others two young deputy marshals rode

boisterously through the town cursing and swearing and

firing their pistols at random among the people they

belligerently declared that
they had come to this country to hang every god-
damned mormon president and bishop and they would
do it before they left and when they were all out of
the way they would hang more they swore that we
should ere long see every goddamnedgod mormondamned president
and bishop dangling in the air with a rope around his
neck looking up to heaven

the two then accosted warrens father in law

edwin whiting aiming his pistol at whiting one of them

threatened god damn you I1 II11 shoot you at this a

number of mormons who had been watching grabbed the

pistol wielding marshal and tried to wrestle the weapon

from his hands in the struggle that followed the pistol
was accidently fired slightly wounding the other lawman

in the throat the soldiers then stormed out of town

taking the bleeding marshal with them warren was
25

infuriated when he learned of the assault
about two weeks later word reached warren that

cradlebaugh had issued a writ of attachment against him

and that the soldeirs would soon attempt to capture him

again he sent word to the various sanpete settlements
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and gathered a small army of about seventyfiveseventy menfive and

retired to a secret mountain camp some twenty miles north

of manti the camp was under full military organization

with warren as commander and they held themselves in
26

readiness to act in defense of the people
A large platoon of mounted soldiers soon arrived

in sanpete county under the command of a captain ruggles
warren remembering the attack on his father in law

sent a stern message to the captain seemingly as fullullsuiiuli
of fire and hatred as he had ever been he threatened
ruggles that if they injured a hair of the head of any

of his family he and his seventyfiveseventy menfive would wipe
27

out ever soldier in the county within 24 hours

by this time warrens reputation among utahs
gentiles was such that they took his threat seriously and

28
became afraid and returned to camp floyd and

perhaps it was a wise move on their part warren was a

man of action and had come to view force as the beetbestbeat way

to deal with those that harassed him in his mind he had

suffered their persecutions too long already he was fed

up and but little provocation would pull his trigger
and once pulled the explosion could be deadly

warrens explosive nature and violent and

vindictive spirit can best be seen when examining a

later but perhaps not unrelated event it appears that
the lewis affair that worked to curdle judge

cradlebaughs wrath was not yet over for warren near

defense 4

f
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the middle of march 1872 he was traveling alone fromszor

springvilleSpring toville manti he stopped for supper one eveningeveningpevenings

prepared a fire and knelt beside it cooking his meal

suddenly four men appeared with shotguns and

revolvers he knew at least two of them and referred to
themthen as lewis and tom the four men leveled their
revolvers at warrens chestcheat and sternly requested him to

take a walk with them he knew immediately what they

planned to do they were there to settle a fifteen year

old score he knew that what he had done to thomas lewis

awaited him if he went with them he coolly stared at
them and refused to go

at this point they thrust the double barrels of a

shotgun in his face and resolutely told him to walk he

stood up and slowly started to move As he walked he
29

first felt that his last hour had come but perhaps

patriarch isaac morlessmorleysMor wordsleys echoed in his head by

the wicked morley had promised thou shailshallshaltehalt not be
30

slain according to his own account of the incident

the realization came over him that they did not dare do

him harm they were more afraid of him he reasoned

than he was of themthemotheme suddenly he was furious that the

four would jump him as they had in hi mind his
treatment of lewis had been rightous a ritual that would

have been approved even by god but their treatment of

him was the opposite and he would not tolerate it he

stopped and turned to face them

f roxtboxt
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lewis then struck him with the butt of the
shotgun at that instant in a sudden fit of fury that
seemed to unleash all the fire the violence of his past

had heaped in his heart he attacked his captors

apparently he grabbed the closest one and threw him to

the ground then either wrestling a revolver away or

drawing his own he quickly aimed and fired twice

dropping two of them then all was quiet undoubtedly

his startled captors eyed him closely as he stood poised

and ready for action his gun still smoking and pointing

in their direction seeing the fear in their faces
warren may have bellowed in a voice full of rage that
they could go to hell and go there fast perhaps the two

men still standing helped their wounded fellows to their
feet and together limped back the way they had come

at about 200 AM the next morning warren

reached the camp of some friends and finally feeling

safe he wrote of his experience to one of his plural

wives he exulted in the fact that at the moment he

jumped his attackers two revolvers were aimed at his
breast through the providence of god he lauded he

had come off without being hurtt to fight four armed

men singlehandedlysingle washandedly more than he had bargained for
but with gods help he had overpowered them it was

marvelous he wrote they thought lightning had

struck god he exclaimed must have reserved me for
31

some cause

the

gaine
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I1 will slay them or some one
32

will have to inbreed for them at once

edaedo
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but intertwined with his rejoicing in his
victory warren displayed an extraordinarily well

developed spirit of vengeance I1 am bound to have

revenge he declared as he thought of how four had

attacked one he expressed his hope that the two of

them shot dies As for the other two he wrote I1

intend to meet them when they little think of it and make

them bite the dust

whether these
were vain breathings in a fit of rage or actual threats
that he planned on carrying out is unknown

similarly the seriousness of warrenswazWar threatszenoarenoszenja to

captain ruggles and the dragoons judge cradlebaugh sent

to catch him in the spring of 1859 is not known but the

fact that he made them is demonstrative of his violent
and vengeful world view and when examined against the
backdrop of his personality they were threats that
ruggles and his men wisely respectedrespectedorespect fortunately for
both warren and ruggles however government officials in

washington intent on smoothing out bad feelings in utah

ordered cradlebaugh to abandon his crusade and federal
33

concern with warrens activities simply passed away

goodSQQ andgod a talented man

in 1859 warren was at the high point of his
career as a mormon leader his power and influence in

the church the territory and in his community would

never be greater his energetic and driving leadership

A
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had compounded hiehis power as presiding bishop and he

wielded an almost unrestrained ecclesiastical influence
on the local level continuous terms in the legislature
coupled with his position of presiding bishop enabled

him to maintain similar control on the civic scene as

well and he still occupied the position of military

district commander in the nauvoo legion clearly in the
mormon theocracy that sill thrived despite the gentile
governor and army warren was sanpetesSan mostpetes influential
man in the churchchurchy in the government and in the nauvoo

legion he enjoyed his powerful positions and was

undoubtedly proud of the fact that he was considered to

be an important leader throughout the entire territory
but for him the greatest benefit that came from

his military church and government positions was that
they constantly threw him into situations where he could

associate and work closely with the leaders of the

church he loved and respected them and it thrilled him

to know that a number of them considered him a close

friend he frequently made trips to salt lake to fulfill
assignments and with each trip his friendships and

influence with his leaders increased they in turn

occasionally came to manti and when thyth6ythay did they often

stayed in his home over the years his friendships grew

stronger and his influence consolidated but while he

had made significant inroads in penetrating the tightly
knit circle of brigham young and zions other leading
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men he probably longed for an even closer association
with them perhaps even to the point of desiring to take
a place with them in the presiding quorums of the church

while warren undoubtedly never knew it in 1859

at the height of his influence his name was discussed in

a meeting of the first presidency the quorum of the

twelve and the first council of seventy who had met to

fill a vacancy in the twelve and one in the seventy As

brigham opened the meeting for the suggestion of names to

fill the positions orson pratt expressed his feelings
regarding how the selection should be made I1 would

select a man of experience who was tried in many places

faithful and diligent he said a man of talent who

could defend the church in any position in which he might
34

be placed

to george A smith it must have seemed that pratt
had just described warren for he immediately raised his
hand and suggested warren snow of sanpeteSanpete As if
explaining the criteria for his selection smith reminded

the others that warren was well acquainted with joseph

his life and history brigham responded to the

suggestion by simply agreeing that warren snow is a good

and a talented man he then took other suggestions
when all was said and done warrens chance had passed

him by george Q cannon was selected as an apostle and

jacob gates warrens shirttailshirt relativetail from st
35

johnsbury was chosen as a seventy warrens chance

A a
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for greater position was gone for within a year and a

half he was in serious trouble with brigham young and the
people of manti and in a dramatic fall he lost all of the
positions that had been his

theywgreibexyereibeyIbeXthey scoundrelsscoundreisnereyere

early in 1858 as warren raised men equipment

and supplies for the standing army he urged saints to

back up their bishop forsor he said your bishop

is on hand all the time this statement summed up

warrens feelings regarding his position as bishop

while it had its rewards the job kept him on the go all
36

the time and he was almost worn out

brigham young had said that the office of bishop

was one of the most laborious and responsible offices in

the whole church and warren was not simply a bishop

but a presiding bishop as well and he had the concerns of

other wards to worry about too it was not surprising

therefore that brigham young felt warrens position was

one of the greatest importance and one which requires
men of the bestbeat skill judgementjud andgement talent to

37
fulfill

president young in calling warren snow as

bishop displayed that he believed that warren possessed

the necessary skill judgementjud andgement talent to perform

these duties but it was an awfully big job the
38

responsibilities were overwhelming it took more than

every waking hour to correctly fulfill them but warren

r
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also had other demanding responsibilities in the
legislature the nauvoo legion and in the local
government and by now he was the polygamist husband of

at least five women and he therefore had several families
39

to care for he had crops to plant and harvest houses

and fences to build ditches to dig and stock to feed

drive and slaughter and his oldest son was just barely

reaching his teens and therefore was not able to provide

his father much help

the demands upon warren were superhuman there
was simply no way he could carry every responsibility off
in good order necessity therefore required him to
perform an exacting balancing act juggling his various

duties able only to give a few of them attention at a

time

brigham young frequently urged him on in his
tasks by expressing a sincere desire that warren would

be adequate to every duty and able to do all things
40

aright warren desperately wanted to please the

president and show his dedication to the kingdom but

because of the impossibility of the situation some

important duties did not get the attention they needed

never very good at numbers or record keeping warren

began to let important financial matters in the tithing
office and in the government slide

As his responsibilities compounded warren pushed

himself and his saints harder and harder and his

few
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leadership became increasingly oppressive and tyrannical
perhaps this was the natural result of his frantic
efforts to be successful in all of his various duties and

to knock brighambrighamsBrig policieshanshamshane through As he stepped on

more and more toes criticism of his financial management

of both church and public funds began to mount

the bad feelings concerning warrenewarrensWarren leadership

continued to fester but remained reasonably calm until
october 1860 at the churchechurcheschurchs october general conference

that year brigham young publicly chastised all bishops

in general knowing full well that too many bishops had

taken pattern from joseph himself and other bishops

and were misusing church funds he gave the saints an

example of what was going on

when tithing chickens butterbuttero &cac are brought in a
bishop says to his clerk you need not trouble to
take an account of these chickens my wife will keep
an account of themthenthema and the bishopebishopsbishop wife takes the
chickens the ham the butter the cheese &cac and
puts them away and when the clerk wants to know what
has been brought in by such a brother 0 never
mind says the bishop my wife will give an account
of it and the wife forgets it are such things
done yes more or less all the time this example
was set long ago and some of the bishops have
followed it41

brigham explained further that when a good

handsome cow has been turned in as tithing some bishops

would keep it substituting in its place an old three

fitted cow one that would kick the tabacco juice out of

the mouth of the man who came to milk her brigham

charged that if one hundred dollars in cash are paid

into the hands of a bishop in many instances he will

them7

a
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smuggle lcyity and turn into the general tithingofficetithing oldoffice
ringbonedring spavinedboned horses instead of the money

he declared that he wanted the practice stopped

and stopped immediately I1 will trace out those who

conduct in this manner and expose them he threatened

but then softening a little he told them that if the
bishops come out and own things as they are and

honestly prove that their past errors have proceeded from

the head and not from the hearthearty he promised that they

could be placed upon the right track and magnify their
42

calling
when the conference was over the few manti

saints who attended it rushed home and the manti rumor

mills exploded stories of warrens misuse of tithing and

other church and public resources were so prevalent that
43

they were accepted as fact by many church

headquarters immediately received a barrage of complaints

regarding the bishop and in november brigham sent

traveling bishop A milton musser of the churchs
presiding bishopric office to examine the manti tithing
records musser and fifteen of sanpete countys

principal men including apostle orson hyde who had just
recently moved to the county sat down with warren and

his clerk to look over the records they found them to

be in a very confused state and it was obvious that
they had been kept in a very loose manner

it
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musser hyde and the others were astonished to

learn that from 5 to 8 thousand dollars were missing

orson hyde was furious he fired offof a letterietter to brigham

young recommending that the keys of the manti tithing
office be placed in more careful and eart iculdcul ar hands

44
and young promptly acted on his recommendation

in the following weeks orson hyde blasted warren

and his counselors george peacock and george P billings
from the pulpit and soon the people began to come forth
with other grievances making the situation increasingly
ugly the community boiled over with rumors of how

warren had also misused funds in his position as county

treasurer and how peacock was operating some kind of

cattle rustling ring elder hyde lamented to president
young that he believed the people had suffered greater

picuniarypecuniarypicun lossiary by their property being rustled by

peacock than the tithing office has suffered by the grab
45

game

warren and his counselors visited brigham young

in salt lake city on december 31 and explained their
side of the story they denied any blatant wrong doing 9

and when they left the presidents office they were once

again in his good favor but feelings in manti continued

to rage throughout january and february orson hyde

continued to blast the bishopric he charged that the

political19political power of the county had been monopolized to

serve selfish purposes and suggested that the county

085

pglrticular

warrenaren

19
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seat be removed far from its incumbents snow and

peacock and that no more money be paid into the
treasury till the bag be sewed up in the bottom with

inflamed speech and gestures he spoke of the leakage of

tithing and expressed his exasperation that the bishopric

still endeavored to justify themselves before every

council but firmly stated that if he had his way he
46

would land some men in the penitentiary
he condemned the bishopric for standing before

the president of the church and trying to pull the wool

over his eyes 68 it was the hopiepesoplesoplenople who had been

wronged and the people that should be consulted of

let a man but gain the good will of the people he

declared then all would be right with brigham who would

take care of himself he stated that he had no

fellowship for warren S snow nor for geo peacock till
they had come before the people and confessed their
infernal meanness and dishonesty nor did he wish to see

them As far as he was concerned theyothey were
47

scoundrels

spurred on by eiderelder hydes tirades the manti

saints became almost hystericalhystericahysterics in their anger and

uncovering old sores they hurled every imaginable

accusation at warren and george peacock the old

affairs of torn lewis tthomascthomasthomasthomae lewis peacock wrote

was going the rounds with renewed vigor of the

excitement in manti raged so fiercely that peacock wrote

pe opieople

to

hys terica I1
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toetos promise at general conference 9 he

claimed that the problem was the result of an error of

the head and not the heart
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that he feared his life would be taken I1 carry three
revolvers with me he saldosaidsaidobaidbald and should anyone attempt

to assassinate me I1 design to sell my life as dear as
48

possible bek911sek

on february 3 warren wrote a letter to brigham

young he described that there was still considerable

excitement in manti regarding his business with the

tithing office he freely admitedadmired that he had been

careless but apparently claiming clemency by virtue
of the presidenpresidents

I have done wrong1 he

went onyany in letting the business run at loose ends as

long as I1 have but I1 had no idea that things were in as

bad a state as they are

although he did not admit any dishonesty on his
part he asked brigham for forgiveness to justify
himself he reminded brigham of the pressing nature of

his responsibilities and that he had had to shouldershoul

the

dere

other wards in the county toot hisoo duties had called
him away a great deal and he had therefore given the

entire business of the tithing office over to his clerks
almost four years earlier he stated that he had no idea

what had become of the missing means and explained

that he had left the key to the office in his clerkeclerks
possession with strict orders as to who should use it
he suggested that they too bear their portion of the

on
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chastisement but finally taking responsibility for the
problem he assured the president that he would pay up

just as fast as he could and that he was even then

putting all his available means into the tithing office
apparently convinced that president young had now

turned against him he promised his leader that the whole

affair had been presented in its worst lightlights and that
in the final settlement and winding up things would be

much more favorable referring to his future in manti he

lamented that he had a very rough sea to ride upon and

then perhaps remembering brighamsBrig earlierhams preachingspreach onings

blood atonement he expressed the hope that in the midst

of the excitement there be no rash act performed if
I1 have done anything worthy of death he wrote I1 willwili
die like a man but do not want to go like a dog he

ended his letter as he often did with a prayer may
49

god bless you and forgive me is my prayer

both warren and george peacock felt they were

innocent and requested an investigation to lay the matter

before the people but by now elder hyde and the manti

saints were so prejudiced against them that they felt
that it was impossible to get justicejustic in sanpete county

so near the middle of march they again traveled to salt
lake to visit with the first presidency at the end of a

long meeting brigham young heber C kimball and daniel
H wells manifested a good feeling towards them and

416if
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promised them that in time their problems in manti would

be righted
they were encouraged to make a broad confession

if for no other reason than to appease the people also
as a way to remove them fromsrom their positions which they

were told they could not possibly fulfill successfully
under the circumstances and save what little honor they

still had left brigham called them both to serve

missions in england they were to leave as soon as the
50

weather would permit

investiqgtjonloxsfeissfeisb
in manti the following sunday warren who had

been forbidden by orson hyde to speak in church since the
problems started sat and listened to another one of the

apostleapostles speechessp duringeaches the closing song he motioned

with his hand to elder hyde and submissively asked if he

could speak at the same pulpit from which he so often

had condemned wickedness in fiery language he now spoke

in subdued tones asking to be forgiven of the people

and of god for his errors either private or public

then looking at orson hyde he humbly asked what

further he was required to do

his demeanor totally changed the apostle stood

up and took warren by the hand and forgave him and

announced to the congregation that he had been rather
beveresevere in how he had treated the bishop the war he

said has gone far enough against warren snow the

f romcom

a
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people said amen then on a motion from the elder the
people forgave warren and as he wabwaawaswae preparing to go on

his mission they voted to give him their blessing but

warrens second counselor george billings in what was

undoubtedly a prearranged move objected and asked for an
51

investigation that warren might go clear
the investigation was agreed upon and a month

52
later on april 15 it was conducted it was presided

over by three impartial judges and held in the ward

house large numbers of manti saints attended all who

had grievances were invited to bring them forward and in

three sessions that lasted all day the only criminal
charge that was sustained against warren was the fact
that he had unlawfully given a pair of government cattle
as pay to ten mormon spies who had watched groups of

soldiers pass through the sanpete valley in 1858 to a

man that had taken almost six hundred head of cattle from

the army just half a year earlier this was considered no

great sin most of the furor was centered in his
personal relationships as a leader and his close

association with george peacock whom the people were

convinced was stealing their stock
warren had called a man a cipher and a woman a

harlot thus damaging their reputations and he asked

their forgiveness no other specific details of his
leadership were brought up but all seemed to agree that
he had ruled with an iron rod and that the manti saints
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had been clubbed and choked down in their feelings
long enough they generalized that he was siackalackslackelack in his
business affairs and not an honorable dealer but that
he was fierclyfierily committed to brigham young and to the

church and that he would do for this kingdom one man

testified that warren would spend the last picayune

half dime for the churchychurch but the problem was that he
53

did not care whose pocket it came out of

after hearing all the complaints the three
judges each made a statement william broadhead stated
that much testimony had been given but very little had

been sustained he agreed that warren had been

overbearing but suggested that this be overlooked

considering his willingness to do any thing for the
kingdom I do not see much guiltguilty1 he summarized but

it was clear that in some things warren had been too

hard isaac morley the second judge agreed he felt
that peacock was guilty of stealing cattle and had been

an injury to br snow as a councillor
andrew love was confused the testimony had all

been simple complaint if there is any difference of

opinion he suggested let it be6eae in favor of the bishop

forcsor it wasawas3 a difficult office to fill 66 the charges

made against warren were not so bad he told them and

he pointed out that the bishopsbiehbish faultsopos could be got

along with As far as he was concerned the problem was

that warren had been running too fast and with a high
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hand the office of bishopebishopbishopr he continued ieis to be a

father to the peoplepeopleppeopled to husband the means of the

church warren had not done this there does not seem

to have been much crime he concluded but warrenwarrenswarrenawarrenbwarrene

actions had not been to build up

at the end of the judges statements warren

again asked the people to forgive him and a vote was

called and the manti saints unanimously agreed to do
54

sogoogoesoe even though the charges had not been proved most

of the mantiwantimantl saints and church leaders involved still
felt that warren was guilty at least to some extent of

55
dishonesty in his use of church and public sundsfundsundssundeands and

while he asserted his innocence to the laetlastlastr it is hard

to believe that such bad feeling on behalf of the entire
community could have been groundless in the end perhaps

even brigham doubted his story at least until 1865 the

church leader held warren reaponsibileresponsibile for the missing

tithing resources and expected him to make up the

difference As far as brigham was councerned
56

accountability was warrens guilty or not

but perhaps warren was innocent of any dishonesty

as he claimed the inability of the saints to

substantiate any significant crime against him during the

investigation is also an important fact warren was

convinced he had been honest in spite of his slack
management and felt that he had been sacrificed to cover

57
up someone elseeelseseleesalses wrong the issue was complex then

T
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and remains BOso today making it impossible for the modern

historian to clearly demonstrate warrens innocence or

guilt
the next sunday warren sat on the stand as his

replacement andrew J moffitt was sustained and the
following wednesday april 24 1861 he left manti with

58
george peacock on his way to england he was a broken

and censured man his reputation shattered stripped of

position he was leaving manti in disgrace he correctly
viewed the vote to forgive him as an outward act that had

little to do with the saints real feelings feelings he

was sure could not mend in a day he left town knowing

that much of what had been important to him was lost and

that he was leaving very few friends behind

when the two missionaries stopped at church

headquarters and were set apart for their missions by the

first presidency warren sensed a cold reserve in

brigham perhaps he had lost more than he thought

something more important to him than all the rest it
naymay have been then that president young handed him the

official acceptance of his resignation of his commission

in the nauvoo legion possibly not until then did he

realize that he had lost everythingevery heshinglthingl had been colonel

and district commander one of the legionsLegi highestonos

ranking officers but now he was rankless having no
59

place in the organization he loved
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the chance to stand between that had meant so

much to him was gone for years it had been the single
greatest factor by which he defined himself it was a

major part of the superstructure upon which his concept

of selfworthself andworth esteem rested and it hurt to have it
pulled out from under him it had been his role his
godgivengod missiongiven to defend the cause it had given

him opportunity and position but what was his role in

the kingdom now where was his place what was his
position

the mission to england was a setting aside he

had been dropped he knew it and he knew that others
knew it yes the sea he had to ride was very rough

to him the future seemed dark and gloomy perhaps there
was a chance he could regain what he had lost but as he

turned his back on salt lake and facedaced the strong spring

headwinds that blew down emigration canyon he more than

likely felt like weeping but undoubtedly did not at

least not until darkness had fallen
in his pocket warren may have carried the letter

daniel H wells had written just a few weeks before

perhaps he read it again and again for it undboutedly

gave him comfort and assurance of one thing you may

rest assured it read you have friendfriends good and true

friends who will bear you off therefore feel
encouraged all men suffer through their own

negligence and lack of wisdom wells consoled

f
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him why should you be an exception to the general

rule and then offering his fallen friend some hope

he urged be quiet warren resolve to do right and you

will feel that it is a good lesson for you

remember the darkest day wait till to morrow tsc3
60

will have passed away the letter gave warren hope

as he trudged toward his mission in great britain

a 0
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CHAPTER VI

THE BLACK HAWK WAR

chegeinaeys
in england warren worked with the same energetic

drive that had always characterized him in spite of

his problems in manti his commitment to his religion was

still strong and he viewed his mission to be a great

opportunity to proclaim the latterdaylatter gospelday away from

the manti situation he resumed his natural confidence

and learning that he had been a member of the church

longer than any other english missionary he capitalized
upon that fact and frequently preached of his early
experiences with joseph smith and other church leaders

the english saints filled with the zeal of fresh
conversion were delighted to meet and know someone who

had been so closely associated with the prophets and

soon warren a traveling elder was receiving calls to

preach to congregations throughout england waleewaleswaleaweieswelea
1

ireland and scotland within months of his arrival in
great britain he reported to his family that he was very

kindly received by the members of the church there and

that he did not lack for friends the saints he

140
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wrote feel to do me good it was quite a contrast
from the feelings he had left in manti

caught up in the spirit of his experiences
warrens sermons were energetic exciting and powerful

and exerted great influence upon the english saints I1

love to talk about the kingdom he forcefully declared
to various gatherings of saints as he traveled I1 did

not expect to occupy much of your time when I1 stood up

he sometimes apologized but when I1 commence to relate
the things I1 know

and as he preached he loved to refer to his
standing between it was still a role that he

cherished and was proud of

I1 am the oldest member of the church in this
room he told one group I1 have been one of the

pioneers in this work I1 have stood by joseph and

defended his life and those of my brethren whose lives
3

were constantly in danger disappointed that he had

seemingly lost his chance to physically protect his
leaders he extended his defending mentality into his
missionary work and urged his fellow missionaries and the

saints alike to join him in going forth as giants in
4

defense of the cause we advocate

while there is no doubt that warren sincerely

loved the church and worked tirelessly to build it up in

england for him there was an extra reason for working

hard his mission was a chance to redeem himself

to a it is like a stream that is let
loose
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perhaps brigham young would hear of hlahiahishie effortefforts and show

him the warmth he had known in the peetpoetpastpaet but after two

full yearayears he had not received a single word from his
leader though the message seemed obvious warren hoped

he was wrong finally he summoned up the courage to write
the president in an attempt to ascertain where he stood

he carefully chose an appropriate day to write

it was june 27 1863 the nineteenth anniversary of

joseph smithesmiths martyrdom at carthage jailjail&jalljalijaila after a

lapse of over two years I1 resume my pen to address a few

lines to you he began the letter he first described

conditions in england but then in an obvious move to
remind brigham of his history and willingness to defend

he remembered the martyrdom

he expressed a poignant desire to avoid seeing

brigham and other leaders mangled as he had seen the

bodies of joseph and hyrum I had rather fly to arms

and grasp the sword and face the foes of the servants of

god and let my bosom meet the deadly weapons before those

that I1 love and estebeesteme above all earthly joy

1

he

proclaimed in a desperate attempt to regain brighampsbrighawsBrig

friendship

hempehaWshampshaaehadehemje

warren had played his trump card his
standing between was all he had to offer his leader

but he hoped it would be enough

then like a vassal declaring fealty to his
liege warren wrote I1 can truly say that like a fixed

atarafarstaretar thou art lassendfassend sic upon the pages of cmy3 memory

attemptto

mybic
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icaic3 and let me hareshareaharea your faith and
blessings while on this mission that I1 may return
pure to the bosom of friends and family in my
mountain home after I1 have done my work apon this
land

he then ended with a plea for some word from his friend
at least some message to let him know where he stood

if it isin not asking too much of you
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your friendship is more dear to me than life
he told the president that he was doing all the good he

could possibly do on his mission and again he begged for
brighams forgiveness and friendshipsfriendshipfriendshipp 9

you will except my kind love

he humbly wrote
5

a line from you would be gratefully received
not knowing if brigham would respond at all

warren anxiously awaited a letter from his president for
almost half a year at last it came As he read it he

was relieved to discover that the tone was warm and

friendly word of warrenwarrenswarrenawarrene labors in england had

obviously reached the church leader from various

sources brigham dictated we learn cheering news of

your diligencediligencevdiligences faithfulness and good works in your

ministry

signalling that he was ready to drop the past

brigham urged warren to blow the gospel trumpet long and

loud land do all the good he could for he stated I1

want to see you a perfect giant in the gospel when you
6

come home for warren the message was clear for the

first time in over three years he seitfelteltselcelceil that he could

reclaim his place near his prophet and while it perhaps

49 0 forgive my
past aitsfallsaltssaitesailealte Cssicf

awe
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would not be a position of leadership or power at least
it was a place in brighamsBrig heartheartyhameshamps and for warren at
this point that was enough with brighamsBrig friendshiphainsharneharre
he could again facesace the wrath of the manti saints
suddenly he was ready to go home

early in 1864 warren left england and after
reaching the united states he spent several months in the
east acting as a church agent arranging transportation
and supplies for several hundred british converts that
arrived in new york in midaidald july in august he again

captained a wagon train headed for utah this one made up

of friends and converts from england

after an absence of over four years warren

arrived in salt lake city on november 2 at the head of
7

his train but quickly taking leave of his british
friends he rode on towards mantihantimancimanclmantl with foreboding his
family and a few others had kept him informed of the

feeling there it was not good to say the least and he

knew his trouble was not yet over

in manti his worst fears were confirmed time

had not cleared up the bad feelingsfeeling afterasteraf severalter
months orson hyde perhaps feeling somewhat responsible

for the situation took warren by the hand during a

sunday meeting and declared to the congregation that he

had the best of feelings for him and blessed him in

the name of god then looking at the congregation he

said that all past feelings of a bad nature should be

face

se
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about six weeks after orson hyde commanded the

manti saints to put away their ill will for warren snow

bad feelings of another kind on behalf of some manti

church members touched off a string of events that
culminated in the longest and fiercest indian war in utah

history it is interesting to note that the core of the

issue was cattle stealing
on sunday april 9 1865 a small group of manti

men sat on their horses near the manti ward house facing

a similar number of mounted indianaindians they were

discussing the fact that a large band of indiansindiana had

spent a cold and sickly winter less than fifteen miles

from manti and in a starving condition had helped

themselves to at least fifteen head of manti stock john

lowry jr
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forgotten in the same tone of voice in which he hadhod

rebuked warren four years before he commanded the manti

saints that since he had given his heart and hand to
8

brother snow then they should do the same but hyde

had given them the same exhortation four years earlier
apparently to no avail to warren the situation seemed

hopeless but all that was about to change

interestingly enough it was his standing between that
allowed him to redeem himself in the eyes of the people

and again take his place in the community with honor

war

speaking on behalf of the manti cormonsmormonsMor

threatened

mons

in harsh tones that the stealing had better
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stop several of the indiansindiana were insolent and claimed

that the mormons owed them the cattle as they had taken

indian land and brought the diseases that were rapidly
depleting tribal populations

at this lowry exploded and his verbal harangue

became so intense that one young brave named jake

araleenarapeenAra sonpeen of the deceased chief araleenarapeenAra beganpeen to

set an arrow to his bow lowry in a burst of anger

spurred his horse toward the young subchieftainsub andchieftain
tackled him both of them falling to the ground while

men from both groups prevented a fight the indianaindians
angrily left town as jake and another rebellious young

indian named black hawk hurled threats and insults back
9

over their shoulders

the following day the cormonsmormonsMor fearingmons that more

cattle would be killed by the indiansindiana sent twenty

unarmed men to gather their stock from the herd grounds

near the indiansindiana camp nearing the cattle the mormons

were ambushed by black hawk jake and a good number of

other angry young indiansindiana peter ludvigsen was killed
his body left behind as his comrades scrambled back

towards mantiemantimancimanclmantle

the following day the mormons returned and found

ludvigsenLudvi strippedgeengaen and mutilated his face viciously

shoved into a prickly pear after the ambush the

indiansindiana quickly gathered up what manti stock they could

and drove them towards salina where they were joined by

subchief
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other indiana now numbering from seventy to eighty

warriors they rounded up moetmoatmostnoet of the salina stock and

headed up salina canyoncanyonocantono on their way up the canyon they

netmet two more mormons who they easily captured torturedtorture
10

and killed
colonel reddick N allred who had succeeded

warren as the highest ranking officer of the nauvoo

legion in the sanpete area just happened to be in the
vicinity of salina while in the process of moving to

round valley in millard county he immediately took

charge and sent orders to the various sanpete settlements
for one hundred men to rendezvous in salina and go in

11
pursuit of the indiansindiana

As word of allreds plans reached manti a group

of men knocked on warrens door and asked him to lead

them in the chase in past emergencies it had always

been warren who had led them and in this time of

conflict they turned to him again in spite of their bad

feelings they were convinced that he was the most

capable defender in the area and they needed his talents
while perhaps flattered that they would ask warren

undoubtedly was not surprizedsurprisedsur heprized grabbed his revolvers

rifle hat and blanket and went out to saddle his horse

within minutes he was leading a detachment of manti
12

legionnaires toward salina
by the time they reached the small settlement

located about thirty miles southwest of manti colonel

dp
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ailredallredalired had been gone for aomesomeacme time warren headed his
group up the canyon to join ailredallredalired but soon met the
colonel and his seventy men traveling back down the
canyon looking flustered and dejected warren learned

that after proceeding some fourteen miles up the canyon 9

they were ambushed in a tight and steep mountain pass

and two more mormons were killed as the group retreated
in a panic through showers of bullets and arrows

ailredallredalired depressed with the outcome and anxious to
get on with his move was aware of warrenswardenswardenaWar pastrenoarenos

experiences and positions and left him in charge of the

entire mormon force A rankless military has been

warren suddenly found himself in full command of the
sanpete military district undoubtedly thrilled but

unsure how brigham would feel about it he carefully
described the situation in a report of the ambush which

he sent to the church leader
you may think it strange that this reportereport

should be written from my hand he wrote but explaining

that ailredallredalired had moved on requesting him to take charge

of the detachment he described that under feelings of

sorrow & regret for the loss of our brethren I1 gave
13

consent sounding reluctant on the surface warren

resumed a responsibility that meant almost more than

anything to him

warren did not wait for brigham to sanction the
move but began immediately to do what he could to resolve

Ereport
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the situation organizing the salina community he

directed the erection of a temporary fort to ensure the
towns protection at arstfirstirst he viewed negotiation to be

the bestbeat approach to settling the probienproblemprob andlemp rather
than risk a second ambush he sent to chief sanditchsanpitchSan andpitch
asked him to come parley with him at salina this
chieftian was the brother of walker and arapeenaraleen and was

then the most powerful ute leader
when he arrived sanpitchsanditchSan admittedpitch that he could

do little to control black hawk and his men but warren

persuaded the chief to at least go up the canyon and see

if black hawks band were still waiting to ambush the
mormons when they went to retrieve the bodies of the two

men killed in the ambush learning that the canyon was

safe warren recovered the bodies which by the time he
14

reached them had laid in the canyon for five full days

about a week later word reached the sanpete

saints that black hawk was gathering reinforcements near

the head of salina canyon and threatening further
depredations tensions among the settlers ran high and

as their fears grew they turned more and more to
warrens leadership to provide protection he organized

the legion inspected the troops and weaponsweapon and

directed the various communities to start building forts
in preparation for black hawks expected raids by the

the end of april warren if only in the minds of the
people was the commander of the sanpete military

f
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district still he held no rank in the nauvoo legion

but on the last day of the monthmonths orson hydes
recommendation that he lead the mormon forces in

15
protecting saints from indiansindiana was sent to salt lake

things were quiet until about the end of may

when over a period of three days two men were murdered

near fairview and a family of six was massacred at
thistle valley in the less than two months that had

passed since john lowry pulled jake arappentrappen from his
16

horse thirteen whites had been killed
it was obvious that brigham young needed warrens

help during the second week in june as president young

and colonel irish the gentile superintendantsuperintendentsuper ofintendant indian

affairs worked out a treaty with the majornajor ute

chieftains the church leader brought warren along as a

negotiator while sanditchsanpitchSan andpitch eleven other ute leaders
signed the treaty they maintained precious little

17
control over black hawk jake and their men most of

the warriors involved in the initial raids were young men

who were greatly displeased with the cormonsmormonsMor themons federal
government and their own tribal leaders therefore the

depredations continued

A bullets
fearing the black hawk affair was turning into a

fullfledgedfull warfledged brigham young and other church leaders

visited sanpete county to see that the nauvoo legion was

fully organized and to make sure that the people were
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preparing to protect themselves while in manti on july
1424 brigham received word that two more menman had been

killed south of salina and that more stock had been

driven off the need for warren snow he felt was

greater than everevera the following day brigham directed a

ruetermuster of the nauvoo legion in manti and he made sure

that warren was officially elected commander of the
sanpete military district as well as brigadier general in

the nauvoo legion at fortysixforty yearssix of age it was the

highest rank to which warren had ever attained used to

capitalizing upon his positions the new general

undoubtedly hoped he could use it to allay the bad

feelings against him in manti

that evening brigham sent warren and detachments

of legionnaires from manti ephraim and gunnison to hunt

and chastise the indianaindians responsible for killing the two
1618

men near salina warren and his men spent the night at
glenwood and were joined the following day by legion

companies from the settlements in sevier county at dusk

on the rainy evening of july 17 the group numbering

over one hundred men started over the mountains to grass

valley following the trail of boutabout one hundred head of

stolen stock driven by a small band of marauding indiansindiana

traveling all night they reached grass valley at
daybreak deciding to rest they unsaddled their horses

beside a creek near a grove of cedars picket guards

soon returned and informed warren that the grove was

a
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full of indiansindiana unknowingly they had overtaken the
very indiana they were trailingstrailingtrailingl

warren ordered the men to resaddle their horses

and to surround the cedar grove and while taking

position the rainy morning stillness was shatteredshatterdshatt byerd a

shot fired by an indian hiding behind a log marine york

of richfield receiving a serious cheetchestcheat wound toppled

from his horse suddenly other shots rang out and a

fourhourfour battlehour ensued when it was all over warren

and his men had killed twelve braves unfortunately and

clearly against warrena orders and wishes a number of

squaws were also killed and the engagement was thereafter
19

referred to as the squaw fight
from the surviving squadssquaws warren learned that

the indian band was headed toward the green river in

eastern utah where black hawk was collecting stolen stock

to feed an increasing following of hostile indiansindiana

hearing this warren lead his men back to glenwood to get

supplies and to send requisitions for more men to join

him in an expedition to the green river after dark on

july 20 he started his command toward black hawks camp

traveling at night in order to surprise the

indiansIndi warrenansp and his command of one hundred men were

joined by a similarly sized group under colonel allred in

castiecastle valley now leading the largest active force he

had ever led warren pushed his twohundredmantwo armyhundred forman

two more days riding around the clock at last they

trai lingl
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reached the banks of the green river and saw where the

indianaindians had driven a large herd of stock through the

river
on the opposite bank they could see freshly made

indian wickiupswicki warrenups and some others swam the river
to investigate and found reasonably fresh cracketracksbracke and

upon returning to his command he counselledcounsellercoun withselled his

staff as to what course they should pursue the men were

hungry and weak having subsisted on nothing but cracker
crumbs for three days their horses were also jaded

from the forced march and could not go much further
the indianaindians on the other hand were obviously

aware of their approach and had much fresher animals

making it almost impossible to overtake them warren and

colonel allred concluded to call off the chase and headed

the command back toward their settlements their
decision turned out to be a wise one for they later
learned that black hawk and over a hundred braves were

20
secreted in ambush on the other side of the river

after the squaw fight and the expedition to the
green river black hawk laid low obviously threatened by

the show of mormon force giving the mormons over a

monthandahalfmonth halfhalshais ofand peacea but in midseptembermid heseptember

called for a general rendezvous of hostile indiansindiana near

fish lake preparatory to a major outbreak of attacks
upon learning of the rendezvous from friendly indianaindians
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warren quickly raised a command of III111111ili men and left for
fish lake on september 14

after a week of riding and gathering information
from friendly indiansindiana they entered flahfiahfish lake valley on

the morning of september 21 near a emailsmallemallemali lake at the
base of a mountain they found fresh evidence that large
numbers of indiansindiana were in the area halting his command

and taking major john L ivie with him warren rode to

the top of a black lava ridge to get a view of the valley

in order to learn where the indianaindians were

by happenstance they ran into a large force of

hiding indianaindians who were just about ready to attack the

detachment ivie seeing a ramrod wiggling behind a bush

just a few paces away had only time to shout there they

aretarel before the shooting began within fifteen or

twenty feet of the indiansIndi warrenanspansoaneo and ivie wheeled

their horses to retreat to the command as a volley of

bullets were discharged at them warren was instantly

hit in the right arm just below the shoulder joint the

shot knocking him from his horse instinctively he

rolled behind a large rock but realizing he was just a

few feet from the indiansindiana he ran for his horse and

mounting it under a heavy fire he made for his
21

command

meanwhilemeanHean thewhile legionnaires retreated a short
distance in a panic but upon catching up with them

warren ordered his men to stop and prepare to receive an
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attack momentamoments later a large group of mounted indiana
swooped down over the same ridge warren had just left and

attacked the Mormormonemons after a lengthy exchange of

gunfire the indiana retreated and resting a few

minutes they attacked again after several such

skirmishes the indiansindiana had lost foursoursouz or five men and

others were wounded yet they had only succeeded in

slightly wounding two more cormonsmormonsMor finallymons they

retreated again this time disappearing into the nearby

hills again short of rations and seriously wounded

himself warren directed his men to retreat to glenwood
22

where he received needed medical attention
three days later found warren in bed in manti

he dictated a letter to brigham young informing him of

the attack his wound and of the indiansindiana plans he was

sure that black hawkehawks warriors were two or three
hundred strong and that they were planning to make a

rush on some settlement soon he told brigham that it
would take a very large force to drive them from their

23
position in fish lake valley

upon receiving warrens letter brigham became

concerned about the hunt and chastise policy that he

had directed warren to pursue he and other church

leaders could see that warrens chasing the indiansindiana

through the mountains had become a dangerous and

endless job not only that it seemed to be counter

productive every indian that is killed on an

I1 Four



simultaneouslySimultaneous the expeditions of large mormon forces
riding through the mountains and killing guilty indianaindians
was turning friendly indiansindiana against themthemo and black

hawkehawks ranks were swelling daily brigham therefore
decided to try a policy of peace

accordinglyAccording on october 2 brigham sent his son

john and heber C kimball of the first presidency to

manti with a handdeliveredhand letterdelivered and verbal

instructions for warrenowarren explaining the new policy and

telling him how he was to implement it warren was told
to kill indiansindiana if they were obviously guilty of killing
mormons and stealing their stock but since once they

reached the mountains it was virtually impossible to

distinguish the guilty from the innocent he was advised

to drop the long and dangerous mountain chases

he was also told to exhort the people to adopt a

peace policy towards the indiansindiana and to start treating
them kindly while warren was no longer an

ecclesiastical leader in this emergency brigham viewed

him to be the most capable mormon leader in the area and

depended upon him to carry his message to the saints as

well as to direct and carry out his policies towards the
25

indiansindiana

lyplyo
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expedition george A smith explained has friends who

expect to kill two whites for him some lone

traveler some03 person keeping mill or digging potatoes
24

has to be killed by way of retaliation
traveler03

8
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the day he received the letter and instructions
from heber C kimball and john young warren dictated
another letter to the president I1 have bufferedsuffered
considerable pain he stated but am happy to inform

you that I1 am mending sastfastast the powerflowerprower of god has been

made manifest in my behalf referring to brighamsbrighawsBrig newhanshaWshamshaaehadehane
policy he assured his leader that every thing will be

done that can cbe3 to carry it into effect I1

consider it far preferable to fighting he said perhaps

thinking of his own wound then as if trying to justify
his past actions in light of the new policy he

explained our course heretofore has been to inflict
punishment upon the guilty and not to disturb such as

are innocent

then as though brighamsBrig newhams policy would cause

all hostilities on the part of the indiansindiana to cease he

projected that the breathrenBre csickcsic3athren will be most happy

once more enjoying peace he closed his letter by

looking back over the past six months of the war

the past troubles have been a great drawback to
improvements of all kinds we cannot procure from
the mountains or kenyons sicsic3 p lumber to finish
our houses build granariesgraneriesgran oreries poles to fence our
feilds or yards and the most of the past season we
have been prohibited from getting fire wood
consequently we have had to use fencingencingencina etc for
fuel we find by experience your council to be true
viz better feed the indianaindians than fight them and
far cheaper26Cheaper

just
26

two weeks after brigham asked warren to

declare his new policy one of the largest raids of the
war took place at ephraim about seven miles from manti

f
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on october 17 seven settlers were massacredmassacre threeciP of

them while working in a field justoustjuet outside town and the
other four while gathering firewood in the mouth of a

nearby canyon rather than going out immediately to

attack the indianaindians before they reached the mountains the
ephraim saints exhibiting their dependence upon warren

sent for him in manti by the time he arrived perhaps

riding with his arm in a sling the indiansindiana were long

gone

in a letter to orson hyde george A smith

simultaneously chided the ephraim saints for their lack

of action and their dependence upon general snow

really was there no horses kept up ready to mount in
ephraim he asked was there no sergeant or corporal
who could follow out and recover the cattle without

27
sending to manti to find if brother snow was at home

smiths last question demonstrates the role
warren had come to play in the black hawk war the

entire white community in sanpete and sevier counties
depended upon him to defend them from the indianaindians
president young likewise relied upon him to protect the

saints and to carry out his policies in his position as

brigadier general and military district commander warren

had become the chief protector and policy implementor in

utahs longest and most severe indian war and it was

here that he provided his greatest service in standing

between

po clesciesclee
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As warren carried out his defensive

responsibilities an interesting thing began to happen

not only did the feelings of the manti saints and church

leaders soften but they actually did a complete flip-
flop in march 1865 prior to the outbreak of the war

the illwillill manifestedwill towards warren caused orson hyde

to rebuke and command the manti saints but halfayearhalf

later

a

the

year

same community elected warren as one of the
countys two representatives to the territorial
legislature that same year they also elected warren as

28
their mayor

long expeditions in the mountains with other
manti men gave him opportunities to patch up old

friendships his display of energy and courage as a

protector in their behalf was greatly respected among the
sanpete saints from this time on he was not only

brother snow to them but also general snow

prackipracti
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A sound

a title
they still called him at his death over thirty years

29
later his defending was enough to pay for whatever

they had against him and to cause the pendulum of public

opinion to swing in his favor in a very short time he

still had his problems but the manti saints could live
with them now

simultaneously traveling bishop A milton

musser who had examined warrens tithing books and was

thoroughly convinced that warren had been dishonest with

practical manhan
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the churchchurchy asked brigham young to reinstate him as the
presiding bishop of sanpete county warrens show of

defensive grit had softened him as well musser told the
president that the appointment of a sound practical man

like warren would be a great blessing to the saints
bro warren S snows past blunders have been a severe

lesson to him he wrote I1 hardly think he would allow

himself to be again compromised

while brigham did not act upon mussersMusmua
30

serjeseros

recommendation 9 warrens standing between within a

period of less than six months allowed him to totally
reverse the local feeling against him and to regain and

even exceed his former positions in the nauvoo legion

the community and in the territory hibhis defensive role
had played a major part in his obtaining the positions in

the first place and once he lost them it was his tool in

recovering them warrenewarrensWar protectingrenoerenOsrenje had paid off it
was his door to opportunity and prominence and he

understood how to use it

Q

late in february 1866 warren wrote to brigham

young for counsel during the winter hungry indiansindiana had

flocked to black hawks camp near the green riverrivez and in

exchange for their allegiance he fed them mormon beef

the situation was such that chief kanosh a friendly
pasvantpahvant chieftain told the mormons that all the utah

nation are mad they had called a grand war council

his

good indiana
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the chief told them and will not make peace

indiana spending the winter near the mormon settlements
were becoming increasingly belligerantbelligerentbelli andgerant were making

threats of what would happen when the snow melted enough

to enable black hawks warriors to resume their raidsraidisraidaralda
sometimesome intime february warren captured three

bucks near moroni who had been threatening the settlers
not to go into the canyons to dig coal or get lumber

the indiansindiana defiantly boastedboosted that if the saintssainte did so

they would be killed by black hawk in warrenawardenswarreneWar mindraneranarene
these braves were examples of a prevalent type of indian

that professed friendship to the mormons but actually
gave black hawk information and even helped him in his

raids these bucks warren told the president gives

notice of what is going on by us to our ennines ssi cj

he was convinced that they had been with black hawk in

some raids I1 am of the opinion he stated that the
men should bite the dust he expressed his desire that
a clean98clean wipe be made of all such indianaindians to avoid

problems later in the spring he therefore asked brigham

if it would be all right for him to kill them your

word is the law to me he wrote displaying his

confidence in his leaderleadersleaders judgment and his willingness
32

to submit to it
while brighamsBrig returnhams letter has not been foundfounds

subsequent events suggest that brigham made it clear that
only those positively known to have helped black hawk

to
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were to be killed those only suspected of involvement

were to be captured and imprisoned until concrete

evidence of their innocence or guilt could be

ascertained apparently lacking the necessary

information to do away with his three bucksbuckem warren

left them incarcerated in the moroni jail
having had ailallali winter to worry about what black

hawk would do when spring came brigham young perhaps

prompted by warrens call for a clean wipe was

prepared to take a hardlinehard approachline with the indiansindiana
and devised a plan that he hoped would end the war the

idea was to gather up a number of powerful ute indian

chiefs who professed friendship but allegedly sheltered
renegades in their camps these indian leaders would

then be held as hostages until they directed their
warriors to go to the mountains and bring black hawk back

to face justice perhaps brigham overestimated the power

the chieftains had over their followers but in any case

the plan backfired and instead of ending the war it
greatly compounded its intensity

before light on the morning of march 12 186618669

warren and a large force of legionnaires quietly
surrounded the camp of several bands of what brigham

called professedly friendly indiansindiana the bands were

led by sanditchsanpitchSan ankawaketspitch and six other major ute

chieftains warren broke the silence by commanding the
men to come out of their lodges if they came out
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peacefully he told them in their own tongue then all
would be well but if they tried to fightightsight or escape

they would be shot

slowly the startled and sleepy indians emerged

from their lodges warren asked sanditchsanpitchSan ifpitch there were

any of black hawks men in the camp immediately a

single brave grabbed a weapon and began to make a run for

it instantly a dozen mormon rifles went off and the
33

brave fell dead on the snow again warren asked his
question chief sanditchsanpitchSan obviouslypitch aware of warrens

seriousness responded in the affirmative four braves

were then pointed out the four were quickly frisked for
weapons and bound by the cormonsmormonsMor thenmons ordering the
eight chieftains to stand before him warren coolly

voiced brighams feelings stating that the mormons

could not put up with killing and stealing any longer ati811sti

if thethe3thea hostilities continued warren told the indian

leaders then they would be shot and after them

others until the last indian was destroyedstroyedstrayeddea if need be

As his men put irons on the wrists and ankles of

sanpitchsanditchSan ankawaketspitch and the others warren told the

prisoners that he planned on jailing them in manti until
black hawk and his men were given up warren suggested

to sanpitchsanditchSan thatpitch he would be wise to send his men outouts

to bring the marauding indiansindiana back the captured

chieftains were loaded onto horses and the four guilty
indians were taken a short distance from the camp and

f
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shot As sanditchsanpitchSan andpitch his fellowfellows were led out of camp

the bodies of five indianaindians lay still and bleeding on the
snow the indianaindians knew that the mormons were more

34
serious than they had ever been before

the act was ruthless but to warren it was a

defensive duty that had to be done the marauding

indianaindians were his enemies and in his view black hawks
men like all the robbersmobbers he had encountered before were

sent by satan to harass gods kingdom it was his job to
do away with them for brighams word was his law as

and no matter how distasteful the job he was determined

to do it four days after his raid on sanpitchsanpitchssanditch camp

he captured four more of black hawks men in a similar
encounter they were tried by court martial warren

acting as judge and chief kanoshsKanos sonhoehoshpe john witnessing

against them and when sufficient evidence of their guilt
35

was heard they too were shot
warren had ordered other nauvoo legion leaders to

make similar raids and soon word of the mormonmormonsmormonehormon hard-

fisted actions spread among all the indiansindiana near the

settlements and runners even reported it to black hawk

the excitement engendered by the killings started a chain

reaction of unfortunate events that greatly inflamed

black hawkeshawkshawkoshawke rage and sent scores of previously peaceful

indiansindiana scurrying to join his ranks

when the three bucks warren had imprisoned in

moroni learned of the killings from their squadssquaws they

ilawv
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became frightened and tried to escape about nine

oclockclockOV on the evening of march 20 two squaws and a

little boy brought the prisoners food as usual the two

guards stationed at the jail door did what they did every

night one leveled his gun on the prisoners while the

other opened the door to give them their foodoodsood suddenlysudden

the

I1

squaws

y

attacked the guard holding the rifle with

knives while the three prisoners attacked the one with

the food somehow the squaws had smuggled in a knifekniseknis ande

a chisel and within seconds the prisoners had their
guard on the ground stabbing him with the knife and

knocking his front teeth out with the chisel meanwhile

the squaws continued to struggle with their guard

fighting for his gun to keep him from shooting their men

the guard on the ground somehow managed to pull a

revolver from his belt and succeeded in killing two of

the indiansindiana while the third one escaped with one of the

squadssquaws but the boy and the second squaw were pushed

into the jail and locked up for the night warren who

happened to be in moroni that night sent a detachment of

men with lanterns after the escapee after trailing him

for about ten miles they overhauled him and as he

still showed fight by threatening the mormons with a

knife they quickly shot him later that nightnighty warren

summed up the days events in a letter to a major sutton

declaring that there were three more good indians in
36

sanpete county

f
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the next day still another tragedy occurred
warren turned the squaw and the little boy loose

instructing the people of moroni to treat them well and

be kind to them and to let them go their way but after
warren left five or six mormons followed the pair out of

town and killed them in frustration warren wrote to
brigham young I1 have fought against harming women and

children he explained that the killing of the squaw

and boy put the mormons in a deadly situation he had

promised sanpitchsanditchSan andpitch the other captive chieftains that
they would only harm those that had been doing wrong in

steeling and killing I have pledged my word that
women and children should not be harmed

1

he lamented

and now for this to happen at this excitement I1 am
37

afraid that it will not do very well and warren was

right
sanpitchsanditchSan ankawaketspitch and the others apparently

made an effort to cooperate with warren up to this point

but when the squaw and child were killed it was an

obvious breach of warrens word and convinced that they

could no longer trust him or any mormon for that matter

the chieftains became fearful of loosing their own lives
and sent to black hawk asking him to help them escape

brighamsBrig planhajehawshaie had backfired and had forced the

friendly leaders to throw in with black hawk

weapons were smuggled into the ail and on april
13 black hawk and a large group of warriors attacked

so
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salina killing at least two mormons and driving off
another herd of stock warren recognized the attack as a

ploy to get him and his men out of mantimantishantishantihantl but not falling
for black hawks enticement he remained in town and gave

orders for the twenty guards at the jail to redouble
38

their efforts to make sure the indianaindians did not escape

perhaps unaware that warren and his men were

still in town the prisoners made their move just after
dark on april 14 using smuggled knives and chisels
they broke off their chains which had secured them to the

walls of their cell on the top floor of the twostorytwo

jail
story

house for a solid month

the guards had carelessly joined together at the

front of the jail where they were sitting in a circle
telling stories and jokes A squaw who had been hiding

waiting for just such an opportunity quietly moved up

the outside stairway leading from the back of the
building to the front of the second floor she opened

the latch 9 signaled to the prisoners and then slipped
away this done the prisoners jumped from the stairway

and scattered in the gathering twilight the guards

heard the running and fired a few shots but all eight
disappeared into the darkened streets

immediately the alarm drum was sounded and the

hantimantihantlmantl men that dared grabbed their guns and leaving

their families headed toward the jail warren juatjust
about ready for bed when he heard the shooting pulled on

j ust
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hiehis boots stuck a revolver in his belt and reached for
hiehis rifle as he went out the door running to the jail
house which was not far from his home he quickly ordered

the surprised and scared men that were gathering there to

scatter and find the indiansindiana knowing that it was

dangerous business he started down a dark side street
himself for him as well as the others every shadow

became an indian and every log and rock became a

crouching chief but the indiansindiana had to be recaptured

for warren was convinced if they made it to black

hawks camp the mormons would have eight times the indian
problem they then had

As warren quietly made his way down the street
he heard a slight movement behind a shed and was in the
process of approaching it to have a look when ankawakets

jumped out brandishing a knife the chief lunged at
warren but as he did warren sidesteppedside andstepped knocked

the indian to the ground with the butt of his rifle
ankawakets jumped up and lunged at warren again again

warren knocked him down with the butt of his gun this
time splitting the stock in two As the indian pulled

himself up off the ground the second time ready to

attack warren again warren pulled his revolver from his

belt and killed ankawakets thus putting an end to the
39

fight with him

two more chieftains were overtaken in like manner

and killed in oneononeone scuffleson butone sanpitchsanditchSan whopitch was
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however turned out to be wrong for within three days

sanpitchsanditchSan andpitch the other escapees were tracked down one by
40

one and killed by the nauvoo legion

but black hawk joined by a large crop 0 newly

estranged and fiercely angry indiansindiana made war for

sanditchsanpitchSan andpitch largely a result of brighamsBrig backfiredhams
plan the 1866 season of the war embodied the most severe

concentration of massacres raids ambushes battles and

general killings that utahs white population ever

experienced the war spread to southern utah and

northern arizona and the mormons launched a long and

intensive defensive action that was seconded only by the

utah war in nauvoo legion history
hundreds of legion men from the northern

settlements along with the organizations top officers
were sent to reinforce warrens district colonels

robert T burton william H kimball john R winder and

brigadier general william B pace and even lieutenant

sanpitchsanditch
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shot in the foot by the guards in the initial shooting

and the four others made it out of town warren sent a

detachment of legionnaires with lanterns out to retake
them and returned to his house to write to his leaders

I1 cannot express my feelings of regret at the affair
he wrote after all the cautious council and

instructions it exasperated him that the guards should

let them escape he prognosticated will
doubtless make war with a vengencevengen

of

Sanpitch
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general daniel H wells himself spent over half a year

aiding warren in a new wave of armed expeditions through

the mountains in pursuit of black hawk and his men

meanwhile the cantankerous young chief continued his
strategy of striking and then disappearing into the

hills while the nauvoo legion met him in a number of

pitched battles that year he experienced no serious
setbacks and viewed as victorious by other indiansindiana his

41
forces continued to grow

warren led one campaign after another throughout

the spring summer and fallfailsail of 1866 when he was not

chasing indianaindians he was organizing troops holding

inspections raising cash to buy weapons building forts
and closing down weaker settlements and relocating their
inhabitants his role as a defender consumed eilailallelleli of his
time and his constant exertions in the long mountain

rides as well as the pressures of commandeering his

district began to wear him down and his health

deteriorated he was on the verge of physical collapse
yet he continued to work at full capacity until winter
snows ended black hawks forages for the year but his
defensive efforts continued to keep him in good stead

with brigham young and on january 17 1867 warren and a

handful of other nauvoo legion officersofficer including

william B pace robert T burton thomas callister and

aaron johnson received their second annointinganno ininting the
42

salt lake endowment house

sP
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early in march 1867 while it appeared to be too

early for black hawk to begin his movementmovements warren and

his son joseph drove several wagon loads of merchandise

from manti to glenwood in sevier county the trip was

purely an economic venture designed to raise a littlelittie
cash to support warrens familifamilies who were in very poor

financial shape due to warrens total involvement in the
war effort while at glenwood warren became very sick

43
and was confined to bed for several weeks

As warren convalesced in glenwood the tiny

settlement was attacked on march 21 A man and two women

who had come from richfield to buy some of warrens wares

were ambushed just outside of town and savagely

mutilated the indiansindiana fired at a number of other

settlers who were lucky enough to escape they then

gathered up about eighty head of glenwood stock and

started driving them away warren too weak to go out

himself sent his son and about ten others to attack the

indians after a pitched battle in which both chief

white horaehorsehokse one of black hawks right hand men and

joseph snow had their mounts shot out from under them

the mormons recovered most of the stock and routed the
44

indiansindiana

while undoubtedly unknown warren the battle he

directed from his bed in glenwood was the last he would

lead three days later general wells held a nauvoo

legion council in ephraim and for reasons of health

ap

esp
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warren was temporarily relieved of his command and

replaced by general pace while it is clear that his
45

health was the reason he lost his commandcommando there
appears to be another reason it was not returned to him

after he recovered

it seems warrens constant expeditions against

hostile indiansindiana and his killing the ones he caught had

earned for him a sizeable bad reputation among utahs
natives just as black hawk for the cormonsmormonsMor hadmons come

to symbolize the murderous treachery of the indianaindians
warren snow in his position as the main mormon leader in

the sanpete sevier theater of the war and the man

responsible for the deaths of sanpitchsanditchSan ankawaketspitch and

many others had come to represent something similar to

the indians

the bad feelings they had for him are illustrated
by an official report indian interpretor george W bean

submitted to general pace regarding a council he had with

renegade chieftain tabionafabiona in the mountains southeast of
provo near the end of july 1867 tabby as bean called
the chief had been with black hawk in raiding the

previous season but he told the interpretor that he had

got hiehishiahla spirit right and was prepared to extend his
friendship as formerly to all mormons with the
exception of warren snow tabionafabiona suggested that if snow

and black hawk were both killed he could settle the war

in ten days he told bean that black hawk was at fish

so
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lake with a large force of utes and was bent on doing
46

mischief to manti as long as snow lives there
beans report indicative of the importance of

warrens role in the conflict seemed to proclaim that
many indianaindians and mormons respectively felt that warren

snow and chief black hawk personified the opposing

forces daniel H wells and brigham young were

undoubtedly aware of such feelings and perhaps concluded

that it would be beetbestbeat to let warren sit out the rest of

the war possibly believing that his removal from active
duty was an important step in restoring peace

interestingly enough from about the time tabionafabiona and

bean had their conference in the mountains the intensity
of the black hawk war rapidly diminished and while

related raids did not totally cease until after 1872

black hawk who had been wounded in 1866 and was sick

himself hung up his rifle and bow and made peace with
47

the mormons in the fall of 1867
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at fortyeightforty yearseight of age warrenaWar impressiverenos

career aaas a mormon defender waewaawas over but it ended at

iteitaits apex aaAs a youth he personally protected joseph

smith and later aaas a member of sheriff backenstosbackenstoss poesepoaaepossepoage

he helped alopatopstopelop the ruthlessruth attacksleableaaleeb of houseburninghouaeburninghouse mobsmobamobeburning

he made aignificantsignificant defensivedefedese contributioncontributionsneivenaivenelve guarding

brigham young and other saintesaintasaints both in nauvoo and in

their exodus weetweatwest and he played a leading role in the

battle of nauvoo aaas a member of colonel cutleriacutleracutlerosCut staffieraleralerosieda
aaAs commander of the sanpete military district and major

in the nauvoo legion warrenewarrenawarrens leadership motivated

saintesaintasaints under hlahiahishie jurisdictionjudiajuriajuzie todiction fight at the time of the

utah war and aaas commander of a large mounted force of
mormon raiders and one of the leaders of daniel H

wellsswellse strikeforcestrike and the standing army he waewaawas one of

the moetmoatmost important mormon officersficeraof during the conflict
but hlahiahishie role in the black hawk war waewaawas hishiahlahie moetmoatmost

significant achievement in andingstandingat between in this
frontier indian war which undoubtedly waewaawas mormonismsMormoni

longest
eieaWsede

and moatmost intenaeintense defenaivedefensivedefe rugglestruggleruggieatneivenaivenelve he played

the single moetmoatmost important role that any mormon played

and because of that role he became aoso identified with
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Ameriamerl cajecaoscade frontiersroniron
where

tier
he partook of the tradition of the american

revolution and like his countrymen he respected those

that defended their rights freedoms and families from

oppressors experiencing a charismatic family conversion

to mormonism as a boy he became immersed in a doctrine
perfectly suited to inspire the desires to defend in a

young mans heart joseph smith and other leaders warren

came to love and respect were defenders as were many of

the scriptural heroes he encountered in the bible and

especially in the book of mormon

his experience viewing thethesthen martyred bodies of

joseph and hyrum smith poignantly persuaded him that the

need for protection was real his subsequent

victimization during the burning of morley settlement

convinced him that the threats posed by his enemies were

personal and that defensive measures were imperative for
the general membership of the church as well as for
prophets and finally after receiving his patriarchal
blessing which came almost m the middle of his career

as a defender he felt divinely assured that wielding

the sword in defence was one of his major missions in

life
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mormon defense efforts that his eventual removal was

viewed aaas an important factor in ending the war

warren snow was a natural defender large
strong and forceful he was raised on americaamericaosamericas

in
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warren snow was filled with antinein unending

commitment to his prophetprophetsprophete and his church that some would

say bordered on fanaticism he was a zealot to say the

beastsleastsleast and his actions demonstrated that his frequent

claims of willingness to die for his religion were not

just hyperbole his course of life made it clear that
his commitment was the dominant factor in his willingness
to act as a buffer between his people and danger but

while his dedication inspired him to fulfill vital
protecting needs for the churchchurchy at times it led to the
type of tragic excess examplefiedexample byfied his participation in

the emasculation of thomas lewis and the killings of

ankewakets and other indiansindiana
from 1837 to 1867 a period of over thirty years

warren stood between the mormon church and the physical

forces that threatened it As a first string mormon

defender he was in a class shared by very few men and

when viewed against the backdrop of their entire careers
none of the others surpassed warrens contributions in

significance orrin porter rockwell perhaps the only

mormon whose protecting rivaled warrenswayWar inrieneriens duration was

not the leader warren was and while his individual

involvement in actually protecting prophets was much

greater the roles he played in the nauvoo legion and in

defending the saints generally were not as profound

daniel H wells lot smith and robert T burton
were all great leaders but wells in spite of his
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impressive rally during the battlebattiebattlebatllebat ofbietieble nauvoo was prone

to direct others in defense from a safe distance and

therefore did not have as much experience facing the

churchechurcheschurchs enemies on the front lines as warren did lot
smithes activities were impressive and highly

significant but besides his experience in the mormon

battalion as a young man his protecting lasted only fivesivedive
years robert T burtoneburtonsbartonsBur activitiestons as a defender were

similarly short lived

unlike wells and burtonburtonnhurtonburtone warrens protective roleroiecoiecole

did not create a spot for him in the hierarchy of the
mormon church but he nonethelessnone ieselesslebsleeeieee understoodthe how to
use it as a tool to open the doors of opportunity in the

church as well as in the civil government there can be

no doubt that his greatness in standing between was a

very significant factor in his obtaining such important

positions as presiding bishop territorial legislator
nauvoo legion district commander brigadier general and

mayor

but perhaps most important of all for him

warrenewarrensWar protectingrenoerenos secured him the friendship of joseph

smithsmithysnithysnith brigham young and other church authorities and

helped the saints accept him in spite of his failings it
is certain that despite his foibles warrens defensive

role was seen and greatly appreciated by his leaders and

associates alike learning from his mistakes his hard

fisted leadership mellowed and his excesses ceased As

f ivelve
yeare
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the years went by it was his greatness in protecting

that his fellow saints focused on rather than his
blunders and he maintained a position of respect and

honor in the mormon community

for the first four decades of mormonismsmormonism

istanceexistanceexistenceex such defenders as warren snow were in great
demand persecution social conflict mob violence and

indian depredations impelled literally thousands of

mormons to protect their church from numerous threatening

forces the willingness to physically protect the church

with ones life was not unique to warren snow but

because of his rich and varied experience as a mormon

defender his life provides an extraordinary example of

the man in between motif in nineteenth century

mormonism A study of his life not only traces the
development of the particular mind set necessary for such

involvement but also gives us an understanding of the
types of activities such men took part in

warrens long career as a defender spanned most

of mormonisms crucial years when necessity required such

nenmen but as the black hawk war came to an endcand frontier
conditions had changed sufficiently to almost totally
negate the need for men in between warrens next

twentyninetwenty yearsnine were spent in stockraisingstock businessraising
and railroad contracting as well as in civic and church

work in his mind the greatest contribution he made

during his last decades was his work as the master

a
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quarryman during the construction of the manti temple

in thiethisthibthle position he blasted from a manti hillside
1

virtually all of the stone used in building the temple

warren died on september 21 1896 interestingly
enough it was during this year that utah received

statehood and therefore the year is viewed by some to be

the symbolic end of frontier conditions in utah

warrenewarrensWar funeralzenosrenoszenoa was held on september 25 in the manti

tabernacle which he had helped build the speakers were

apostle anthon H lund sanpete stake president canute

peterson manti temple president J D T mcallister and
2

manti bishops maiben jensen and reid the day after
the funeral lund wrote in his journal

yesterday I1 went to manti and attended the
funeral of bro warren S snow the brethren spoke
highly of him he was a man of integrity to the
work bro reed sbishopbishopebishop william J reidreidjreida said that
take him all in all he knew no better man I1 spoke
and at the grave I1 dedicated his resting place3placed
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minutes of eancan investigation of the acts and
character of warren S snow and geo peacock held at
manti before elders orson hyde isaac morley and
arsbrs A love and wm broadhead commensingcommencingcom onmensing monday
april 15 1861 brebrabce john eagar robinson and james
H martineau clerks brigham young collectionCollect
miscellaneousniscellaniousmiscellaniousmiscella

lonoiono
itemsnious microfilm reel 96 box 62

folder 27 CHD typescript in my possession ppe 8-
9 hereafter referred to as investigation of the
acts and character of warren S snow

7 an example of this trait is foundsound in the only
journal warren kept that has been foundsound at this
writing during the summer of 1861 while sailing
towards england on his way to serve a missionmissio
warren wrote it being finesine weather and soon
we lost sight of land and night came on whilst I1
looked upon the deep blue sea by the light of the
silver moon and the glistening stars which paid
reverence to the great father of light to give
light to the sea mens path in its onward course in
the organization of nature and whilst the strong
screw repeated its revolutions to propel the mighty
ship through the boisterous waves upon the bosom of
the great deep he was on a steamship with a huge
paddle wheel I1 walked the deck fore and aft and
listened with interest to the cry of the watchman
repeated hourly my mind seen upon the great plan
of salvation my heart melted within me and I1
lifted my heart to god in praise for his kindness to
me warren S snow journal typescript in
my possession p 5 this small journal covers june
4 1861 to august 1 1861 the original is found in
CHD
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while chesterfieldsChester recordsfields of those that took part
in the revolutionary war are incomplete it is clear
that gardenersgardnersgardnerosGard grandfathernerenersnerosnecenecos and greatgrandfathergreat ongrandfather
the farr side both named jonathan farr foughtought forsorsod
independence sallys father josiah hastings was
an officer jonathan farr jr and josiah hastings
both fought in the battle of bunkers hill defended
fort ticonderoga and fought in the battle of
bennington randall ppap 8810288
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the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday was
organized by joseph smith and five others in april
1830 in january 1832 smith received a revelation
which designated orson pratt and lyman E johnson
who were both in their early twenties to take the
new churchschucchur messagechoechos to the eastern countries and
on february 3 the two missionaries started their
mission it proved to be very successful
particularly in converting several large families
and individuals that later rose to prominence in
mormon leadership converts erastus snow and amasaamasamae
lyman became apostles and jacob gates became a
member of the first quorum of seventy pratt and
johnson undoubtedly partly because of their
missionary success both became members of the
original twelve apostles joseph smith jr
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mary snow gates erastusEraseraa brothertuz and sister and
marys husband jacob

18 ibid P p 21 james C snow journal of J C snow
181718371817 as1837 microfilm of typescript CHD and warren
S snow autobiography p 1

19 ibid erastus snow erastus snow journal no I1
as cited in bennett ppap 171817 larson18 p 18 and
james C snow

20 Fairbankfairbanks ppap 217218217

21

218

bennett p 19 and fairbanks p 219

22220 manti ward minutes august 30 1857 microfilm of
original CHD

23 two members of the group became general authorities
of the church erastus snow an apostle and jacob
gates a seventy four members of the clan
participated in zions campcampp and two were members of
brigham youngs original pioneer company it is
interesting to note that erastus snow and the
missionary that brought him thethisehle gospel orson pratt
were the arstfirstirst mormons to enter thethisthiethle salt lake
valley william snow eventually became a bishop
and a patriarch served in the utah territorial
legislature and acted as probate judge of
washington county zerubbabelZerub snowbabel acted as
commissary of zionezions camp and later was elected
attorney general of the territory of utah both
willard and erastueerastus snow served as presidents of the
scandinavian mission the latter translating the

ookbook of mormon into danish the bookebooksbooksbook arstfirstirstfa foreign
language translation other roles played by erastus
snow in church leadership and colonization are too
numerous to mention here jacob gates in addition
to serving as a general authority also served a
number of terms in the utah territorial legislature
gardner snow served as bishop and patriarch james
snow became the first president of the utah stake
located in provo he served in the legislature and
was appointed united states deputy marshal for a
time warren snow served as bishop mayor of manti
member of the utah territorial legislature and
brigadier general in the nauvoo legion george snow
became a lawyer and prominent railroadrail manroad in utah
the family of winslow farr son of lydia snow farr
also played prominent roles in the church aaron
farr served in the utah territorial legislature was
elected probate udgejudgeadge of weber county and served as
united states deputy marshal lorin farr was the
first president of the weber stake located in ogden

f

sp
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29 warren wrote I1 was in kirtland when the twelve
and others of the haughty men of the church
apostatized in 1837 1I went to live with the
prophet joseph on a farm that was known as the
french farm it

lacterlatterresoundsresoundl A historyhistorx of

ppap 121 the french farm

jalj7l186451hereafter186451 1hereafter lennialdennialmillennialmillennaalMillen starnaglnAal

28 backman ppap 310341310 referring341 to his experience
protecting joseph smith in Kirtlankirtlandkirtian george A smith
said with my brethren who have addressed youyoupyoum I1
have lain by the side of the prophet in kirtlandKirtlankirtian
to guard him half of each night for a whole winter
so that if anything occurred I1 could give notice
to all the brethren in a very short time
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he served as mayor of ogden for many terms and
represented weber county anin the utah territoriallegislature most of these men including warren
were polygamists and raised large posteritiesposteri thatties
have also played important leadership roles in the
church george albert smithpsmithysmithsmich for example the
eighth president of the churchchurchy was the son of sarah
farr smith daughter of lorin farr

24 fairbanks ppap 218219218

25

219

ibid for a comprehensive study of mormonism during
the kirtland period see milton V backman jr the
heavinsheavgnsheavens reboundresound the latterrdax saintasaintg
iqin ohio 1301838.1301838130 1838

G D

wattwatto et al eds journal gfof

warren S snow
autobiography was a

103 acre tract of land purchased by the church from
a peter french the kirtland temple was built upon
this land as were the homes of joseph smith and
many leaders of the church it was viewed as the
center of mormon kirtland backman ppap 727372 13873
144 warrens obituary stated that for several

historyqf dayggi nta

latter dax santelsaintal mi millennialjllenaiajlmillnnial star 26 january 23
186451hereafter186451

alp

2

qhjli3q2i8 salt lake city deseret book
1983

26 warren S snow to sarah elizabeth whiting snow
undated typescript warren stone snow collection
special collections harold B lee library brigham
young university provo utah special collections
hereafter cited as BYU warren snow was a
polygamist and married at least five women sarah
elizabeth whiting was one of these while undated
the text of this letter makes it clear that it was
written between the dedication of the manti temple
on may 21 1888 and warrens death in 18961898lagg
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deseretsseretaseret eyeqng newsnows october
13 1896

30 warren S snow to sarah elizabeth whiting snow
undated because the evidence now in istanceexistanceexistenceex
regarding warrenewarrenswazWar rolerenoerenos protecting joseph smith were
statements warren made himself it is important to
note that he frequently mentioned it in sermons when
brigham young george A smithsmithysnithysnith george Q cannon and
others were present it is highly unlikely that
warren would have exaggerated while these men who
would have known better listened on one such
cassionoccassionoc for example warren declared that he had
stood by joseph and defended his life and those of

my brethren whose lives were constantly in danger 0

xillenniajtarsailsqbaajl 2626januarysfear january 23 1864 51 see also
journal history december 27 1857 it is also
important to note that george A smith one known to
have defended joseph in kirtland while suggesting
that warren fill a vacancy in the mormon hierarchy
in 1859 listed as his main qualifactionquali thefaction fact
that warren was well acquainted with joseph his
life and history

165185

years prior to his marriage chel lived with the
prophet joseph smith and on his death bed hehe3hea spoke
of the motherly kindness to him of emma smithsmithysmithp the
wife of the prophet
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4

for more information on nauvoo see robert bruce
flanders nauvqqi kiq9qmkinsq1gm on 1theithe missi i

journal history october 23
1859

31 manti ward minutes march 22 1857

32 james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard the
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na university of illinois press 1965 for
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35 on april 10 1842 warren was appointed as a first
lieutenant serving directly under theche captain as
the highest ranking non commissioned officer in his
company by 1844 warren was a captain himself and
led a company which consisted of from thirtytwothirty totwo
sixty four men john sweeney jr

mormonmoemon militia OQon the

illennjalmillennial

godlgodi the littlelittielittie
known gloekgtoekgtqjy of

littlelattie

illenlilennJal

A history of
the nauvoo legion in illinois thesis brigham
young university 1974pp 206 31 for more
information regarding the nauvoo legion both in
illinois and later in utah see flanders ppap 109-
113 paul bailey the armies gfof god 0

the am

frontier garden city NY doubleday & company
1968 ralph hansen administrative history of the
nauvoo legion in utah thesis brigham young
university 1954 and hamilton gardner the utah
territorial militia microfilm CHD

36 dallin H oaks and marvinwarvinmadvin S hill
cfirtbage congeieacxi the accused
assasgjnsassagjlqs g joserh smith urbana university of
illinois press 1975 ppap 6296 and29 joseph smithpsmithsnithjr hisfeorx offehe churchshurchqbgrch 6463 430631 that
warren was involved in the defence of nauvoo is made
clear by ibid

p 44 47p typescript
special collections marriottharriott library university of
utah salt lake city utah hereafter uofukofu

37 oaks and hill ppap 6296

38

29

warren S snow to sarah elizabeth whiting snow
undated warren undoubtedly told his family and
close friends of this conversation with joseph
smith apparently patriarch isaac morley was aware
of it forsor in 1854 he told warren that the decrees
of the heart of brother joseph shall never depart
from thee for thou shaitshallshaltehalt have the desire of thy
heart in avenging his blood 0 a

08 patriarchal
blessing given under the hands of isaac morley on
the head of warren stone snow son of gardner and
sarah S snow typescript in my possession

39 clare B christensen p 112

40 warren S snow autobiography p 232 and3 clare
B christensen p 112

41 M star 26 march 26 1864 207

42 warren S snow to brigham young june 27 1863
brigham young collection CHD
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of
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for

26march 1864207
v

430 631

6533.6533 for an account of the
activities of nauvoo legion men from morley
settlement during the crisis see oliver B

huntington diary 184218471842 1847
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ppap 343 for4
discussions of the succession crisis in the LDS
church following the death of joseph smith see D

michael quinn the mormon succession crisis of
1844 9 BYU

ppap 343 for4 a
full account of the august 8S 1844 meeting see
joseph smith jr

ppap 454 and5
flanders ppap 324326324

5
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juanita brooks ed qnan
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chapter mII11
theibe burning2fburninqqf meriesettiebnt

1 warren S snow autobiography

byll studies 16winter16 19761872331976187Winter ronald233
K esplin joseph brigham and the twelve A

succession of continuity byljlstudli es 21 summer
19813013411981301 W341 grant mcmurray7 frue son of a
true father joseph smith III111lillii and the succession
question 131145 and
roberts 24134452413

2

445

warren S snow autobiography

hi 7231243
for a discussion of brighams transfiguration see
quinn the mormon succession crisis of 1844 p
212 and roberts 2418

3 investigation of the acts and character of warren
S snow p a8

4 warren S snow autobiography

the

june 23
1845 photocopy of original CHD and alienallenailenalign joseph
stout journal p 16 typescript utah state
historical society salt lake city utah hereafter
USHS

8 later that summer colonel john scott was given a
similar guarding assignment he was instructed to
keep guard near the mansion house the home of

the family of joseph smith scott was ordered to
select 30 men from the 1 reg the first regiment of
the nauvoo legion to be stationed near the mansion
house barn to keep guard night & day till further
orders brooks hosea stout 166 it is
likely that a similar group of men were stationed
with him on or near the young premises on the night
of june 23 1845 warren S snow autobiography

BYU studies 21summer
mcmurray as7 true

historygf the
pe

of hoseehosea stout 2 vols salt lake city
university of utah press for the utah state
historical society 1964 139 43444344043 440 5353p44 236 and
flanders p 328

6 warren S snow autobiography

diary I1
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0 a

131 145

storxgftbe churgochurghshykclti 7231 243
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historyhisfeoxhistorv 0of tbshurchthe 7church
439447439 roberts447 24735032473 thomas503 gregg history
qfhsqslsquqtxj irlifa ingllnqi

yesternwestern illinoisimnqis
rgignal studiessfeudies 5springospring 19821737.19821737198217 for more
detailed descriptions of the burnings themselves
see joseph smith jr

historxgfhistoryqf

morleymozley was convinced that the
entire affair was a calculated scheme to produce
excitement against the cormonsmormonsMor mons

aliall

188

ppap 474 for7 further evidence of the close military
connection between col john scott and capt snow
see brooks roseahosearosga stout 1137.11371137

9 for descriptions of the general problems that lead
to the burning of morleymozleyhorley settlement and ultimately
to the expulsion of the mormons from illinois see
alienallenailen and leonardleonardo ppap 173215173 flanders215 ppap 306-
341 kenneth W godfrey causes of mormon non
mormon conflict in hancock county illinois 1839-
1846

183918-
46194 phd dieedissdiesdlee brigham young university 1967
and annette P hampshire the triumph of mobocracy
in hancock county 184418461844 1846

s chicago chas C
chapman & co 1880 ppap 340342340 thomas342 ford A

historyqfhastqrxgf illinoislilIlilik chicagoinos 1854 ppap 2912967291
and

2967
journal history september 112011 184520 passim

10 huntington p 44

11 ford p 296

12 alienallenailen and leonard p 211 isaac morley traveled to
nauvoo in february 1845 bringing word that a number
of men from his settlement had been arrested and
charged with larceny according to morleymorieysmorielsMoriemozle reportys
antimormonsanti hadmormons hidden some of their own
possessions on the premises of the five cormonsmormonsMor
the

mons
supposed stolen articles were then recovered by

a search warrant on the principle cthat3 those that
hide can find

the church 73733747373
13

374

journal history june 4 1845 this is an extract
from the journal of mormon apostle heber C

kimball warren could not have been in ail long
after the interview for on june 23 he was on guard
at the home of brigham young

14 in the period following the utah war as united
states soldiers established various camps in the
utah territory warren then presiding bishop of the
sanpete county area was called upon by brigham
young to appoint ten mormon spies to follow and
watch the soldiers while they traveled through the
sanpete valley A number of stray oxen belonging to

of hancock county illinois
1854v 291296

that

morley who was
implicated himself was instructed by church leaders
to move with his family to nauvoo joseph smith
jr

37

296

s



appp 232 683

15 charles B hancock who lived in a small settlement
near morley settlement called white oaks or hancock
settlement wrote that the mormons at morley were
guilty of theft charles b3tb3 hancock the hancock
and adams families ppap 363736 pamphlet37 CHD

16 ford p 292

17 solomon hancock to brigham young september 13
1845 brigham young collection hancocks
description of the mobs shooting at james snow is
somewhat confusing he wrote

189

the army were brought in by the spies and delivered
to warren rather than returning them to thetriethiethle
soldiers who he viewed to be persecutors he gave
them to the spies to kill and divide among
themselves this action must be viewed in light of
the fact that just a few months previous he had led
a force of mormon raiders that under the direction
of brigham young took over six hundred head of
cattle from the army late in 1857 later when
church members under his jurisdiction complained of
alleged dishonest acts he was questioned by apostle
orson hyde reguardingguardingre the cattle he gave the spies
warren responded that he did the bestbeatbeet hechel could
for the general interest the ten epleeespiesspies spent
eighty seven days in active service for which the
oxenaoxen3 was a small renumeration the thought
apparently did not occur to him that the oxen were
not his to give one of his associates said that
warren would spend the last picayune half dime
for the kingdom without caring whose pocket it came
out of warren apparently justified his actions
with the fact that the soldiers were his enemies
perhaps this same mentality motivated him to pass
counterfietcounter moneyfiet to his enemies if indeed he was
guilty as chargedchaychar investigationgedl of the acts and
character of warren S snow

18 solomon hancock to brigham young september 11
1845 brigham young collection and charles B

hancock journal of charles brent hancockHancoc p 4

19 solomon hancock to brigham young september 13
1845 and gregg p 340
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AV a a they then

proceeded to the old shop of father morlessmorleysmor c3leys
set fire to both of his shops fireingfireling at the same
time upon jas C snow as they supposed & thought
they had killed him clarkdark hallett was the man but
who narylymaryly escaped they then set fire to jas C
snows house
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ppap 4-
5 while the robbersmobbers purposely killed no Morhormonemons
in the initial surge of house burnings at least
they ruthlessly exposed the sick and aged to the
elements the burnings came at what illinoisgovernor thomas ford described as thelathebathesathe height of
the mississippi river valleyvalleysvailey sickly season

190

20 many of the mormons whose homes were burned in the
morley settlement area swore out affidavits
delineating their losses gardner and james snow
were among them but warren as well as many others
was not morley settlement affidavits nauvoo
restoration inc salt lake city utah that
warren and mary anneannsannos home was burned is nonetheless
attested to by other records warren wrote that he
went through all of the throublesthrou ofbles nauvoo and the
burning of the houses of green plains warren S
snow autobiography p 2 the area in which
morley settlement and green plains were located was
often referred to as the green plains precinct and
it was obviously with this in mind that warren used
the term mary annaannsanne obituary presumably written
by her children stated that while living at nauvoo
during the mob violence upon the saints she
witnessed and suffered trials and hardships but few
persons have experienced she stood guard with her
babe in her arms while cheri husband warren S
snow ate his meals several of the places then
called home were burned by the mobs while she fled
with her children to some point of saftey while her
husband was in hiding to save his lifeiiseilse a a 0

1

deseret evenngevennaEven newenewsng december 7 1907 p 3 the
account of mary anneanns burning her own home is found
in virginia K christensen the van

provo ut J grant stevenson
1962 p 170

21 accounts leftleflestiest byt victims of the burners describe the
actions of the burners as inhumane while most of
these accounts are one sidedelded they nonetheless give
a clear picture of how mormons perceived the
burners and warren snow undoubtedly shared these
perceptions mormons described their tormentors as
men of the basest sort who wore the worst clothes
and hats they painted their faces and acted like
indians while surrounding mormon homes with wild
cries displaying a barbarity that would be hard
to excell even among the cannibalscanibalscanibals charles B

hancock journal of charles brent hancock

ford p 296 according to one mormon morley
settlement was as badly infested with mosketoesmoske astoes
the mormons had been with the mob and a great deal
worse 29 huntington p 47 the mosketoesmoske weretoes
carriers of river sicknesses such as malaria and
many mormons were sick in bed some even delirious

her

eveningnwg
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burren farllyfamily
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and near deathdeathsdeeth at the time the burners forcedorcedarced them
from their homes contained within the affidavits
sworn out by mormons within a month of the burnings
are numerous accounts of the sick being turned out
of doors by the burners morley settlement
affidavits the mormon press charged that many
feeble persons thrown out into the scorching rays
of the sun or wet with the dampening dews of
evening died being persecuted to death

november 1 1645 the procedure
followed by the robbersmobbers in the burnings was a simple
oneonee they would knock on the door and inform the
mormons within that they were going to burn the
house down giving them a short period of time
usually ten minutes to remove what property they

could while the mormons quickly dragged their
effects from their homes the burners scattered
straw on the floor at the end of the short time
period they would set fire to the straw with
firebrands they carried with them while waiting
forsor the fireirelre to burn so fiercely that there was no
chance of it being doused they would help
themselves to whatever mormon property they desired
mormon affidavits allege that the burners stole
plows sickles and other farming utensils rifles
knives tools beds tables and other furniturefurni
lumber

turer
horses cattle hogs geese chickens and

wagon load after wagon load of hay grain
vegetables and other farm produce morley
settlement affidavits typical among the
affidavits are those sworn out by james and gardner
snow james declared that an armed mobmotmoi set fire to
his house and burnt it with a part of his household
furniture or otherwise took them away consisting of
one bed bedding etc also burnt or carried away a
set of coopers tools work finished and materials on
hand they also destroyed a crop of garden sauce
etc property destroyed in all worth one hundred
and fifty dollars gardner snow stated that an
armed mob burned his house burnt or carried away
his stack of oats cow and calf and about two
hundred bushels of corn thirty bushels of potatoes
and other property worth one hundred dollars
morley settlement affidavits 46 54

22 after leaving kirtlandKirtlankirtian gardner snow settled with
his family in adamadar ondiondl ahman sarah bearing him
another son in route the boy was named gardner H

snow for his father gardner wrote that in adam
ondi ahman his little son gardner H died & was
burriedberried by my own hands by reason of mob violence
being so great gardner snow
autobiography p 1

f
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ppap 313231 typescript32 uofukofu

30 gregg p 341

31 journal history september 182016201618 184516451645.1845.20

qhabfer9b2te iiilicilIII111lii
nauvoonauvqq to manti

1 warren S snow autobiography

ppap 454 5

192

23 warren undoubtedly heard of his brothers death and
the burning of the family dwelling in missouri and
shared to some extent his familys feelings
concerning the two tragedies but he was
nevertheless somewhat removed because he did not
personally experience these persecutions for at the
time they occurredoccured he was sick in ohio the burning
of morleyhorley settlement was his first real experience
with this kind of persecution warren S snow
autobiography p 1

24 isaac morley in giving warren a patriarchal
blessing in 18541654 praised warrens life up to that
point by lauding that it had been the motto of
warrenewarrens heart to be governed by counsel
patriarchal blessing given under the hands of isaac

morley on the head of warren stone snow

25 taylor september 13 18451645

26 warren S snow autobiography p 2

27 manti ward minutes august 23 16571857

2628 journal history september 131413 1845164514

29 anson call the life and record of anson call
commenced in 16391839

p 2 in the fall
of 18451645 church members worked feverishly to complete
the nauvoo temple in order to experienceexperienc the full
ordinance of the endowment before leaving illinois
the following spring on december 10 even though
only the top floor was completed the temple was
opened for endowment work and thousands of mormons
experienced the ceremony between that date and
february 7 18461646 when brigham young suspended the
work in order to execute the saints removal from
the state alienallenailen and leonard p 210 warren and
mary ann participated in the mormon ritual on
january 6 18461646 nauvoo temple endowment
register p 110 GS

2 warren S snow autobiography

e

60
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ppap 676 works7
providing information regarding the mormon exodus
are alienallenailen and leonard chapters 7 and 8 and leonard
J arrington and davis bitton the mormonmormqnmorman je3hggeribnce

new york alfred A knopf 1979

ppap 868886 microfilm88 of
holograph CHD

1020 brooks hosea

ppap 676 col7
scott and the artillery were engaged to remove dirt
from a coal bed at 12 12 cents per yard and to cut
and split two thousand rails for which they were to
be paid in flour at two dollars per hundred pounds
pork at six dollars and cash fifty men commenced
the job

ap9p

exaex2 fiencekience

193

3 brooks hosea stout 1100 61 81 84 107 84 100
ill111ililii

4 alienallenailen and leonard ppap 220221220

5

221

brooks hosea stout 11111121111 and112 journal history
february 9 1846

6 john R young memoirememoirs of john R younglyoungyounga utah

chapter 5

a8 journal history february 18 and february 28 1846
and brooks hosea scoutstgyfestoutslout 11121381112

9

138

ibid and james palmer james palmers travels and
ministry in the gospel

stout 112111210

11 warren S snow autobiography

journal history march 4 1846

12 between march 9 and march 14 john scott warren and
others buried the balls and shot as instructed and
soon delivered a description of the cache to brigham
young warrens signature along with that of col
scott and a few others appeared at the bottom of
the description see brooks hoseajgtgut 11361381136

13

138

ibid p 11501511150 and151 john D lee camp of israel
april 10 microfilm of holograph CHD

14 warren S snow autobiography p 7 and john
scott to brigham young june 5 1846 brigham young
collection

1525 warren S snow autobiography p 7

16 ibid

1920p

autobi1 ographyp

14p

hosea stout

p

essllsz salt lake city deseret news
1920 p 337

7 warren S snow autobiography
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17 BH roberts described that purchasers for theproperty of such cormonsmormonsMor asmons remained and also of
those who had departed without selling their houses
and landelands became fewer and prices lower since
prospective buyers from a distance and the people
immediately surrounding nauvoo saw no need of
purchasing property at a fair price which
inevitably must become theiretheirs at their own price
the result of this condition was that it became
impossible for this remnant consisting for the mostpartparty of the destitute the aged infirm and sick
to remove roberts 31 242 thomas4 bullockbullocks one
of the mormons still in nauvoo described conditions
there in a letter early in september 1846 he
stated that there have been many saints who were
preparing as fast as they could to go to the west
who have gone to the grave many literally dying for
want whole families are sick and not one to help
the other two or three dying in a house great
difficulty in getting coffins and then to be hurried
by strangers there is not one house in this
neighborhood but there has been sickness in itthere appears to mewe to be more sick now than when
nauvoo was crowded with saints bullock and his
family were stricken themselves with the symptoms of
the river diseases so common to settlers on the
mississippi river during the summer months the
entire family had been shake shake shaking more
or less for the last five weeks and at one point

were not expected to live thro isiccbc3isicj the day
bullock still sick as he wrote the letter claimed
that he was then shaking at ten or twelve knots an
hour and that were someone to see his family they
would say the bullocks had either been whitewashed
or risenbarleen out of theiratheir3their graves in addition to
being ill the bullock family like most other
mormons in nauvoo were poor having been unable to
sell his home thomas wrote that had it not been
for a little charity and his wife selling much of
her clothing the family should all have died of
starvation in utter frustration bullock declared
that he had not the least idea where the familys
next meal was to come from let alone how he would
obtain sufficient means to move his family west
thomas bullock to willard richards september 10
1846 original CHD

18 for additional information regarding the rise of mob
violence during the summer of 1846 and descriptions
of the battle that resulted see roberts 312231
david

22
F wilcox ededoede quinbyquingy and adams

representative men 2 vols chicago and
new york the lewis publishing co 1919 12062101206
the

210
hastryhistrxhistoryqf adameadamsadainaadaire countyjllinois chicago

quincygnd
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dailydallydaliy
record gof thetho journey9fjourne2qf

nauvgonauvoojnauvoo iiiingisaIIIlii111lil toanoisinois

ppap 539540539

26

540

hiram G ferris to john T burnett september 13
1846 philo johnson claytonaytonCiclay ppapcontonhon 646764 and67
roberts 31115311

27

15

for example see minutes of a sermon delivered by
james C snow found in minutes of the utah stake
ppap 539540539 james540 snow indicated that warren had
told him how he witnessed what he considered to be a
a miraculous event the mob shot csjg3 many scores

195

murray williamson and phelps 1879 ppap 114117114
william

117
clayton y williamiiiifia cjlaxtonlsaigycigy journaljournaallohstowsbows a

the origlogiqriganaiOrig cgtbbanxqfcompgoyangilogiangl
mormonmgraqnl

of
pioneers from the

ysugxgf the great salt lake salt lake city
clayton family association 1921 ppap 646764 rowena67
J miller compcoxfp nauvoo battle compilation of
accounts typescript in the possession of james L
kimball jr CHD philo johnson autobiography
CHD and hiram G ferris to john T burnett
september 139 1846 typescript CHD

19 warren S snow autobiography p 7 and list of
battle of nauvoo participants photocopy in the
possession of james L kimball jr CHD this is a
copy of an original list created by battle of nauvoo
participant robert L campbelicampbell the list appears to
be very comprehensive containing not only the names
and ranks of the participants but also some scant
information concerning their activities as well as
delineating the individual participants which were

new citizens and members of major cliffordsClif
small

fordos
force of state militiamen the list clearly

demonstrates that william cutler was the highest
ranking officer present and shows both warren and
daniel H wells as serving in the position of aide
decampde camp

20 ibid and roberts 31115311
21

15

the historygfhjstgrygfHistory gf adams cguntxjlliib3i PP 116117
clayton p 65 and roberts 313

22220 manti ward minutes september 15 and august 23
1857

23 ibid april 6 1857

24 william clayton quoting the nonmormonnon mayormormon of
quincy illinoisillinoise clayton p 67

25 warren S snow autobiography O0 p 7 and minutes
of a sermon delivered by james C snow found in
minutes of the utah stake
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infinsinfoirmation03mation03 onMationmatlon the mormon
settlements in iowa and nebraskaNebra seeskapshap ernest W

shumway winter quarters nebraska 184618481846
thesis

1848
brigham young university 1953

henry robinson james C snow emigrating company
journal

ap2p

196

of balls warren told him which flattedlattedbatted upon
striking rather than exploding bouncing or other
wise doing the damage they should have

nonmormonnon hirammormon ferris writing the second day of
the fighting described that brockmannbrockmansBrock cannonsmans
fired at intervals through out the day at one time
firing as many as twenty shots in one half hour
he also indicated that skirmishesskirmushesskir csc3mushes
occasionally ccookctookitookj place between theithel parties be

and that both sides were feverishly throwing up
breastworks hiram G ferriaferrisferrie to john T burnett
september 13 18461848

wilcox29 ppap 206210206 and210 roberts 31116311
philo

16

johnson and wilcox p 206

manti ward minutes march 22 1857

letter of erastus snow journal history december
11 1849 for furtherurther

CHD

warren S snow family group sheet
robinson passim see especially entries for august
30 september 1 5 and october 10 1852

U states of america vs james bridger bench
warrant charge treason first district court
criminal court cases july 1853 ppap 737748737 utah748
state archives research center salt lake city
utah hereafter cited as state archives see also
the roster and record of heywoods posse attached to
the bench warrantswarrant

ibid37

orson F whitneyWhitn hgtorygfbistorhistoreyo

photocopy in my
possession

f

28

sic
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310

32
f

to

33

34

35

360

38 of utah 4 vols salt
lake city 1892190471892 19047

p

4tl88 189 and major N

higgins to james ferguson adjutant general nauvoo
legion and utah militiamilitiapMilitimilitias january 2 1854
territorial militia correspondence state archives
see also certificate of election

1904p 41861894186
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39 patriarchal blessing given under the hands of isaac
morley on the head of warren stone snow february
22 1854

40 journal history july 15 1854 april 6 and 9 1855
january 8 1860 and whitney 41881894188

41

189

for example see james tillman sanford allred
diary january 5 1856 BYU

42 see warrens letters to brigham young during the
years 185418611854 brigham1861 young collection

43 see for example warren S snow to brigham young
april 24 and july 14 1855 brigham young
collection for five full years warren was almost
overwhelmed by the tremendous amount of time and
effort it took to regulate the countuscountyscounty0scoun tithingtys and
feed the many poor saints who were daily asking
him for bread warren S snow to brigham young
july 14 1855

44 one of warrenawarrensWarwaz tithingrenoarenosrenga trains was composed of 75
wiggonswaggonswaggons and carried about 25 hundred bushel of
tithing oats and wheat for the lack of means of
transportation enough for 100 wiggonswaggonswag wasgons leftsoleftiestlestsoleat
behind samuel pitchforth diary february 5
1857 photocopy of typescript CHD warren drove
311 head of tithing sheep to salt lake late in june
1856 journal history june 28 1856

45 journal history april 11 1857

46 brigham young to warren snow and presidnetPresid chapmannet
march 3 1856 and warren S snow to brigham young
july 14 1855 february 26 march 9 july 18 1856
and march 15 march 22 and august 10 1857 brigham
young collection warrens influence with arapeenaraleen
was so great that he prevailed upon the chief to
consecrate his property including the county
of sanpeteSanpete to the church warren S snow to
brigham young december 23 185618569 brigham young
collection arapeenaraleenAra onpeen at least one occasion spoke
in the sunday meetings in the salt lake tabernacle
he spoke in his own language and warren interpreted
winslow farr jr diary february 15 1857
typescript BYU
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chater IVivl
the utailwar

1 journal history aprill 11 1857

2 journal of

for more detailed descriptions
of the events that led up to the conflict as well as
studies of the confrontation itself see roberts
41984404198 norman440 F furnis the mormon conflictconfligt
18501859165018591850 new1859 haven yale university press 1960
leroy R hafen and ann W hafen eds the utah
exbedi tioq1857i858l A

glendale ca arthur H clarkdarkmarkmackclackciack co 1958 and paul
bailey hoyhox smokeldissertatqnsmoke onA thedissertation utah war
los angelos westernloreWestern bookslore 1978

6 journaljqurnai of discourses 52262275226
7

227

this dispatch is partially reprinted in roberts
42392404239

a8

240

warren S snow to brigham young august 10 1857
brigham young collection

9 manti ward minutes august 30 and august 16
1857

10 ibid august 30 august 2 september 20 and
august 16 1857

11 warren S snow to brigham young auguetaugust 10 1857
and june 27 1863

12 ibid with these sentiments in mind warren wrote a
letter to brigham young on august 10 1857 and
closed it with a prayer that god would bless

utah war

discourses 4324 and journal history
may 26 1857 for more information on the trip
which was known as the fort limhi expedition see
roberteroberts 481048

3

10

ibid p 49
4 journal history july 4 1857

5 these events were the precursors of the major
confrontation between the united states government
and the mormon church which is commonly referred to
as the utah war

26p

ex edit 185718581857 1858 documentary2

a 0

all the people of the lord einaein3 preserving brigham
and other leaders from the grasp ofcofcos their enemies
that their lives might be spairelspaired long upon the

earth to see the kingdom full established
warrnwarmwadawaza S snow to brigham young august 10 1857
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41
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13 manti ward minutes august 23 1857

14 on august 15 a force of seventyfiveseventy nauvoofive legion
riders was mobilized under the leadership of robert
T burton they were instructed to protect mormon
emigrants on their way to utah and to learn the
location strength and equipment of the united
states forces approaching utah and report theirprogress and all their movements to utah
headquarters roberts 22462472246 A247 month later
another group of mormon spies was sent out under the
direction of andrew cunningham in late september
general daniel H wells and some 1250 legionnaires
traveled to echo canyon and began preparing a
defensive battleground on october 3 a council of
war was held at fort bridger and the mormons
determined to begin active operations against the
government troops colonel robert T burton major
lot smith porter rockwell and others were ordered
to proceed at once to annoy the army in every
possible way use every exertion to stampede their
animals and set fire to their trains burn the
whole country before them and on their flanks
keep them from sleeping by night surprises blockade
the road by felling trees or destroying the river
fords where you can roberts 4247 274275274 275p
278280278

275
they280 continued this work for some three

weeks when they were relieved by majormaorhajor warren snow
and captain ephraim hanks

15 warren S snow to daniel H wells august 17 1857
territorial militia correspondence and warren S
snow to brigham young september 21 1857 brigham
young collection

16 journal history october 8 1857

17 azariah smith journal october 11 1857
microfilm of origninalorig CHDninal

18 while nephi is not in sanpete county it was
nonethelessnontheless part of the sanpete military district as
well as part of the area warren presided over as
presiding bishop patriarchal blessing given under
the hands of isaac morley on the head of warren
stone snow

19 ibid and warren S snow to sarah elizabeth whiting
snow undated and text ppap 282928

20

29

journajlof discourses 5111
21 manti ward minutes august 30 1857

p

lip
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patriarchal22 blessing given under the hands of isaac
morley on the head of warren stone snow

stuytstgyt 2644

ibid

ap2p

ap6p

av1v

daniel burbank journal9journal october 23 and 24 1857
and andrew love journal october 10 23 and 24
1857 both love and burbank were members of warren
snows mounted command during the utah war both
kept almost daily accounts of their activities
while the entries are short and sketchy they
nonetheless provide a good record of the commands
movements both of these small journals can be
found in journal history under the date of december
2 1857

love october 6 1857 for contemporary
descriptions of mormon efforts to create a defensive
battle ground in echo canyon see brooks haseahgseahosea
stout 2642 and lewis barney journal p illliitypescript USHS

daniel H wells wrote dispatches almost every day to
brigham young which contained detailed accounts of
the movements of the army as well as those of the
mormon scouts the dispatches were sent so fast
that brigham often had them at his breakfast table
the next morning these dispatches make it clear
that warren moved in with his fresh command while
smith burton and rockwell moved their men away
from the army to take a rest dispatches of daniel
H wells to brigham young nauvoo legion
correspondence brigham young collection microfilm
reel 75 see also love and burbank journals

roberts 42782994278

ibid

299

ibid p ppap 279280279

daniel

280

H wells to brigham young november 2 1857
nauvoo legion correspondence brigham young
collection burbank november 1 1857 love
november 1 1857 and brookebrooksbrookss hosea stoqt

daniel H wells to brigham young november 2
1857 burbank november 1 1857 and love november
1 1857 warren and his mormon raiders had strict
orders to do no killing but the U S soldiers did
not A special correspondent of the new york
tribune who was with the army covering the story for
his paper noted the fact that the mormons were not
shooting at the soldiers he then pointed out that

no such scruples exist on the side of the army and
on the first occasion on which a soldiers musket

23

24

111r

25

26

27

28

29

30
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stoutstoufeshoufe 2646 and lot smith p 22

42 ibid brooks hosea

201

can be levelledbevelledlevel atled any of the banditti the mormon
raiders the trigger will certainly be pulled in
the present crisis there is not longer room for
childs play

and

november 7 and 14 1857

40 ibid p november 16 and 10 1857 and lot smith the
story of lot smith p 23 pamphlet uofukofu

41 daniel H wells to brigham young november 16 1857
brooks hosea

stout 2646 and daniel H

wells to brigham young november 16 1857 on just
such a night the scouts at the base camp heard a
shot ring out somewhere off down the muddy some
distance from their camp warren and another man
each took a pistol and walked out in the cold
still night to see what was the matter they
found two men from manti part of snows command
who had become lost and were rolled up in the snow

freezing to death warren and his companion
got the two cold men to camp and saved their
lives burbank november 9 1857

millennial star 201858 939493

31

94

loveloveo november 1 1857 and burbank november 1
1857

32 love november 151 18575 statement of david cazier
a member of warrensWar commanddenoerenosdenpe found in martha caziereagar theibs life historygf william caziercagiercagler
provo ut J grant stevenson p 31 and

burbankbucBur novemberbanko 10 1857

33 love november 151 18575 and brooks hosea150 stout
264426448

34 daniel H wells to brigham young november 10 18571857p
nauvoo legion correspondence brigham young
collection

35 brooks hosea stout 264526450

36 burbank november 6 1857 love november 6 1857
and daniel H wells to brigham young november 7
1857 nauvoo legion correspondence brigham young
collection

37 ibid
38 daniel H wells to brigham young november 7 10

14 16 and 20 1857 nauvoo legion correspondence
brigham young collection

39 ibid

B

nomuvoo
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43 daniel H wellwellswelis to brigham young november 20 and
16 1857

44 ibid november 21 1857

45 ibid november 21 and 16 1857

46 burbank december 121 18572 love november 30
december 2 1857 and journal history 2 1857

47 this statement was attached to burbanks journal and
is found in journal history december 2 1857

48 philo johnson

49 warren S snow to brigham young june 27 1863

50 journal history december 27 1857

chapler V 1.1
A yeryyerxverv roughroush sea to ride on

1 manti ward minutes december 6 1857

2 jounaljohnal history january 4 1858 the legislature
was in session from december 23 1857 to january 22
1858 for a description of the standing army of
utah see george A smith to john L smithsmithp found in
journal history february 5 1858

3 roberts 43503654350
4

365

manti ward minutes march 28 1858 this mass
migration is commonly referred to as the move
south

5 for a detailed description of the negotiations for
peace the entry of the army and the peace
commission see roberts 43424464342

6

446

investigation of the acts and character of warren
S snow p 8

7 brigham young described warren as a good and a
talented man minutes of a meeting of the irstfirstarst
presidency the quorum of the twive csickcsicjsic and the
presidents of the first quorum of seventy journal
history october 23 1859 sometime later he
characterized warren as a pushing man one who
could be counted on to energeticlyenergetic push assingmentsassing
to

ments
their conclusion brigham young john W young

and daniel H wells to bishop john B maiben april

16p

J

rouqhgea

is

40
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ly



toetos
respect and confidence in warrens abilities to
fulfill important assignments brigham young
collection

8 investigation of the acts and character of warren
S snow

ppap 727372 GS73 brigham youngeyoungs personal
letters to warren repeatedly reveal the presidenpresidents

203

25 1877 as foundoundsoundaund in moses F farnsworth history
of manti

p 898

9

9

manti ward minutes march 22 1857

10 ibid april 6 1857

11 ibid april 6 1857 and january 31 1858 and
minutes of the utah stake november 16 1856 the

hormonmormon reformation beginning in the latter part of
1856 and lasting less than a year was a period of
intense spiritual excitement designed to recommit
complacent mormons to live their religion while it
served its purpose to some extent it tended to go
to extremes and the violent spirit of early
mormonism reached a high point that is evident in
warrens sermons and actions

12 journal of discourses 453 219

13 deuteronomy 2222

jurnsjlbiscr8es 421942194

1525 ibid V 4219 and 3246 to make sure the saints
understood this brigham said from what is at
times said here it might be inferred that every one
who did not walk to the line was at once going to be
destroyed but who has been hurt who is about to
be killed who is about to be taken out of the
way he then asked the people do we enforce the
strict91strict penalty of the law his answer was not

yet ibid 3245247
16 ibid 44951 in this same sermon grant said

that there are men and women that I1 would advise to
go to the president immediately and ask him to
appoint a committee to attend to their case and
then let a place be selected and let that committee
shed their blood

17 samuel pitchforth diary of samuel pitchforth
1857186818571868001857 1868186800 of may 31 1857 typescript CHD no
minutes of any civil or church trial for thomas
lewis crime have been found but pitchforth makes
it clear that lewis was under arrest and on the way
to the city salt lake city to be taken to the

f

as

90

14 journal of discourses

0

3245 247

449 51

91
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cgnfessiconfessions oneons
is so absurd in so many of the incidentsincident details
that it disqualifies itself as a serious source
for example the authors state that the emasculation
occuredoccurred before the entire congregation and that
after bishop snow did the deed with a bowie knife

geette

cac3 61 the writers of the

chdandchmand was written by
a son remembering what his mother told him her
mother told her its details do not match up with
either those presented in life

204

penetentiionary sji li fe
n confessions of the letelate mormon bishorjohnBisho DRjohnmrm5sbe &q DJ

lee and others who were far removed from the
incident both in time and space have mistakenly
identified the issue of the emasculation as being
the result of a fight over a girl between warren and
thomas lewis the account in lifelifelleellee and

he allegedly took the portion severed from his
victim and hung it up on a nail on the manti ward
house wall so that it could be seen by all who
visited the house afterwards see john D lee
mormonism unveiled orunyealedlqr the life and

bighqb john D lee st louis
bryan brand and co 1877 ppap 285286285 this286
work much of which was put together after john D

leeeleesleealee deatha by nonmormonsnon attemptingmormons to debunk the
churchchurchy contains much that lee or any other mormon
would have known to have been false the absurd
qualities of its account of the emasculation of
thomas lewis identifies itself as a collection of
folk beliefs regarding the affair gathered and
written by hostile persons many years after its
occuranceoccupanceoccur theance only other account of the event that
I1 am aware of is found in murray averett history
of johanna christina neilson averett as known by
her son murray averett 0

and confessions or
samuel pitchforth pitchforth the clerk of the
nephi ward was privy to the dealings of his
presiding bishop and wrote his account soon after
the incident occuredcuredoccurredoc it is clearly the only
reliable source of the three discussed the sermons
delivered in the manti ward the spirit of the
times the form of punishment itself and the record
of brighams reaction to it make it clear that
lewis had committed a sexual crime see text around
footnote 19 pitchforth considered the fact that
lewis lived a mirricalemirri andcale lamented that lewis

now is gone crazy

18 pitchforth may 31 1857 from the tenor of joseph
youngs railings in nephi pitchforth was convinced
that bro W snow will loose some influence through
the affair

19 scott G kenney ed yifqrdwilford wgodruffswoodruffs journal
1633189801633 918980 volavolsvoievole midvale ut signature books

204
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1984 555 and matthew 1912 which states
and there be eunucheunuchs which have made themselves
eunuchs for the kingdom of heavens sake

20 brigham young to warren S snow june 10 1857 and
july 7 1857 brigham young collection

21 for a discussion of judge john cradlebaughs crusade
and the problems it caused in utah see davis
bitton the cradlebaugh court 1859 A study in
early mormongentilemormon misunderstandinggentile in clark
knowlton ed socajaccommgdat3on in utah salt
lake city the university of utah for the american
west center 1975 ppap 719771 and97 charles S
peterson A historical analysis of territorialgovernment in utah under alfred cumminggumming 185718611857 1861

MS thesis brigham young university 1958 ppap
143166143

22

166

warren S snow to brigham young april 10 1859
brigham young collection delaun mills cox history
of delaun mills cox p 8 typoscripttypscript USHS journal
history april 13 1859 and george peacock the
journals of george peacock 15960 typescript in
my possession

23 ibid
24 warren S snow to brigham young april 10 1859

warrens letters to members of the first presidency
often contianed expressions of his concern for their
safety for exampleexam inpleppiep 1858 he wrote may god
bless you brigham bro heber & br daniel &

families sc& preserve your lives and save you from the
hands of the gentiles & that you may be as free as
the air that blows over the mountain topetops which is
my prayer warren S snow to brigham young july
14 1858 brigham young collection

25 journal history april 13 1859 peacock 160 and
bitton p 818281

26

82

journal history april 27 i859185c and peacock 161
27 journal history june 7 1859

28 hans jensen helahalshaleheia ohanshans jensen halehalshaie journal
microfilm of original CHD see entry for 1859

29 warren S snow to sarah elizabeth whiting snow
march 19 1872 warren stone snow collection BYU
see both typescript and original

social accommodation

13p
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patriarchal blessing given under the hands of isaac
morley on the head of warren stone snow

warren S snow to sarah elizabethellzabetheilzabeth whiting snow
march 19 1872

ibid

roberts 44974984497

minutes

498

of a meeting of the first presidency
twive csjlgsic and presidency of seventies as found
in journal history october 23 1859

ibid
nephi ward minutes february 14 1858 CHD and

warren S snow to brigham young december 23 1856
brigham young collection
journalsyeqsi of discourses 324432440

see38 text ppap 747674

warren

76

married mary ann vorhees december 23 1841
and by her had at least eight children on may 16
1855 he married druzilla higgins who apparently
bore him three children during the mormon
reformation in the last part of 1856 and the firstpart of 1857 warren took at least three more wives
he married maria baum on december 2 1856 who bore
him two children on april 20 1857 he married
sarah elizabeth whiting and they produced three
children sometime that same year he married mary
ann brown by whom he elredsiredairedalred another child there is
some evidence that he married still other women
maria baum and mary ann brown divorced him quite
early later raising their children with other
husbands but during the period discussed in the
text he was married to and had the obligation of
caring for all five families snow family
genealogical records in my possession
brigham young to warren S snow july 7 1857 and
july 28 1856 brigham young collection
journalsysosa sfof discoursessis0118 B3163188316318316

ibid
As early as december 1857 rumoursru weremours in
circulation concerning warren and his first
counsellor george peacock having made wrong use of
goods got in S L city during their expedition

30

31

32

33
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35
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37
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against the army and while they declared that
they had got nothing for themselves only what they

intended paying forsor the rumnorsrumniors were so prevalent
that warren and george peacock asked veralseveralveraibretheren to testify to thier honesty before the
entire manti ward and then it was voted forsor the
saints to put a stop to slandering each other itis interesting to note how warren dealt with those
who were spreading the rumors after the vote
warren called upon a brother bunce to make
confession of bad conduct after he did so
warren threatened that if bunce fellellseilseiielieil again into
transgression his wife and family would be taken
from him we must warren declared put away
enemies within before we can meet emleeenemiesemkes
without december 31 1858
underlining mine this same brother bunce was

among warrens most outspoken accussers in 1860

44

P

brigham

0

young to orson hyde november 19 1860
orson hyde to brigham young november 28 1860 and
brigham young to orson hyde december 2 1860
brigham young collection underlining hydes

45 manti ward minutes december 16 1860 january 6
20 9 february 3 and 10 1861 and orson hyde to
brigham young december 15 1860 brigham young
collection in this same letter hyde described the
rumors in regard to george peacock he has been in
the habit of hunting up strays to pay for cattle
lost out of his herd that he has been required to
pay for if what the people say of him is true he
eats stolen beef and with his train about him is
much mixed up with strays

46 peacock 19192191 and92 manti ward minutes january
20 1861

47 ibid january 20 and february 3 1861 it isinteresting to note that in one sunday sermon hyde
suggested that wives who knew their husbands to
have been guilty of a a a stealing would be
justified in getting devorcedevorceddivorcedDevor fromdced them and children
would be justified in forsaking them etc he the
speaker scsic warned such wives and if they went to
distructiondistractiondist withruction cheivestheives he shook his garments clear
of their blood ibid december 16 1860

48 george peacock to brigham young january 6 186116610
brigham young collection and peacock 198

49 warren S snow to brigham young february 3 1861
brigham young collection
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50 peacock 1104
51 manti ward minutes

unlawlyunlawl

march 14 1861

52 brigham young finally directed that the
investigation be held and that detailed minutes be
kept and sent to hm in order that he might get to
the bottom of the problem warren was examined on
april 15 and george peacock on the two following
days see investigation of the acts and character
of warren S snow

53 ibid p ppap 1111 especially11 898

54

9

ibid p ppap 9109 it10 is interesting to note that
while warren was examined not one person mentioned
the emasculation of thomas lewis the following
day however as the investigation examined george
peacock the issue was brought up A statement was
made claiming that peacock had said that in the
resettlingsettlingsesettling up of the tithing there was more

fault found with J eager warrenewarrenscwarrens clerk john
eagar than there was with bishop snow & that eagar
had used all his influence to put snow down and that
he eagarlceagar3eagars went to far peacock allegedly
threatened to ride eagar on a rail out of town
after this statement was made eagar used the threat
to demonstrate the hardhandedhard naturehanded of the
bishoprickbishopricsbish leadershipoprics many of the people have
been afraid he said peacock he went on said
it would taketare 2 or 3 such cases as T lewis a week
to keep the people down on straight he also
claimed that peacock had threatened if any one
heard any noice in the street to keep in their
houses they would serve others so and would not go
to willow creek neither many armed themselves
through fear he said ibid p ppap 131413

55

14

the minutes of the investigation which were sent to
brigham young clearly show that warren emphatically
denied any criminal guilt with the exception of the
two army cattle that he unlawfully gave the mormon
spies in 1858 to all other charges he responded
with it is false as hell is falscofalsc3 afteraster
hearing the confused testimonies of the manti
saints which seemed to be made up mostly of
hearsay the judges accepted warrenwarrenswarrene denial in
spite of thibthis the manti ward clerk displayed the
mind set of much of the community when he wrote in
the ward minute book that it had been proven that
warren was guilty of encouragingbeencouraginge cattle stealing
and that he had confessed as much this was in
direct contradiction to the official and detailed
minutes of the investigation see manti ward
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halehalshalsohaiehaisshaies
18591862.185918621859 that1862 church leaders felt warren was
guilty at least to some extent is evident in
daniel H wells to warren S snow march 5 1861
and A milton musser to brigham young october 2
1865 brigham young collection

56 warren S snow to brigham young february 3 196119611iggi
and january 17 1865

57 writing from his mission almost three years after
the problems beganbegano warren referring to his head
clerk john eagar wrote sometimeadsometime he again will
smell fire and will want someone to throw snow to
put it out

halehalshaiehalahaia baidsaidbald I1 and many others had sense
enough not to get mixed up in it took no part in it
and minded our own business and enjoyed ourselves in
our work and the principles of the gospel

20911209

minutes

vilvii
theibe black hawkheyhee waryaenaenac

1 warren S snow to sarah elizabeth whiting snow
february 12 1862 warren S snow collection

liob1108

april 15 and 16 1861 this view of the
situation waawas so prevalent that warren writing from
his mission in england over a year laterlated asked one
of his wives to give his love to his friends in
manti sadly adding if any there be warren S
snow to sarah elizabeth whiting snow october 20
1862 warren S snow collection this isle not to say
that all of the manti saints turned away from
warren hansbans halehalshaie for example a danish convertconver
wrote

tv
that during this periodveriodverlod many8manv sorrows came

upon mancimantimanclnancinanni church members because ofol01 thetriecrie conditions
there between the bishop and the counselors
but

warren closed his writing on the
matter with the hope that god would bless the
honest in heart in every land and clime for every
mansman0smanamans work will be tried as by fire and he that is
righteous will be righteous still warren S
snow to sarah elizabeth whiting snow september 24
1863 warren S snow collection

58 peacock IS 108lob and 28
59 ibid p 9 and journal history august 21 1861

60 daniel H wells to warren S snow march 5 1861
brigham young collection letter press books
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reminiscencesremjniscen
participantseaefeisi5qfesparticipgnts logan utlituilull utah state university
press for the western text society 1973 and deloy
J spencer the utah black hawk war 186518711865 1871

onsona in

warlwari lore

ap2p

210

2 ibid for further evidence of the good feeling
toward warren on behalf of the british saints see
journal history january 2 1864

3 millennialsaueqaisa star 261864515226186451
4 journal history december 31 1863

5 warren S snow to brigham young june 27 1863

6 brigham young to warren S snow september 1 1863
brigham young collection

7 journal history march 16 august 24 and november
2 1864

8 in spite of brighams letter to warren in 18631663 it
seems brigham did not welcome warren with open arms
when he arrived in utah perhaps he did not see him
at all for several months and on january 17 1865
after having been home for twoandahalftwo monthsand
warren

a
wrote

half
a short and business like letter to the

president it simply stated dear brother knowing
that you are well acquaintedaquainted in relation to my

business as a bishop in sanpete before leaving on my

mission what do you desire me to do in the matter
eny council that you may feel to give will be
cheerfully complied with by me yours truly in
christ W S snow warren S snow to brigham
young january 17 1865 the account of hyde taking
warren by the hand and urging the people to forget
the past is found in peacock 327

9 ibid v ppap0 29 and peter gottfredson indian
degredatidepeggationsDegredati utah 2 ed salt lake city merlin
G christensen 1969169 ppap 129130129 335338335130 this338
event is viewed as the beginning of the black hawk
indian war there is no definativedefinitivedefi studynative of the war
itself or of the issues that led up to it and while
incomplete and generally shallow the beetbestbeat works
available are gottfredson carlton culmseeCulm
utahs

seepseer
black and

report submitted in partial fulfillment of the
requiermentsrequier forments the degree of master of science in
social science utah state university 1969
perhaps the greatest historical source for the war
are the letters and dispatches found in territorial
militia correspondence state archives

10 gottfredson ppap 130 338 and kate B carter
comp p daughters of the utah pioneersqur pioneer

hawk war of

pioneers our

52



lyolypiyo because some of them have
killed some of our people this is not right let
the guilty be punished and the innocent go free

cac3
wicked indians who are killing the inhabitants

ppap 161163161 and163 carter p 178

21 warren S snow to brigham young september 24 1865
brigham young collection gottfredson ppap 167169167
and

169
culmsee ppap 565856

22

58

warren S snow to brigham young september 24 1865

23 ibid

211

heritageheritageheritag 1965 salt lake city daughters of the utah
pioneers 1965 p 176

11 peacock 329
12 warren S snow to brigham young april 22 1865

brigham young collection
13 ibid and reddick N allred to brigham young april

13 1865 brigham young collection
14 ibid and warren S snow to brigham young april

22 1865

15 andrew J moffitt to brigham young april 20 1865
brigham young collection

1626 gottfredson ppap 140144140

17

144

ibid p ppap 151156151

1828

156

culmsee ppap 535453 peacock54 332 warren S snow
nauvoo legion certificate of commission 1 photocopy
in my possession and andrew J moffitt to brigham
young july 23 1865 brigham young collection
john taylor summed up brighams hunt and chastise
policy while speaking to the sanpete saints during
the authorities visit some want to kill the
indiansindiana promiscuouspromiscuously

culmsee ppap 535453 perhaps54 he made this statement
to temper one brigham made the day warren was
elected brigadier general use up thes elzlsi

he
intstructed the mantiwantimantl saints & if these indians
who profess to be friendly will not help bring them
to justice do not let them stay with you but treat
them as enemies woodruff 6235

1929 culmsee p 54 andrew J moffitt to brigham young
july 23 1865 and gottfredson ppap 161163161

20

163

ibid

220

sic
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Peacocpeacock 333
warren S snow to brigham young october 3 1865

gottfredson ppap 169176169 and176 george A smith to
orson hyde october 22 1865

journalsjsurnais

george A

typoscripttypscript
1865

212

smith to orson hyde october 22 1865
found in journal history october 22

peacock 333 and warren S snow to brigham young
october 3 1865 brigham young collection warren
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THE BIOGRAPHY OF A MORMON DEFENDER
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ABSTRACT

warren stone snow was an early convert to the LDS
church who during the churchs first four decades was
often involved in defensive roles as mormonism
encountered various conflicts on the american frontier
while he protected the lives of joseph smith and brigham
young and defended illinois saints from houseburninghouse mobsburning
and took a leading role in the battle of nauvoo hisgreatest defensive contributions took place after the
mormons settled in utah As commander of the sanpete
military district he was one of the leading figures in
mormon defensive efforts during the utah war in 1857 and
later as brigadier general in the nauvoo legion he was
the single most important mormon military leader during
utahs longest and most intense indian war the black
hawk war of 186518671865 this1867 thesis is a biography of
snowesnows life during his protecting years and examines his
background and character as well as his motivations and
defensive activities
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